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At LEP2 the two-fermion production has the highest cross section of all hard processes. At LEP1 it
serves as the unique reaction to study the properties of the Z boson and it had a very distinct two-body
character, as the photon initial state emission (ISR) was highly suppressed. At LEP2, far above the Z
pole, the ISR is strong and frequent, the radiative tail of the Z develops to such an extent that the ISR
QED radiative corrections are several times as large as the Born cross sections. Another important fact
is that one needs to account for the production of secondary real fermion-anti-fermion pairs (usually
light and soft) due to the radiation of off-shell photons and Z bosons from the initial- or final-state. This
makes the task of the ‘signal definition’, that is what we really mean by the two-fermion final state,
rather nontrivial, in other words there is the question of the separation between the radiative corrections
to two-fermion production and the genuine four-fermion production. This aspect of the two-fermion
process was highlighted in the discussion of the LEP Electroweak Group and also in the presentations
in the beginning of the current workshop. One aim of the workshop therefore was to come up with a
2-fermion signal definition, which is applicable to all 2-fermion final states, and suited equally well for
theoretical predictions and experimental measurements.
The other topics which emerged as important theoretical issues for the work in two-fermion group
were the question of the reliability of the existing QED calculations, especially of the so called initial-
final state interference, and the question of the reliability of the pure electroweak corrections. The out-
standing performance of the machine gave LEP experiments sizable samples of events with one and two
explicitly (tagged) photons which are very useful for searches of the phenomena beyond the Standard
Model (SM). The evaluation of the rates of these events from QED was high on the agenda of our work
from the beginning.
The layout of our chapter reflects to a large extent the evolution of the work of our two-fermion
group. In general we pursued two ways of collecting, evaluating and improving theoretical calculations
for two-fermion precess. On one hand, we collected all available theoretical calculations, as implemented
in Monte Carlo (MC) and semi-analytical programs (codes) and we applied them to get predictions for
all cross sections, asymmetries, etc. measured in LEP2 experiments, which were identified in first place,
with the help of our experimental coordinators, one for each LEP collaboration. All codes bear their own
theoretical error specification and applicability range. This what we call the ‘wide-range comparisons’
of many codes for many observables has given us confidence into individual error specifications, or
has led to some questions to be solved either within this workshop or beyond. On the other hand, the
alternative path was followed of the so called ‘tuned-comparisons’ or ‘theme-comparisons’ which either
concentrated on the more detailed comparisons of 2-3 codes, usually concentrating just on one theoretical
problem and trying to reduce just one source of the theoretical errors, for example from QED effects. The
prominent part of the ‘theme-comparisons’ was the study on the effects of the secondary pair production
process.
Having this in mind the outline of the report is not surprising. In the first section we amass the
rich list of processes and measurable quantities for all 2-fermion channels, that is the Bhabha process,
the quark-, t -,   -pair channels, without and with tagged photons which are one pillar of the ‘wide-range
comparisons’. Another pillar is the third section in which all theoretical calculations/codes are collected
– each of them includes its individual total theoretical error and range of applicability. In the second
section we present the harvest of the wide-range comparisons, summarizing in a quantitative way results
of them, channel per channel.
The ‘theme-comparisons’ are located in the fourth section and their subset related to secondary
pair production was important enough to be awarded the status of the separate fifth section.
In the last section we summarize all important results and list the problems in two-fermion pro-
duction which are still left out for further work.
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2 EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVABLES AND THEORETICAL
PRECISION REQUIREMENTS
This section collects specifications of the quantities measured in the two-fermion process at LEP2 which
we call for short ‘observables’, and we also try for each listed observable to define the necessary precision
level of the theoretical prediction, keeping in mind the total experimental error which will be achieved at
the end of LEP2 operation, for data combined for all four LEP experiments.
The great diversity of these observables is a distinct feature of the two-fermion process, as com-
pared to the u¡u channel or QCD studies, see other sections. It is partly due to the fact that various
final states like muon-pairs, tau-pairs, quark-pairs, neutrino-pair with gamma and the Bhabha process
have very different experimental characteristics, different methods of measurement and each of them
comes in two versions, accepting Z radiative return or rejecting it. Furthermore, the two-fermion process
cannot be experimentally completely disentangled from the four-fermion process, multiplying again the
possible option for defining the two-fermion observables. On top of that there are still (and will be)
differences between the ways the four experiments define and measure their cross-sections, asymmetries
and distributions.
In this section we make a sort of ‘frontal attack’ on the problem of defining what is measured as a
two-fermion process at LEP2, by doing the most complete list of two-fermion observables used in LEP2
data analysis. The primary aim of this is to help theorists to understand what is really measured in LEP2
and what are the ultimate precision targets in the LEP2 data. However, such an exhaustive list can also
be useful for experimental collaborations when combining data from four LEP collaborations.
We never had a hope to have a complete theoretical prediction and full discussion of theoretical
errors for all this impressive list of two-fermion observables. It is not even necessary as some of them
are quite similar, and some of them are rather difficult to implement for the average theorist. In the
process of scrutinizing various theoretical calculations we use only part of these observables, mostly of
the ‘simplified type’. The simplified observables are also necessary because semi-analytical programs
can provide predictions only for them and not for the realistic ones. (MC event generators have no such
limitations.) Another role of simplified observables is that they are prototypes of the observables used
for combining data from the four LEP collaborations.
For the so called ‘tuned comparisons’ which were made for instance among ¢¢ MC and ZFITTER
or between BHWIDE and LABSMC the authors of these codes have used their own, even more simple
kinematic cuts, tailored specifically to these tests. They are not discussed in this section.
The observables which include the Z resonance in the phase space, that is Z-inclusive, and which
exclude the Z resonance, that is Z-exclusive, we usually denote them using the short-hand notation ‘in-
clusive observables’ and ‘exclusive observables’ instead of the full ‘Z-inclusive’ and ‘Z-exclusive’. We
hope that this will not lead to confusion, and wherever necessary we shall expand to the full terminology.
For the purpose of our main aim, that is of establishing theoretical errors for the typical two-
fermion observables this section contains too much information. We think, however, that it is a valuable
asset of this report and we decided to keep it to the full extent, accepting that only some of them will be
really used in the actual theoretical studies.
2.1 Precision requirements for theoretical predictions
One of the most important ingredient of the observable definition is its precision tag. Obviously the
higher precision the more complicated the study of its theoretical uncertainties will be. Also more of the
details of experimental cuts will be needed to estimate the theoretical systematic errors.
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The following rule of thumb with respect to the errors obtained for the data taken at ù ú
Ë ß
 GeV
was suggested for estimating the required precision in cases where there is no better information avail-
able.
1. The experimental statistical error is decreased by factor of ù
ß
¤£ Í@÷7) with respect to present
(summer 1999) one for the single collaboration. We still expect statistics to grow by factor of 3
and combination of all 4 experiments makes the total statistics a factor of 12 bigger.
2. The experimental systematic error can be expected to go down by a factor of 2 (may be 3) due to
improvements and partial non-correlations among experiments.
3. The above estimates of the experimental statistical and systematic error should be added in quadra-
ture.
4. The required precision should be
ß
@Í of that to assure that theoretical effects will not deteriorate
experimental results (will not increase an error) by more than 10%.
The demand of a maximum of 10% increase of the final experimental overall error due to theoret-
ical uncertainties is not an over-demand. It is equivalent to a decrease in running time of experiments by
20% in cases when the statistical error dominates. A similar 10% deterioration of an overall detection
performance would occur only after a 30% decrease in data taking for measurements where the statistical
and systematic errors are similar in size. Having this in mind and also an enormous effort of so many
people over so many years, not mentioning the costs, may even lead to the conclusion that our rule for
precision requirements from theory is not strict enough.
In general as inclusive (incl.) we understand the cross section for ú;¥ @ú  Ì@÷ ß and as exclusive
(excl.) for ú;¥ @ú  Ì@÷  ) . For Bhabha excl | denotes HðATﬂﬁ Ì@÷  and exclÄ denotes Hð$Tﬁ Ì@÷7¦ . For
asymmetries the (absolute) error tag can be obtained from the one of thecross section multiplying it by
0.01 § ù  and dropping the % symbol.
The following precision tags can be assumed if explicit numbers do not overrule them in the text:
1. cross sections for x
Ö
x final states: incl. 0.11%, excl. 0.23%
2. cross sections for c / c d final states: excl | 0.13%, exclÄ 0.21%
3. cross sections and asymmetries for t"/gt d final states: incl. 0.41%, excl. 0.53%
4. cross sections and asymmetries for   /   d final states: incl. 0.44%, excl. 0.61%
5. searches background cross sections from quarks and tagged hard photons 0.3%
6. searches background cross sections from leptons and tagged hard photons:
single photons 1.5%, multiple photons 5%
7. searches background cross sections from neutrinos and tagged hard photons
single photons 0.5%, multiple photons 2%
These numbers serve as a starting point for the definition of precision tags required from complete the-
oretical calculations. For separate ingredients such as interferences pair corrections etc, the physical
precision tag must be even more strict, to assure that their combination will not overcome the required
tag. Finally the tag for technical tests must be set another factor of few smaller.
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2.2 General comments on observable definition
In the following chapters the observables will be defined. For more details see respectively: ALEPH [1],
DELPHI [2] for all observables, for ( ¨ ¨ (í )) processes L3 [3–6], OPAL [7–9]; for (f fj© í ) [10, 11]; and
for ( ª ª © í ) [12–14].
The main groups of observables are formed by physics processes, they are later divided into re-
alistic and idealized ones corresponding to different stages of experimental analysis. Finally specific
solutions adopted by experiments are placed in the subsections. Some points which could be extracted
from the observables definition like a glossary or the approach to the extra pair are discussed at the
beginning of the chapter to avoid unnecessary repetition.
The purpose of the list of observables is to review all necessary conditions for calculation of
theoretical predictions. More explanatory examples are given later in the section.
2.3 Notation
In definition of observables we will use some short-hand notations to make it easier. Let us illustrate just
a few of them.







































ﬀ : The collinearity angle between particles c d and c / .




















ﬀ : invariant mass of the ú -channel propagator, with ISR/FSR interference not sub-
tracted. In this case, the propagator mass is ambiguous for the interference contribution, so this




ﬀ : invariant mass of ® and Ö® - all other particles such as collinear photons are excluded.




ﬀ : invariant mass determined from the measured polar angles of particles ® and Ö® with
respect to the electron beam. These are taken from jet angles in case of hadrons. This calculation
is based on four-momentum conservation assuming that only one radiative photon is present. If no
photon is seen in the detector, this radiative photon is assumed to go along the beam axis. If an







ﬀ : invariant mass determined from a kinematic fit. This uses 4-momentum conservation











separation to nearest fermion more than 10 degrees), or from fermion angles assuming photon








x : to reconstruct the effective centre-of-mass energy two different methods are used. For
the first one, all events are reclustered into two jets using the JADE algorithm. A single ISR photon
is assumed to be emitted along the beam axis and to result in a missing momentum vector. From
the polar angles of the jets, | and  Ä , the photon energy can be estimated. The second method uses
the clustered jets (¾ ÆÀ¿  Ë Ì@÷øÌ ß ) obtained using the JADE algorithm. A kinematic fit is performed
on the jets and the missing four-momentum vector using different hypotheses for the emitted ISR
photons. The missing energy is attributed to zero, one or two ISR photons. From the differences
given by the two methods, systematic errors on the effective centre-of-mass energy reconstruction
are calculated. When an isolated energetic photon (energy larger than 10 GeV) is detected, the









isolated with less than 1 GeV energy flow in a cone of half angle 0.2 rad around them) plus hadronic
jets. The fits allow zero, one or two additional photons emitted close to the beam direction. ú ¥ is
taken from the fit with the lowest number of extra photons giving an acceptable Æ
Ä
.
2.4 Additional pair treatment
ALEPH
Apart from the cuts listed for realistic observables, no additional requirement is added to reject events
with real or virtual pair emission, their contribution is taken in account for efficiency calculation. The
main rejection to 4-fermions process is due to invariant mass cuts associated to the topological cut on
the event shape. For a two-fermion final state they are considered as backgrounds and their residual
contribution estimated from Monte-Carlo four-fermion events for which both fermion pair invariant mass
¨ ¨ or ¨ ¥ ¨Ç¥ are above 65 GeV. This excludes from the signal definition the 4-fermions arising from virtual
Z or W contribution, but not the contribution from virtual photon. The above requirement are valid for
hadronic, muon pairs and tau pairs. Note that for ALEPH the pair contribution is kept both in realistic
and idealized observables.
DELPHI
In the case of idealized observables it is assumed that theoretical predictions should not include either
real or virtual pair corrections. These are subtracted from the data with the help of the Monte Carlo.
The appropriate systematic error is to be discussed with the help of Monte Carlo program or programs.
Monte Carlo predictions for idealized observables with pair corrections excluded are required as well
as for realistic observables with pair corrections included. In the case of realistic observables implicit
cuts on additional fermion pairs are given, where appropriate, with the sufficient detail for DELPHI
observables. Exceptions are ª
Ö
ªBí observables, where events are required to have no jets/leptons ( ±³È )
within the DELPHI acceptance, that is of energy +
ûÀ







Let us define first the cut on the secondary pairs for idealized observables:

 We assume that all the phase space for the secondary pairs is included and integrated over, however
contribution form resonant diagrams from 4-fermion processes etc. must be subtracted from the
data first by means of Monte Carlo.
For the secondary pair cut to be used for realistic L3 observables our aim was to describe it in a form as
brief as possible. In particular we accept ambiguities which may lead to differences much smaller than
precision tag. The cut off on the secondary pair is performed in the following way:

 The invariant mass of the primary pair must be at least 60 GeV for xﬂx , 75 GeV for t­t  X  . The
invariant mass is determined from collinearity of primary pair and other tracks under assumption
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that missing is only single photon (collinear to the beam). The primary pair means lepton same-
flavor anti-lepton or two jets, of highest energies.

 cut on invariant mass of the secondary pair to be smaller than invariant mass of the primary pair
is not explicitly required, but it is in practice through the selection targets on the 2 highest energy
jets to form the primary pair, seen in the detector.

 The W and Z-pair production background is reduced by applying the following cuts. Semi-leptonic
W-pair decays are rejected by requiring the transverse energy imbalance to be smaller than 0.3 +¸F .
The background from hadronic W(Z)-pair decays is reduced by rejecting events with at least four
jets each with energy larger than 15 GeV. The jets are obtained using the JADE algorithm with a
fixed jet resolution parameter ¾ ÆÉ¿  Ë Ì@÷øÌ ß . The remaining part of the 4-fermion processes due to
W and Z contributions remain and must be subtracted later with the help of Monte Carlo of well
established theoretical uncertainty.

 For Bhabha there is no explicit cut on primary mass, but implicit cut on secondary pair is present
through the collinearity cut. The primary electrons are selected as the two highest in energy clusters
which are matched to charged tracks. Note that in this way we allow the presence of photon(s)









ﬀ ( Ê Í ) and electron clusters definitions: In L3 electrons are considered dressed, ab-
sorbing photons (or extra pairs) in a half-cone 2.5 deg, all these can be seen as detector coverage
is larger than used phase space.

 our definition is not practical for primary pair being neutrinos. Then, instead we request veto cut,
no visible charged energy deposits above 1 GeV and ð=Ë=ÌÍﬁ Ì@÷  ¦ .
OPAL
To define our strategy for additional pair treatment let us recall the main points from the Ref. [7]. No
additional cuts, apart those listed for the respective observables, are applied to reject events with pair
emission. In general, we compare our measurements with analytical predictions including pair emission.
This means that pair emission via virtual photons from both the initial and final state must be included in
efficiency calculations, and be excluded from background estimates. In order to perform the separation,
we ignore interference between ú - and Î -channel diagrams contributing to the same four-fermion final
state, and generate separate Monte Carlo samples for the different diagrams for each final state. For a
two-fermion final state ¨ ¨ we then include as signal those four-fermion events arising from ú -channel
processes for which ÏÑÐ Ð  Ï ÐÒ ÐÇÒ , Ï ÐÒ ÐÇÒ ﬁ 70 GeV and ÏPRQV¨ ¨ ﬀ @ù ú  Ì@÷
ß (ÏPRQVh¨ ¨ ﬀ @ù ú  Ì@÷  ) in
the non-radiative case). This kinematic classification closely models the desired classification of ¨ ¨°¨ ¥ ¨ ¥ in
terms of intermediate bosons, in that pairs arising from virtual photons are generally included as signal
whereas those arising from virtual Z bosons are not. All events arising from ú -channel processes failing
the above cuts, together with those arising from the Î -channel process (Zee) and two-photon processes
are regarded as background. Four-fermion processes involving WW or single W production are also




















is the generated four-fermion cross-section, and
Ô
Ö×A is the total cross-section
from the analytical prediction (e.g. ZFITTER ) including pair emission. Using this definition of effi-
ciency, effects of cuts on soft pair emission in the four-fermion generator are correctly summed with
vertex corrections involving virtual pairs. The inclusion of the four-fermion part of the signal produces
negligible changes to the efficiencies for hadronic events and for lepton pairs with ú ¥ ÙÛÚ­ÜT¼ @ú  Ì@÷  ) .
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The efficiencies for lepton pairs with ú ¥ ÙÛÚ­ÜT¼ @ú  Ì@÷
ß
Ì are decreased by about 0.5%. The discussion
in the above paragraph applies to hadronic, muon pair and tau pair final states. In the case of electron
pairs, the situation is slightly different. In principle the Î -channel process with a second fermion pair
arising from the conversion of a virtual photon emitted from an initial- or final-state electron should be
included as signal. As this process is not included in any program we use for comparison we simply
ignore such events: they are not included as background as this would underestimate the cross-section.











. Low mass jets with high electromagnetic energy fraction are assumed to be





































(d) Aleph2d Event thrust  Ì@÷  ) .
DELPHI
Events were retained if they contained at least 7 charged tracks and if the charged energy was greater










, where + · and + ¹
stand for the total energy seen in the Forward and Backward electromagnetic calorimeters, was required
to be less than 90% of the beam energy.


















Events are selected by restricting the visible energy, + F , to Ì@÷  ﬁã+ F  ù úäﬁ7@÷øÌ . The longitudinal
energy imbalance must satisfy  +å ×
á³â
 +gIjﬁ±Ì@÷7¦ . These cuts account for a large reduction of the two-
photon background. In order to reject background originating from lepton pair events, more than 18
calorimetric clusters with an energy larger than 300 MeV are requested.



















Events are required to have at least 7 electromagnetic clusters and at least 5 tracks. The total energy
deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter has to be at least 14% of the centre-of-mass energy. The
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energy balance æ  9
K








´þ ﬁ Ì@÷7¦) ,
where the sum runs over all clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter,  is the polar angle, and + û
K
´þ
is the energy of each cluster. Events selected as W-pair candidates according to the criteria of [15] are
rejected.
8. Inclusive Selection: OPAL1 ú ¥ ÙÛÚ­ÜL¼ @ú  Ì@÷
ß
Ì
9. Exclusive Selection: OPAL2 ú ¥ ÙÛÚ­ÜL¼ @ú  Ì@÷  )






















and Hð½ ß ﬁ Ì@÷  ) .
DELPHI








and Hð½ ß ﬁ
ß
÷øÌ .






















Ì and HðA ß ﬁ
ß
÷øÌ .





Ð@Ì GeV and HðA ß ﬁ
ß
÷øÌ .




















Ì and Hð½ ß ﬁ
ß
÷øÌ .








) and Hð½ ß ﬁ
ß
÷øÌ .
2.7 Realistic c d c / îwc d c / Éí ﬀ observables
ALEPH




. Two of tracks must be identified as electrons, have
Hð$TVﬁ Ì@÷

) and opposite charge. The scalar sum of their momenta should exceed Ì@÷øÍ+ ûýü . The








Ì GeV (reconstructed from track momenta), 8Þ9=QVSc d c / ﬀ  Ì@÷  +¸û¾ü (where
radiative photons reconstructed as for x
Ö
x selection), and Ł Ì@÷  ﬁ ðA M^é ﬁ Ì@÷  .
20. Exclusive Selection 2: Aleph4 Same as exclusive selection 1, but Ł Ì@÷  ﬁ ðA M é ﬁ Ì@÷7¦ .
DELPHI
21. Exclusive Selection: Delphi3 The electron and positron were required to be in the polar angle
range  Jjﬁêëﬁ
ß
Í@ÐhJ and the non-radiative events were selected by asking the collinearity to be
smaller than @ÌhJ .
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L3
































25. Inclusive Selection 1: LT7 k±³²ﬂ´ c d c / ﬀ ﬁ
ß







26. Inclusive Selection 2: LT8 8»PRQV'c d c / ﬀ + ûýü  Ì@÷
ß







Events selected as electron pairs are required to have at least two and not more than eight clusters in the
electromagnetic calorimeter, and not more than eight tracks in the central tracking chambers. At least
two clusters must have an energy exceeding 20% of the beam energy, and the total energy deposited in
the electromagnetic calorimeter must be at least 50% of the centre-of-mass energy. For the inclusive
selection and the exclusive selection 1, at least two of the three highest energy clusters must each have
an associated central detector track. If all three clusters have an associated track, the two highest energy
clusters are chosen to be the electron and positron. For the large acceptance exclusive selection 2, no
requirement is placed on the association of tracks to clusters, but the requirement on the total electro-
magnetic energy is increased to 70% of the centre-of-mass energy.
27. Inclusive Selection: Opal3 k ðgòc d c / ﬀ ﬁ
ß






28. Exclusive Selection 1: Opal4 k ðgòc d c / ﬀ ﬁ
ß
ÌhJ and Hð½ M é ﬁ Ì@÷7¦ .
29. Exclusive Selection 2: Opal5 k ðgòc d c / ﬀ ﬁ
ß






2.8 Idealized c d c / îwc d c / Éí ﬀ observables
ALEPH
30. Exclusive Selection 1: IAleph3 8»PRQV'c d c / ﬀ + ûýü  Ì@÷  and Ł Ì@÷  ﬁ ð½ M	é ﬁ Ì@÷  .
31. Exclusive Selection 2: IAleph4 8 PRQV c d c / ﬀ + ûýüó Ì@÷  and Ł Ì@÷  ﬁ ð½ M	é ﬁ Ì@÷7¦ .
DELPHI



























36. Inclusive Selection 1: ILT7 k±²ﬂ´ c d c / ﬀ ﬁ
ß
@Ì








37. Inclusive Selection 2: ILT8 8ÞPRQhc d c / ﬀ + ûýü  Ì@÷
ß









38. Inclusive Selection: IOpal3 k ðgòØc d c / ﬀ ﬁ
ß






39. Exclusive Selection 1: IOpal4 k ðgòÖc d c / ﬀ ﬁ
ß
Ì J and Hð$ M^é ﬂﬁ Ì@÷7¦ .
40. Exclusive Selection 2: IOpal5 k ðgòÖc d c / ﬀ ﬁ
ß
Ì J and Hð$ M ñ  M é ﬂﬁ Ì@÷  Ð .
2.9 Realistic c d c / î t d t"/ Éí ﬀ observables
ALEPH
41. Inclusive Selection: Aleph5 ô(  Ø7°¯ (  . Two tracks must be identified as muons, have
×  Ð GeV, Hð½Tõﬁ Ì@÷  ) and opposite charge. The scalar sum of their momenta should exceed
60 GeV. Photons are identified from jets clustered with JADE algorithm until 8»Ý M ØÀ/2Ý M Ød+¸ûýü ﬀ Ä 
Ì@÷øÌ@Ì

. Then 8 9;QS  t d t"/ ﬀ + ûýüö Ì@÷
ß




42. Exclusive Selection: Aleph6 Same as inclusive selection, then following extra cuts, 8Þ9=QVS t d t / ﬀ
+ ûýü  Ì@÷

+¸ûýü (where radiative photons reconstructed as for x
Ö








highest muon momentum of at least Í@ÌùøcVú 'û . 8»PRQVh t d t"/ ﬀ was calculated from a kinematic fit, where
four different topologies were investigated for each event: i) no photon radiated, ii) one photon radiated
along the beam line, iii) one seen and one unseen photon in any direction, iv) a single unseen photon in
any direction. The seen photon fit was performed if a neutral energy deposit greater than )üøcIú was
measured in the electromagnetic calorimeters.
43. Inclusive Selection: Delphi4 8»PRQV' t d t"/ ﬀ  ¦) GeV
44. Exclusive Selection: Delphi5 8»PRQV' t d t"/ ﬀý + ûýü  Ì@÷  )
L3
An event must have two identified muons in the polar angle range þ@ÌhJ(í=÷ß(
ß
Ð@ÌhJ and the highest muon
momentum should exceed 35 GeV. The effective centre-of-mass energy for each event is determined





) ) it is required to have an energy, +
Â
, larger than 15 GeV in the electromagnetic calorimeter and an
angular separation to the nearest muon of more than 10 degrees. Otherwise the photon is assumed to be
emitted along the beam axis and its energy is calculated from the polar angles of the outgoing muons.
45. Inclusive Selection: LT9 8Þ9=QVS' t d t / ﬀ  ¦) GeV




þ . A pair of tracks is taken as muon pair candidate, if both tracks are identified as muons, have

 GeV, HðAT&ﬁ@÷  ) and are separated by 320 mrad in azimuthal angle  . If more than one pair
of tracks satisfies the above conditions, the pair with the largest scalar momentum sum is chosen. The
event is rejected if more than one other track has a transverse momentum greater than 0.7 GeV. Finally,
+4;P , defined as the scalar sum of the two muon momenta plus the energy of the highest energy cluster
in the electromagnetic calorimeter ( 
	
 ), has to be larger than ﬀ ﬁﬃﬂ "!# ý ﬀ ﬁ . For
photon to be used in definition of  %$'&)( it has to be separated at least by þ mrad from charged muons.
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47. Inclusive Selection: Opal6  *$+&,(.-0/21/2354 ý687:9<; =
and  %>?&,@.-0/ 1 / 3 4 ;BA  GeV, if ﬀ ﬁC 6 @'>EDF !# ý ﬀ ﬁCB A ﬀ ﬁ .
48. Exclusive Selection: Opal7  *$+&,(-0/21/2354 ý687:9<; 




2.10 Idealized H 1 H 3%I / 1 / 3 -0J54 observables
ALEPH
49. Inclusive Selection: IAleph5  *>?&)@.-0/ 1 / 3 4 ý687K9L; = and 
	
M+NPOQ)B .
50. Exclusive Selection: IAleph6  *>?&)@.-0/21/2354 ý687K9L;  and 
	
RN O ST .
DELPHI
51. Inclusive Selection: IDelphi5  *>?&)@.-0/21/2354 ;BA  GeV and 
	
M+N O )B .
52. Exclusive Selection: IDelphi6  %>&)@-0/ 1 / 3 4 ý687K9U;  and 
	
5RN O )< .
L3
53. Inclusive Selection: ILT9  %>&)@.-0/ 1 / 3 4 ;BA  GeV and 
	
M+NPOQ)B .
54. Exclusive Selection 1: ILT10  *>?&)@.-0/21/23V4 ý627K9U;  and 
	
M+N O )B .
55. Exclusive Selection 2: ILT11  *>?&)@.-0/21/23V4 ý627K9U;  and 
	
M NPO )B= .
OPAL














M NPO SB .









































M NPO SB= .
2.11 Realistic H 1 H 3[I]\^1\^3 -0J54 observables
ALEPH




4d þ mrad in plane perpendicular to beam axis. Then  $+&,( - \^1\^3 4 ; = 6 7K9
(where radiative photons are reconstructed as for egfe selection).
61. Exclusive Selection: Aleph8 Same as inclusive selection, then following extra cut  $'&)( - \^1\^3 4 ;

627K9 (where radiative photons reconstructed as for egfe selection) and 
	
5Rh O )B .
DELPHI
The leading track in each hemisphere was required to lie in the polar angle range 
	
M)BRi , and the
observed charged particle multiplicity was requested to be unity in one hemisphere and no more than five
in the other. At least one of the leading tracks was required to have momentum greater than þkjlﬀ ﬁ .
Full description of the cuts can be found in Ref. [2]. The  %$'&)(.- \ 1 \ 354 was calculated from fermion
directions estimated by leading tracks.
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62. Inclusive Selection: Delphi6  %$'&)(- \ 1 \ 354 ;BA  GeV
63. Exclusive Selection: Delphi7  %$'&)(.- \^1\^3 4 ý687K9L; 
L3
Tau leptons are identified as narrow, low multiplicity jets, containing from one to five charged particles.
Tau jets are formed by matching the energy depositions in the electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters
with tracks in the central tracker and the muon spectrometer. Two tau jets of at least 3.5 GeV are required
to lie within the polar angular range 
	
5)Bþ . To reject background from two photon processes the
most energetic jet must have an energy larger than 20 GeV. The reconstruction of the effective centre-of-
mass energy follows the procedure described in the muon subsection, using the polar angles of the two
tau jets. Full description of the cuts can be found in Ref. [4].
64. Inclusive Selection: LT11  %$'&)(- \^1\^3 4 ;<A  GeV
65. Exclusive Selection: LT12  $'&)( - \^1\^3 4 ý6 7K9 ; 
OPAL
Tau-pair candidates are events with exactly two charged, low multiplicity cones with .m half-angle.
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M ;  A -~} A 4 ,where 
	












is the cosine of the direction of missing momentum






ﬁ where p is the sum of the transverse ECAL energy.
n Events are rejected if  6rý  B== in both cones.
n Using the values of  h , the expected energy of each lepton is calculated assuming that the final
state consists only of two leptons plus a single unobserved photon along the beam direction. We



















the total electromagnetic calorimeter energies in each tau cone normalized to the expected value




are the scalar sums of track momenta in the two tau cones, also














66. Inclusive Selection: Opal8  *$+&,(.- \^1\^3 4~· ﬀ ﬁ ; = .
67. Exclusive Selection: Opal9  *$+&,(- \ 1 \ 354~·ﬀ ﬁ ;  .
2.12 Idealized H 1 H 3%I]\^1\^3 -0J54 observables
ALEPH
68. Inclusive Selection: IAleph7  >?&)@ - \^1\^3 4~· 6 7K9 ; = and 
	
5 h.O )B .
69. Exclusive Selection: IAleph8  *>?&)@.- \^1\^3 4~· 687K9L;  and 
	
5 h OQSB .
DELPHI
70. Inclusive Selection: IDelphi7  *>?&)@.- \^1\^3 4 ;BA  GeV and 
	
 h OQ)B .
71. Exclusive Selection: IDelphi8  >?&)@ - \^1\^3 4~· 6 7K9 ;  and 
	
M h O)< .
L3





73. Exclusive Selection 1: ILT13  *>?&)@.- \ 1 \ 354~· 687K9L;  and 
	
Rh O )B¸ .



























M h O)B= .












5Rh O )B .











5 h OQ)B= .
2.13 ¹ ¹{J observables
This section contains precision requirements for regions of phase space selected in searches for anoma-
lous neutral gauge couplings (ZZJ ,ZJJ ), especially for the visible JﬂBº I J%ﬂ<¹ ¹ final state. The
prominent Standard Model process populating this region is the radiative return to the Z. Numerical re-
sults are not provided, we expect uncertainties for initial state bremsstrahlung contributions to be similar
to the one in case of leptons, however the additional, often dominant uncertainties due to interplay of the
final state QCD interaction and photon emission, are not discussed in our section.
L3
79. Total Cross-Section LT13 Hadronic events are selected by asking for more than 6 charged tracks
and more than 11 calorimetric clusters. The transverse and longitudinal energy imbalances should





ﬁCT== GeV is required. The precision tag is 0.3–0.4%.
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OPAL
80. Total Cross-Section Opal10 Events are selected with two jets and one visible photon, fulfilling a
3C kinematic fit, allowing an additional photon of at most 5% of the beam energy to be radiated
along the beam pipe. The relevant phase space is defined by
(a) 6 ¼ ; 50 GeV
(b) = m B+¼ÅB=   m






The required precision tag for the radiative return cross-section in this phase space for a LEP-
combined analysis is 0.3%. It assumes uncorrelated experimental systematics and is dominated
by the experimental statistics. For fully correlated experimental systematics the precision tag is
0.4%. Currently, the predictions of the ÊËÊ MC and PYTHIA generators in this phase space differ
by 15%.
81. Differential Cross-Section Opal11 Selected Events in the above phase space are subjected to a
maximum likelihood fit in the differential distributions of 6 ¼ÌÃ	
R¼ , and 	
5{ÍÎ , which is the angle
of the final state quark-jets in the Z rest frame. Precision tag: The ratio between the rate of events
within 
	
5R¼} A and the boundary of the acceptance has to be known within about 1%. The
discrepancy between ÊËÊ MC and PYTHIA in the region 
	
 ¼ 5Ï A is currently at level of
30% (stat. significance 2 Ð ).
2.14 Ñ Ñ+J observables
This final state is primarily used to search for single (one photon) or pair (two photons) production
of excited leptons. In principle, the radiative return peak in  %Ò0Ò can be rejected in these searches,
which is not possible in the anomalous neutral coupling analyses (see above). In practice, however,
experimental resolution and further (final state) radiation reduce the power of such an anticut. Therefore
both topologies (including and omitting the anticut) need to be studied.
ALEPH
Photons are required to have at least 15 GeV and 
	





. 0.95, they are identified from oppositely charged jet clustered from charged tracks (at most 3)
with at least one jet above 5 GeV. The angle between the 2 jets being at least 30 degree and the photon
candidate at least 10 degree from the charged jet.
n
Ñ Ñ plus one photon
Two leptons of same type are required accompanied of at least one photon. The two most energetic
leptons and the most energetic photon are considered.
82. eeJ ALEPH-11 Two tracks are identified as electron and the sum of charged energy greater
than 0.6* 6 7:9 . Expected precision tag 1.4%
83. //J ALEPH-12 Two muons have to be identified and charged energy greater than  ÈÓ 687:9 .
Precision tag 1.5%
84. \P\ J ALEPH-13 At least a 3-prong tau jet candidate in the event is required. Precision tag
1.7%
n
Ñ Ñ plus two photons
Two electrons (or muons or taus) have to be identified and 2-photon jet identified Isolation cut on
the 4 angles between photon and lepton required to be at least 20 degree. The 2 reconstructed
lepton–gamma masses have to agree within 5 GeV/c**2
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85. eeJJ ALEPH-14 Precision tag 3%.
86. //JJ ALEPH-15 Precision tag 5%.
87. \P\ JJ ALEPH-16 Precision tag 8%.
DELPHI
Events with a visible energy above ¸ﬀ ﬁ in the region 
	
5g A and not more than 6 charged
tracks are selected. Photons are required to have an energy above 5 GeV and 
	
5)<Ri . The total
charged (neutral) energy in a =.m cone around the photon is required to be below 1 GeV (2 GeV). Charged
particles are clustered into jets. Jets are required to have 
	
5)B   and the most energetic to have
an energy above 5 GeV. In three- or four-body topologies the energies are rescaled by imposing energy
momentum conservation and using the measured angles. An improved energy resolution is obtained.
Compatibility between the measured and rescaled energies is required.
n
Ñ Ñ plus one photon The energy of the photon is required to be above 10 GeV. Events with one
photon and one or two jets in the final state are considered. This accounts for situations in which
one of the leptons was lost in the beam pipe or has very low momentum (close to the kinematic
limit). The expected backgrounds and thus the further selections and the efficiencies are very
dependent on the lepton flavour.
88. eeJ DELPHI8
At least one jet identified as an electron and the other not identified as a muon, the most
energetic jet with 6; = GeV. One photon with 
	
M A   . If only one jet is found
the angle between the jet and the photon must be in the between =.m and = A .m . Precision
tag: 1.4%
89. //J DELPHI9
At least one jet identified as a muon and no jets identified as electrons, the most energetic jet
with 6L; = GeV. Precision tag: 1.6%
90. \P\ J DELPHI10
The most energetic jet with 6; = GeV. One photon with 
	
5ÔRi . Tau events are
selected by requiring a difference between the measured and the rescaled energy of the jets,
expected due to the presence of neutrinos. If only one jet is found the angle between the jet
and the photon must be between = m and = A  m . Precision tag: 1.8%
n
Ñ Ñ plus two photons
Two jets and two photons in the event. Compatibility between two reconstructed ÑRJ masses is
required. The relevant quantity is the minimum of the electron-photon invariant mass differences
( ÕËÖ×Ò
¼








¼µ 10 GeV/c! Precision tag: 6%
93. \P\ JJ DELPHI13
ÕËÖ
h
¼µ 10 GeV/c! Precision tag: 6%
L3
Hadronic events are rejected by requiring less than 8 charged tracks. Photons are required to have at least
15 GeV and 
	
M+¼ 0.97. Leptons are required to have the same flavor and 
	
5 r  0.94. They are
identified from oppositely charged tracks/low multiplicity jets(for tau).
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nÑ Ñ plus one photon
At least one lepton accompanied by at most one hard photon. The second lepton may be in the
beam pipe. The photon is required to have at least 20 GeV and 
	
M ¼  0.75. One mass (lJ )
should be greater than 70 GeV.
94. eeJ LT14 Expected precision tag 1.2%
95. //J LT15 Precision tag 1.5%
96. \P\ J LT16 Precision tag 1.8%
n
Ñ Ñ plus two photons
one phon (or muon or tau) and 2 photons seen. The photons are required to have at least 15 GeV
and one should be in 
	
M+¼Vﬃ 0.75, the second in 
	
5R¼C 0.94. The difference of the 2
reconstructed lepton-gamma masses should be below 10 GeV and their sum above 100 GeV.
97. eeJJ LT17 Precision tag 4%.
98. //JJ LT18 Precision tag 6%.
99. \P\ JJ LT19 Precision tag 6%.
OPAL
Photon candidates are required to have an energy exceeding 5% of the beam energy, and have to lie
within 
	
5R¼QØ . Leptons are also identified within 
	




= GeV. Photons, electrons, and muons are required to be isolated by at least 20 degree from the
nearest charged track of momentum larger than 1 GeV.
n
Ñ Ñ plus one photon
There must be at least two identified leptons of the same type and at least one photon. The two most
energetic leptons and the most energetic photon are used in the analysis. Their energy sum is called
6
@ >? in the following. The precision tag assumes uncorrelated experimental systematics. Both,
uncorrelated systematics, and expected statistical precision of the LEP combined result contribute
to about equal parts to the precision tag. For correlated experimental systematics the required
theoretical precision is loosened by about 0.9%.




















 for at least one electron.
Precision tag: 1.3%




















 for at least one electron.
























– reject events with 85 GeV B NN  95 GeV
Precision tag: 1.7%



















– reject events with 85 GeV B hbh  95 GeV
Precision tag: 1.5%
n
Ñ Ñ plus two photons
There must be at least two identified leptons of the same type and at least two photons. The two
most energetic leptons and the two most energetic photons are used in the analysis. Their energy
sum is called 6 @ >? in the following. The precision tag is dominated by the statistical error of the
selection.





















































– reject events with 85 GeV B NN  95 GeV
Precision tag: 6%
























The observables listed below do not include any cut to eliminate the regions of phase space dominated
by the radiative return to the º . Such events are usually selected by a cut on the mass of the invisible
system. For such an extended observable the required precision tag should simply be scaled according
to the somewhat decreased statistics. In general, fully exclusive predictions with help of the full multi-
dimensional distributions of photon(s) energies and directions are needed with a precision comparable to
that of the total cross section.
ALEPH
112. Nu1 Single photon and missing energy: Exactly one photon with 
	





. No other photon with 
	
5R¼SB A and 6 ¼ ; = GeV.
113. Nu2 Two or more photons and missing energy: Two or more photons, each with 6 ¼ ; = GeV
and 
	












4 . No other photon with 
	






114. Single photon and missing energy: Require exactly one observed photon with energy requirement
varying with polar angle
(a) Nu11 Very forward (or backward): .mÁB  .m , ß¼ ;  or ß¼ ; -~¸àDá.4~·
(b) Nu12 Forward (or backward): =¸.mBËB¸.m , ß¼ ; ¸
(c) Nu13 Barrel: i m BË< m , ß¼ ;  
No additional photons with 6 ¼ ;  GeV and  ;  mrad unless they are within .m , =.m and
¸
m from the primary photon for the very forward, forward and barrel regions, respectively.






5R¼ã , at least one of which has 
	








MR¼ between 0.985 and 0.9994.
L3
116. Single photon and missing energy: Exactly one photon with 
	
M+¼)B A and:
(a) Nu3 energy and Ý p ; C¾ÁÀÃÂ if =Rim< /endcaps/
(b) Nu4g energy and Ý p ; k¾ÁÀÃÂ if i.mÁ< /barrel/
No other photon with 
	
+¼)B A and 6 ¼ ; = GeV.
117. Two or more photons and missing energy: each photon with 
	
5R¼SB A and:
(a) Nu5 energy and Ý p ; C¾ÁÀÃÂ if =Ri m < (endcaps)
(b) Nu6 energy and Ý p ; =C¾ÁÀÃÂ if i.m< (barrel)
The transverse momentum of the multi-photon system must be greater than 5 GeV and the collinear-
ity greater than ¸.m No other photon with 
	
M ¼ S< A and 6 ¼ ; = GeV.
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OPAL
118. Single photon and missing energyNu7 : The maximum energy photon must have 
	
5R¼k








119. Two or more photons and missing energy: Two or more photons each with





5R¼T   ,
(b) Nu9 6 ¼ ; = A  GeV, 
	




(c) Nu10 6 ¼ ; = A  GeV, 
	




3 DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR IDEALIZED AND
REALISTIC OBSERVABLES
In this section we compare numerical results from all MC and semi-analytical programs available in in
our working group.
The aim of this exercise is two-fold:
n to check if these codes give meaningful predictions. Usually they do but it can be a nontrivial test,
we also check in this way the applicability range of the codes.
n to probe the error specifications declared by the authors of the codes in the Section 4
In order to make the comparison meaningful we defined a common input. In general we took physical
parameters from the latest publication of world averages in the PDG. For the Higggs mass we took
 %äLåB=¸ GeV.







¸Mí¸Ri is not present in PDG, and this value was taken from Ref. [16]. It contains updates
of the analysis of Ref. [17]. For additional discussion on this subject see Section 3.1.
3.1 Hadronic low energy vacuum polarisation
Vacuum polarization makes about 6% correction to the value of Æî
ï
at s = m! G . The leptonic part of
this contribution is known with excellent precision [18]. The quark part, however, is more difficult since
the quark masses are not unambiguously defined and there is no general agreement that the pertubartive
QCD can be use for reliable calculations. Several reevaluations of the hadronic contribution to the QED
vacuum polarization have been performed to determine the effective QED coupling Æ^-~ "!G 4 [17,19–30].





















measured experimentally. The uncertainties are dominated by the precision of measurement of Ð-~H,1MH,3 I
ðòóÃô
a+õ
ﬁ)4 at the H 1 H 3 centre-of-mass energies below 5 GeV. The values not marked with * are obtained
by using perturbative QCD in this region.
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Fig. 1: Results of calculations of the hadronic contribution to the QED vacuum polarization. The results marked
with * are obtained using a dispersion integral of öM÷bø ù measured experimentally.
Table 1: úûü (s) using results of calculations of Ref. [20].
ý þ (GeV) ú ûü (s)
80.364 129.08 ß 0.09
91.1871 128.89 ß 0.09
161 128.07 ß 0.09
172 127.98 ß 0.09
183 127.89 ß 0.09
186 127.86 ß 0.09
192 127.82 ß 0.09
196 127.79 ß 0.09
200 127.76 ß 0.09
205 127.72 ß 0.09
The values of hadronic contributions presented in Fig. 1 are in good agreement. The precision of
calculations using a dispersion integral of w
y{$+ì
measured experimentally is sufficient for the precision
required at LEP2. The values of the effective QED coupling Æ5-~ﬁ)4 at different centre of mass are given in
Table 1.
3.2 Discussion of numerical results for efe)-0J54 observables
There is good (0.1% or better) agreement between ÊËÊ MC and ZFITTER with pair corrections switched
off, in all available entries in Table 2. For the observables where predictions from ÊËÊ MC are miss-
ing it is due to experimental treatment of the interference correction, which requires more runs of the
Monte Carlo for every entry. The level of agreement is consistent with the predictions of the system-
atic theoretical uncertainties from the program authors. We can thus conclude that the systematic er-
ror from the QED/electroweak sector for these processes is indeed smaller than 0.2%. If pair effects
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and their uncetrainty is taken into account as discussed in Section 5.5.11 the total uncertainty from the
QED/electroweak sector is 0.26%.
Table 2: Numerical predictions from theoretical calculations of the following idealized observables in    final
states; cross-sections. The last field of the table shows relative deviation (multiplied by 100) with respect to the
first calculation.
Some improvements in ÊËÊ MC and ZFITTER with respective to published versions to obtain
that level of agreements were needed. Especially the question of choice of input parameters had to be
revisited. See the Section 4.5 and 4.13 describing the programs and section on comparisons 5.4 for
details. We can conclude that in all cases the overall QED uncertainty in quark channels are below the
experimental precision tag. The effect due to pairs can not be neglected but even if it is included in
a rather approximate way, this would be enough. We do not expect the appropriate uncertainty to be
sizable enough to affect the experimental studies in any case.
Finally let us point that we were not addressing any questions related to uncertainties of final state
QCD interactions, see report of the QCD working group in this report [31]. The QCD FSR corrections
are implemented in ÊËÊ MC and ZFITTER as an overall 	 -factor taking into account all available higher
orders, however, they do not take into account any kinematic cuts on real gluons. That is why their
predictions for realistic observables are of the partial use only.
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3.3 Discussion of numerical results for observables in H)1^H)35-0J54 final states
Tuned BHWIDE LABSMC comparisons
Certain tuned comparisons of the BHWIDE and LABSMC programs were performed for the H,15H,3M-0JM4
observables. First, at the Born level an agreement was found between the predictions of the two programs
(after adjusting the EW parameters) at the level of 
= (stat. errors). Then, cross-checks of the pure
QED contribution to the Bhabha process were performed, i.e. of only the J -exchange contribution with
the pure QED corrections ( photonic corrections only – no pairs). Here, the two programs differ up to

 i (the predictions of BHWIDE are in most cases lower than the ones of LABSMC). These differences
can be explained by the different treatments of higher order QED corrections in the two programs: the
YFS exponentiation in BHWIDE versus the structure function formalism in LABSMC. The biggest
differences are for the observables with a direct cut on the ‘bare’ invariant mass  *>?&)@.-~H 1 H 3 4 . For such
observables FSR plays an important role and the differences in the higher order FSR implementation in
the two programs may be the reason for these discrepancies. The agreement for other observables is at
the level of 
= .
Further comparisons
All idealized observables are computed with LABSMC and BHWIDE, for realistic observables
only LABSMC results are available for OPAL. It would be very desirable to compare the MC codes with
semi-analytic programs like TOPAZ0 that, unfortunately, did not contribute to the present Workshop.
At 189 GeV the agreement between BHWIDE and LABSMC is better than the following:
Type of observ. Barrel Endcaps
Real. obs. 1.4% 0.2%
Ideal. obs. 1.4-2.4% 0.1-0.6%
This is true for both cases: high-energy events and observable where Z-return is included. This
does not contradicts the BHWIDE estimate that the precision in the barrel region is equal to or better
than 1.5%, and can be after tests reduced to 0.5%. For the endcaps the precision is better or equal 0.5%,
which is due to the dominant photon exchange in the t-channel when the forward region is included. The
remaining differences between BHWIDE and LABSMC, as seen in Tables 3, 4, for the full Bhabha pro-
cess come from non-QED contributions/corrections and are under investigation. At present our estimate
of systematic error must remain at 2% for the barrel region and 0.5% for endcap.
The differences in case of observables with explicitly tagged photons, ( c f c J final states) are, as
expected bigger, but still at the 3% level.
For DELPHI8 and LT14 one of the electrons can be lost in the beam pipe. BHWIDE doesn’t
describe such configurations (both H,1 , H,3 are required to be detected) - that is why BHWIDE does not
provide any results for these observables. OPAL’s realistic observables: Opal3, Opal4, Opal5, are not
implemented with BHWIDE also.
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Table 3: Numerical predictions from theoretical calculations of the following realistic observables in Ãû
final states; cross-sections. The last field of the table shows relative deviation (multiplied by 100) with respect to
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Table 4: Numerical predictions from theoretical calculations of the following idealized observables in Ãû
final states; cross-sections. The last field of the table shows relative deviation (multiplied by 100) with respect to
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3.3.1 Some comments on results for H,15H,3M-0JM4
The issue of extrapolations is especially important in cases when theoretical uncertainties are not fully
under control.
In the case of L3 and OPAL selections, predictions for the realistic observables agree with the
idealistic ones at 3%. No large extrapolations are thus needed. This is due to use of collinearity cuts in
both cases. The only exception is the pair LT4-ILT4, where the difference is around 6%. This is due to
the use of an invariant mass cut, where realistic observables sum electron energies with the energies of
photons close by.
In the cases of ALEPH and DELPHI the differences between idealistic and realistic observables
are larger (more than 20%). Here one of the, idealized observable – realistic observable, pair uses the
invariant mass cut and the other an collinearity cut (or mass from the angles). This leads to larger
extrapolations. The results presented here favor the use of collinearity cuts in all cases (for both types of
observables).
The precision tags set by experimental considerations are: 0.21% barrel, 0.13% endcap. The
precision tag for the barrel is not met by the theoretical calculation. A sizable factor of ten is still
missing. This will reduce the sensitivity of searches for new phenomena like:
n contact interactions [32],
n low scale gravity effects [33],
n sneutrinos,
n non-zero size of the electrons [32].
The precision tag in the endcaps is closer to being met. Even the precision of or below 0.5%, if
confirmed, will largely improve results like the measurement of the running of the fine-structure constant,
which are limited by the theoretical uncertainty [6].
As an example of the effects of theoretical uncertainties in the Bhabha channel let us use as an
example the contact interactions. The expected precision for the measurement in the barrel detector
(44-136 m ) for four LEP experimental combined, and 600 pb 3  at  200 GeV (average) energy is about
0.45% (statistical) for the cross-section. The systematic error should be lower. The 0.0026 statistical
error is expected for  â , here systematic error can be a bit higher.
The numerical results for the limits on contact interactions are summarized in the Table 5:
Table 5: Limits for Contact Interaction models at 95% CL expected from combined data of large-angle Bhabha
scattering (barrel) at LEP2 /rough estimate/
Theoretical error: 2% 1% 0.5%
Contact Interaction Sensitivity Sensitivity Sensitivity
Model [TeV] [TeV] [TeV]
LL 7.6 9.3 10.6
RR 7.5 9.2 10.4
LR 9.3 10.7 11.8
VV 16.1 19.5 22.0




In the following L3 paper [6], the cross section for Bhabha scattering from 20 to 36 m at 189 GeV
was measured to be Ðå=Ri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or total error on 
¡
of 1.29 dominated by the theory uncertainty of BHWIDE taken to be 1.5%. The
running is established at 3 sigma level. A LEP combined measurement can reduce the statistical error by
factor more than 3 and the systematic error by factor of about two.
Clearly the theory uncertainty is the key for improvement. As a result of the MC workshop the
theory uncertainty seems to be reduced to 0.5%, but not yet matching the experimental precision. This
gives a promise to measure the running of Æ in this range with a precision on 
¡
of 0.3 (4 times more
precise than now).
3.4 Discussion of numerical results for observables in /21/23^-0J54 and \ 1 \ 35-0JM4 final states
This comparison is essential for the workshop because it tests theoretical uncertainties on different strate-
gies of moving from raw data, realistic observables, to hard physics parameters with the intermediate step
of idealized observables. That is the strategy actually in use by all experiments. The size of effects such
as QED interferences in context of truly complicated analyses including sophisticated cuts should be
documented. The results can serve as a benchmark for old simulations also.
The group of realistic observables in Table 6 includes comparisons of the old KORALZ Monte
Carlo with ÊËÊ MC. As one can see the differences were in all cases due to the interference correction
and new method of exponentiation1 , other effects such as different way of implementing electroweak
corrections were not important. Differences between results from ÊËÊ MC option EEX2 and KORALZ
were always below 0.25%, which is no surprise as exponentiation in KORALZ is quite similar to the
option EEX2 for ÊËÊ MC. The CEEX2 option of ÊËÊ MC includes better scheme of exponentiation and
in particular effects due to interference.
The comparisons for \ and / leptons idealized observables (Tables 7,8 include calculations per-
formed with the help of ÊËÊ MC and ZFITTER programs. Almost everywhere the differences between
ÊËÊ MC and ZFITTER predictions are below 0.4%, which is the precision tag of experiments (See also
Section 5.4 and 5.3.8). The exception are the cases with the intermediate cut on  %>?&,@ . Here the differ-
ences are slightly larger, up to 0.6%, but also acceptable. The effect due to pairs can not be neglected
but even if included in a rather approximate way would be enough. The interference effect and the ef-
fect of CEEX exponentiation combined with respect to EEX are sizable also and should be taken into
account. The three classes of effects as can be seen from the tables are respectively up to 1.3 and 1.6%
thus respectively 3 to 4 times the experimental precision tag.
We can conclude that in all cases the overall theoretical uncertainty in / and \ channels are 0.4%,
just below (or very close to) the experimental precision tag. Therefore, we do not expect the overall QED
uncertainty in these channels to be sizable enough to affect the experimental studies in any case now.
This comfortable situation for the experimental analyses is the result of better understanding reached in
comparisons which have been performed recently, in particular, in the framework of this workshop.
1Note that in the case of the observables with the tagged photons (see Table 9) the pattern of differences is more complicated
and ¢£¢ MC CEEX2 results do not coincide with KORALZ.
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Table 6: Numerical predictions from theoretical calculations of the following realistic observables in ¤=¤5û
final states; cross-sections and symmetries. The last field of the table shows relative deviation (multiplied by 100)



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 7: Numerical predictions from theoretical calculations of the following idealized observables in ¤=¤5û
final states; cross-sections and asymmetries. The last field of the table shows relative deviation (multiplied by 100)














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 8: Numerical predictions from theoretical calculations of the following idealized observables in o,poû
final states; cross-sections and asymmetries. The last field of the table shows relative deviation (multiplied by 100)











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































One should note that, for example, for the dimuon channel where expected ultimate experimental
error on the cross section measurement from four LEP experiments is about 1.2% the decrease of theory
uncertainty from 1% to the present 0.4–0.5% is roughly equivalent to the additional year of LEP running.
In some of the analyses performed with the two-fermion LEP data (like the fits for searches extra
dimension gravity) the sensitivity depends on the differential distribution over the fermion production
angle. The question of theoretical uncertainties in such differential distributions was, at least approxi-
mately, addressed by comparing forward-backward asymmetry values with different angular cuts. The
agreement between different calculations in these quantities satisfies the experimental requirements also.
Realistic \ observables
Numerical results for \ -lepton realistic observables are not collected. This is not only due to complexity,
but also due to relative similarity to the easier / -lepton case. The remaining, rather historical issue is the
spin implementation in KORALZ. It can be of some concern for those analysis which rely on simulation
with that program. The eventual cross check of this aspect is rather easy; it should follow exactly the
same procedure as presented in Table 6.
3.5 Discussion of numerical results for c 1 c 3J observables
One can see (Table 9) that in all cases KORALZ and ÊËÊ MC (options CEEX2 IFIoff, EEX2 EEX3)
give results which are similar within requested precision tags. Different choices of the exponentiation
etc., lead to effects at the level of 1 to 2%. As the case of the ÊËÊ MC and the matrix element CEEX2 is
expected to be the best, and the typical numerical size of the pair effects does not exceed the precision tag,
we can conclude that all effects, except those of the interference correction (difference between ÊËÊ MC
results, option CEEX2 and CEEX2 IFIoff), are well under sufficient control since a rather long time
for this group of observables. The size of the interference correction is however sizable, as expected,
depending on selection it can vary from 0 to nearly 20% and definitely must be taken into account
in comparison of data with theoretical predictions. Comparisons with other possible calculations of
interference corrections, like in single photon mode of KORALZ, or as in Ref. [34] for two hard photons,
were not performed for the observables as in Table 9.
The predictions of KORALZ due to the older exponentiation used (which is similar to EEX2)
should coincide with ÊËÊ MC EEX2 results. One can see that it is not always the case. This may indicate
e.g. deficiencies of the way how electroweak corrections are implemented in KORALZ. The method
designed for LEP1 works still quite good, but in configurations with massive bremsstrahlung, such as ra-
diative return to º , limits become visible. These differences are important to evaluate other places where
similar systematic error may play a role, that is ÛfÛ)J and \^1g\^3 -0JM4 final states in case of observables
including radiative return to º .
For the observables from H 1 H 3 J the differences between the two available codes were at 3%
maximum. For the moment this can be used as the estimate of theoretical uncertainty. It is consistent
with the 2% estimation from LABSMC.
3.6 Discussion of numerical results for ÛVfÛ)J observables
Events where one or more photons are accompanied by missing energy are the characteristic signature
of many new physics processes. For example, in the framework of both the MSSM and GMSB models
of supersymmetry, neutralino pair production can give rise to events where one or two photons are ac-
companied by missing energy. This final state may also be produced in theories where quantum gravity
is propagating in extra spatial dimensions. In such theories, gravitons may be produced copiously in
association with a photon. The graviton subsequently escapes detection giving rise to the photon and
missing energy signature. Such events can also be used to study the trilinear WWJ vertex and thereby
300
Table 9: Numerical predictions from theoretical calculations of the following realistic observables in Ø©ÙØ0û, final







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 10: Numerical predictions from theoretical calculations of the following realistic observables in L=L  final


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































to search for anomalous couplings. The Standard Model background for such searches comes from
two processes: radiative returns to the Z resonance, with the Z decaying to neutrinos, and  -channel W
exchange with the photon(s) radiated from the beam electrons or the W.
The large integrated luminosity provide by LEP at high energies allows such searches to be per-
formed with high precision. At the end of the LEP2 running period each experiment will have around
1800 single photon and missing energy events and close to 90 events with two photons and missing
energy. When the data from the four experiments are combined the single photon cross section will
be measured with a statistical precision of around 1.2%. The combined systematic uncertainties from
the photon selection efficiency and luminosity measurement is expected to be around 0.5%. Clearly, to
have a negligible contribution to the overall cross section measurement, and hence to the search for new
physics, the theoretical uncertainty on the SM background prediction must also be at the 0.5% level.
Much less precision is required for the two photon and missing energy channel, where the combined
statistical uncertainty at the end of LEP2 will be around 5%. The precision required of the theoretical es-
timate of the SM background in this case is only 2%. For this final state the other sources of experimental
systematic uncertainty are negligible.
The level of precision which is now being achieved by LEP is impressive. The initial estimate of
the total integrated luminosity of LEP2 was only half what was finally achieved. Furthermore, techniques
for combining the data from the photon and missing energy searches of all four experiments have been
developed in the framework of the LEP SUSY Working Group. That is why, the required precision is so
much higher than the 2% level which was though to be sufficient until now.
There were three independent Monte Carlo programs available for comparison of numerical re-
sults. The main sources of differences between the results of these calculations were expected to arise
from the following effects:
1. Although the cuts are (supposed to be) the same for all programs, the input parameters were not
set to the same values, we are not performing ‘tuned comparisons’; this means in particular that
we have to expect discrepancies of about 2% due to the different renormalization schemes imple-
mented, as was for instance shown by the Japanese group in Ref. [35].
2. The QED corrections arising from missing non-log terms are expected to lead to a theoretical
uncertainty of about 1-2%.
Taken these two effects into account, the size of the observed discrepancies2 is essentially what was
expected.
The comparison of observable between the different Monte Carlo programs may be summarized
as follows:
n In the worst case the difference between the programs is at the level of 4-5%,
n Moreover, when the event selections are particularly clear/simple: and there are no sharp cuts (no
selection of narrow bands in angular dependences, as in Nu13 or cuts on soft photons Nu13) the level of
agreement is better. This could arise as a result of systematic differences between the codes simply via
different implementations of very complicated cuts. More likely, this could be explained by the different
way how hard matrix elements and/or soft photons are treated in some corners of the phase space.
n This explanation seems to be supported by the following two plots 2, representing the missing mass
spectrum for one and two photon events compared between KORALZ and NUNUGPV with cuts as for
observables Nu1 and Nu2. The KORALZ predictions tend to be higher than NUNUGPV for the part of
the spectrum of missing mass smaller or comparable to º and lower for events of large missing mass
(which have relatively soft photons).
2The observable Nu4g was an exception, until the cut on the energy of the trigger photon was increased from previous

















Fig. 2: Left side: Missing mass distribution from the NUNUGPV Monte Carlo: part (a); and ratio of KORALZ
to NUNUGPV predictions: part (b). Plot was made for centre-of-mass energy of 206 GeV and selection cuts as
defined for observable Nu1.
Right side: Missing mass distribution from the nunugpv Monte Carlo (histogram) and KORALZ (error bars) for
centre-of- mass energy of 189 GeV and selection cuts as defined for observable Nu2.




J channel in KORALZ is
affected by approximation.
3.6.1 Conclusions for ÛfÛ)J
In the case of relatively simple observables (no selection of narrow bands in angular dependences or
cuts on soft photons) agreement was found at the level 2–3% for both the single- and double- photon
observables otherwise differences of around 3–5% are observed. Single- and double-tagged photon ob-
servables provide rather similar pattern of agreements and differences. It is possible that the contributions
of electroweak box diagrams and pair corrections, which have not yet been fully studied, may introduce
theoretical uncertainty of around 2–3%. This should not affect our estimate of the final theoretical un-
certainty of around 4% for simple observables and 5% otherwise.
As an example of what this level of theoretical uncertainty may mean in practice let us use the
search for TeV scale quantum gravity propagating in two extra dimensions. The combined LEP limit
on the mass scale associated with this new physics at the end of LEP2 would be (assuming no hint of a
signal)
1.23 TeV for 0.4% theoretical syst
1.21 TeV for 1.2% theoretical syst
1.12 TeV for 5.0% theoretical syst
For this topology the cross section for the new physics varies as -~=·Ã U4²± . The current (preliminary)
limit from the ALEPH data taken up till now is 1.10 TeV. From the point of view of this analysis, until
further theoretical developments will become available with the systematic error reduced below 4–5%,
there is little point in analyzing the final years data nor, indeed in combining the results of the four LEP
experiments.
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4 MONTE CARLO AND SEMI-ANALYTICAL CODES AND THEIR OWN
ERROR SPECIFICATIONS
In this section we present the Monte Carlo and the semi-analytical codes used in the work of our working
group. The last subsection in the description of each code represents the theoretical error specification of
each calculation, as seen by the authors of the codes. They are the starting point for the comparisons in
our working group. Throughout the comparisons of the codes and discussion among the authors of the
codes we could verify these statements, improve the understanding of the problems and add more value
to them.But first of all we need to define our starting point. And this is to be done here in this section.
4.1 Presentation of the program BHWIDE
1) Authors: S. Jadach, W. Płaczek and B.F.L. Ward
2) Program: BHWIDE v.1.10, December 1998
3) Can be obtained from ³µ´¶´¶·¹¸»ºµº¶¼¶½¿¾ÁÀµÂ¶ÃÅÄÆ·¶³µÇÉÈÉÄÆÊ¶´µËÅÄ»¼µÌµÊµº¶·µÊµÍµº¶ÎÐÏ¶ÑÉÒÔÓµÕµº
4) Reference to main description [36]
5) Reference to example [37]
6) advertisement
In this subsection, we briefly describe our Monte Carlo (MC) event generator for large angle
Bhabha (LABH) scattering called Î¶Ï¶Ñ¿ÒÁÓµÕ and discuss some important cross-checks of the program.
Î¶ÏµÑÉÒÁÓµÕ is based on the YFS exclusive exponentiation procedure [38], where all the IR singular-
ities are summed-up to infinite order and canceled out properly in the so-called YFS form factor. The





& , corresponding to the emission of õ -real photons, are calculated per-






In Î¶ÏµÑÉÒÁÓµÕ an arbitrary number õ of real photons with non-zero µÙ are generated according to the YFS
MC method of Ref. [39]. The non-IR residuals fÖ è r ë& are calculated up to Úµ-~Æ54 , i.e. fÖ è  ëÛ and fÖ è  ë

corre-
sponding to zero-real (one-loop) and one-real (zero-loop) photons, respectively, are included. In fÖ è  ëÛ we
implemented two libraries of the Úµ-~Æ^4 virtual EW corrections: (1) the older one of Refs. [40,41], which
is not up to date but can be useful for some tests/cross-checks, and (2) the more recent one of Ref. [42].






Û we implemented two independent matrix elements for single-hard-photon radiation: (1) our calcu-
lation [36] in terms of helicity amplitudes, and (2) the formula of CALKUL [43] for the squared matrix
element. We have checked that the above two representations agree numerically up to at least 6 digits on
an event-by-event basis.
The MC algorithm of ÎµÏ¶Ñ¿ÒÁÓ¶Õ is based on the algorithm of the program Î¶ÏµÜ¶Ý¶Þ¿Ò for small angle
Bhabha scattering [39], however with some important extensions: (1) QED interferences between the
electron and positron lines (‘up-down’ interferences) had to be reintroduced as they are important in
LABH; (2) the full YFS form factor for the ¸ I ¸ process, including all ﬁ -,  - and ß -channels, was
implemented [36]; (3) the exact Úµ-~Æ54 matrix element for the full Bhabha process was included. The
multi-photon radiation is generated at the low-level MC stage as for the  -channel process, while the
ﬁ -channel as well as all interferences are reintroduced through appropriate MC weights. This means that
the program is more efficient when the  -channel contribution is dominant, as e.g. at LEP2 energies;
however, it proved to work well also near the º resonance.
The program is written in à¶áµâ¶ã¶âµä¶åµæ¶æ and is particularly suited for use under the Ý¶½¿¾Áç operat-
ing system3 for which a special directory structure has been created with useful ÞµÃ¶Ë¶¼µèÉ¾Ôé¶¼ ’s for easy
3However, it can be used, in principle, on any operating system with a êÔëíìïîðìïñðòÔóôó compiler.
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compiling and linking. The program runs in three stages: (1) initialization – where all input parameters
are read and transmitted to the program as well as all necessary initializations are performed, (2) event
generation – here a single event is generated, and (3) finalization – final bookkeeping for a generated
event statistics is done and some useful information is provided (printed-out). There are two main modes
of event generation: one can generate either variable weight events (useful for various tests) or constant
(=1) weight events (useful for apparatus MC simulations). Various input parameter options, to be set by
the user, allow to choose between different contributions/corrections to the cross section, such as weak
corrections (two libraries), vacuum polarization (three parametrizations), etc. Other input parameters
allow to specify the necessary ingredients for the cross section calculation and the event generation, such
as the CMS energy, physical parameters (masses, widths, etc.), phase space cuts, etc. For each generated
event, four-momenta of the final state electron, positron and all radiative photons are provided. In the
variable-weight-event mode they are supplemented with the main (best) event weight as well a vector of
weights corresponding to various models/approximations. In the finalization stage, the total cross section
corresponding to the generated event sample is calculated and provided (printed-out) together with some
other useful information.
4.2 Error specifications of BHWIDE
So far, several tests/cross-checks of the program have been performed, see e.g. Ref. [44]. First com-
parisons with other MC programs for LABH were done during the LEP2 Workshop in 1995 [37]. They
showed a general agreement of ÎµÏ¶Ñ¿ÒÁÓ¶Õ with most of those programs within ¸ at LEP2 energies. At
that time such a level of precision was expected to be sufficient for LEP2. Discrepancies between vari-
ous calculations can be explained by the fact that most of the programs were designed for LEP1 where
the ºöõ -channel contribution was dominant, while at the LEP2 energy range the  -channel J exchange
dominates. Thus, the physical features of the Bhabha process at LEP1 and LEP2 are very different.
Recently, a more detailed study of the theoretical precision of Î¶Ï¶Ñ¿ÒÁÓµÕ has been carried out [45]. Com-
parisons have been made with the MC programs: áµÜ¶ÓµÎÉÒÁ÷ [39] (a modernized version of the program
á¶ÜµÓ¶Îµä¶Î [46]) and ÎµÏ¶Ü¶ÝµÞÉÒ [47], and the semi-analytic code ä¶Ü¿ÒÁÎµä¶Î¶ä [42]. Tests were done at Úµ-~Æ54
and with higher order corrections for various cuts – by starting from the pure  -channel J -exchange and
switching on gradually other contributions/corrections. This study shows that at Úµ-~Æ^4¹Î¶Ï¶Ñ¿ÒÁÓµÕ agrees
with á¶Ü¶ÓµÎÉÒÔ÷ within 
ùøûú for the pure QED process, while ä¶ÜÉÒÔÎ¶äµÎ¶ä differs by up to 
ùøûü . When higher
order corrections are included, Î¶Ï¶Ñ¿ÒÁÓµÕ is generally within ú of Î¶Ï¶ÜµÝ¶Þ¿Ò ( 





ùø ) for the pure  -channel  -exchange process and within úùø¸ of äµÜÉÒÁÎµä¶Îµä for all kinds of
contributions/corrections. From these test we have estimated the overall theoretical precision of ÎµÏ¶Ñ¿ÒÁÓ¶Õ
at úùøûý for the LEP2 energy range. We expect that by making some improvements of the program (e.g.
modifying the ‘reduction procedures’ for the matrix element calculations, including Ú
	~Æ LL correc-
tions) and performing some new cross-checks (e.g. with the program LABSMC [48]) we can reduce this
precision to  
ùøûý . Further improvements of the theoretical precision can be made, in our opinion,
with the help of the  MC program [49] after implementing in it the  channel.
4.3 Presentation of the program KORALZ
1) Author: S. Jadach, B.F.L. Ward and Z. Wa¸ s
2) Program: KORALZ v.4.04,
3) Can be obtained from Library of Computer Physics Communication,
or from the author (ÅÄ¶ÃÉÈﬀÁ¼ﬁµ½ÅÄﬂÁ³ ) upon request
4) Reference to main description [50] and references therein.
5) Reference to example, use: [51,52]
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Initially the ¶á¶âµä¶Üﬃ event generator was written [53] to simulate  -pair production and decay
for LEP1 physics at the first order of QED bremsstrahlung without any exponentiation. Only longi-
tudinal  spin effects were included. Later [54, 55], longitudinal beam polarization was included and
higher order QED effects were incorporated using powerful exponentiation techniques [56,57] of initial
state bremsstrahlung first, but later of final state bremsstrahlung as well. The interference of initial and
final state bremsstrahlung was always neglected, except as a parallel mode of operation at the single
bremsstrahlung level. This assumption was good at the peak of the ! resonance, due to suppression
of the correction due to ! life-time, and the estimation of the error based on the single bremsstrahlung
calculations was sufficient [52, 58]. At that time a quite complete system of tests and cross-checks was
developed for the effects due to corrections of initial state bremsstrahlung using dedicated methods based
on comparison of semi-analytical results and the Monte Carlo [59] using importance sampling. Tests at
the technical precision of ú"# ± and better could be obtained. In general the total precision of 0.2% was
achievable for quite a range spectrum of observables for $  $  or     final states. The %'&% final states
were also introduced [60] using the assumption that the ( -channel ° -exchange forms a contribution
which is rather small so that, in particular, the °*) °+), interaction can be completely neglected.
The use of KORALZ at LEP2 energies impedes substantial improvement of precision. For $  $ 
or  - - it is mainly due to the lack of interference effects in exponentiation. For %'&%. final states it is
due to the approximate treatment of ( -channel ° -exchange. Even though the °/) °0)1 interaction
was included, the method explained in Ref. [51] is not enough for the single photon observables and any
precision meant to be better than 1-2%. For double photon observables precision decreases even further
as the matrix element for the two photon configuration is approximate to the pragmatic order 2 only.
Electroweak corrections are implemented in KORALZ using the reduced Born method. This
means that the effects of electroweak corrections beyond the crude Born level are implemented at the
leading-log level only. Recently, the final version of KORALZ was published and documented [50].
That version uses DIZET version 6.05, however, for the sake of tests versions with the up to date DIZET
library may be maintained.
Use of the program is expected to be gradually replaced by 343 MCMonte Carlo which already at
present is superior in all applications (for the time being except %'&% final states) and at all energy ranges
as far as precision is concerned. Some tools for studying anomalous effects in  5 5 final states [61],
%'&% [62], and leptoquarks [63] are available at present for KORALZ only. A number of flags, to be set
by the user, allow the user to switch between different options and perform specific comparisons and
investigations, e.g. for calculation of the program physical precision.
The program uses the following libraries: YFS 3.4 [57] for multiple photon bremsstrahlung,
TAUOLA [64] for  -lepton decay and PHOTOS [65] for radiative corrections in  -lepton decays.
4.4 Error specifications of KORALZ
The main purpose of the program was to serve the Monte Carlo simulation for LEP1 observables. The
program was adapted to become useful at LEP2 energies, but it was known that the backbone of its
construction is not best suited for that purpose. Also, as the new program 343 MCwas developed in
parallel. The effort to push the limits of the KORALZ program precision were not exploited.
Let us recall the main points and present crude estimates of the related systematic errors.
6 The electroweak section of the program is functionally equivalent to the one used in 343 MCand
based now on the DIZET part of ZFITTER. The related contribution to the systematic error can be thus
taken as 0.15%.
6 There is no pair correction included, as the size of pair effects is typically of order of 1.5%; the
appropriate contribution has to be calculated independently with the help of a semianalytical program or
other means. In case of non-idealized observables, this leads to an uncertainty which we can estimate as
0.4% (0.2% for idealized ones).
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6 The similar situation holds for the QED initial-final state interference which is not included in
the program also and affects observables for all final states including charged fermions. At LEP2 the
interference effects are at 1-2% level for photon non-tagging observables. For non-neutrino final states
and observables where one or more photons are tagged the uncertainty is bigger (5 to 20%) and 343 MC
should be used.
6 The matrix element is limited to pragmatic second-order. The related uncertainty is about 0.1%
for observables where photons are not tagged, about 0.2% for single photon tagged observables, but can
be more for observables where more than one photon are tagged.
6 In KORALZ exponentiation is based on the relatively old algorithm [57] (with some later im-
provements but of incomplete tests only) and 1 (0.2)% uncertainty for observables including (not in-
cluding) radiative return to Z should be added due to that point. This is especially important for %'&%
observables.
6 For %7&% final states some rather simple approximations are used in implementation of the con-
tribution of ( -channel ° -exchange and the °8) °8)9 coupling. It was shown in Ref. [51] that the
corresponding uncertainty is not exceeding 1 or 2% for observables including single tagged photons.
For double tagged photons we expect the related contribution to uncertainty to be of order of 3-10%
depending on the average requested :¶Ù of the second hardest photon.
The final numbers for uncertainties for observables can be obtained as the sum in quadrature of
the above uncertainties. It will be calculated at the end of the workshop as the individual contributions
can still change thanks to the comparisons, in particular with 343 MC.
4.5 Presentation of the program 343 MC
1) Author: S. Jadach, B.F.L. Ward and Z. Wa¸s
2) Program: 343 MC v.4.13 and v.4.14
3) Can be obtained from Library of Computer Physics Communication,
or from http://home.cern.ch/jadach,
4) Reference to main description [49]
5) Reference to example, use: [66]
343 MC is the Monte Carlo event generator providing weighted and constant weight events for
1;=<?>
&
<?>A@BDCE<GFH$ICJ KCELC ßCïõCEMNCEO within the complete phase space. Technical description and
users guide of the version 4.13 can be found in Ref. [49] while physics content and numerical results
are contained in Ref. [66]. The current version with minor improvements which was used during this
workshop is 4.14. It will be publicly available at the time of publishing this report. In the following
we describe the main features of the program and we discuss in a detail the critical issue of the overall
technical and physical precision of the program, stressing that, although it can be viewed from outside
as a monolithic single code, in reality almost every vital aspect/component of its total precision is relies
on the comparison with another independent code, quite often with several other ones. Since this aspect
was highlighted in the discussion during the workshop, we elaborate on this at some length.
4.5.1 QED in 343 MC
The QED part the program does not rely for the photon emission, on the structure functions (SF) or the
parton shower (PS) model but rather on the new Coherent Exclusive Exponentiation (CEEX) [66, 67]
which is an extension of the Yennie-Frautschi-Suura (YFS) exponentiation [38]. This older Exclusive
Exponentiation (EEX) [56], more closely related to the original YFS formulation, the same as in KO-
RALZ, is kept as an option in 343 MC, for tests of precision and for the purpose of the backward compat-
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ibility. The CEEX matrix element in 343 MC is entirely based on spin amplitudes, which helps to treat
exactly spin effects and to include the QED initial-final state interference. CEEX is based entirely on
Feynman diagram calculations and the present version includes the complete Ú
PQ2 for ISR and almost
complete Ú
PQ2   for FSR4. It is important to realize that the ISR calculation in 343 MC is the first Ú
PQ2  
independent calculation since the work by Burghers, Berends and Van Neerven (BBVN) [68] 5. On the
contrary, semi-analytical programs like ZFITTER, TOPAZ0 [69] or 343 sem rely on the SF’s (called also
radiator functions) which are derived from BBVN, as far as the Ú
PQ2K sub-leading terms are concerned.
For the real photon emissions CEEX employs the Weyl-spinor methods of Kleiss and Stirling [70]. The
2-loop virtual corrections are derived from Ref. [71] and one-loop corrections to single photon emission
are from Refs. [68,72] and were also cross checked independently by our collaborators [73].
4.5.2 Electroweak corrections
The complete Ú
PQ2 electroweak corrections with higher order extensions are included with help of the
DIZET library [74], the same version as that used in ZFITTER 6.30 [75]. The complex electroweak form-
factors (EWFFs), dependent on õ and ( variables, are calculated by DIZET and used in the construction
of the CEEX matrix element. In order to speed up calculations they are stored in the look-up tables
(using a finite grid in the õ and ( variables) and interpolated. The basic uncertainty of EW corrections in
343 MC is therefore the same as that of DIZET/ZFITTER (but this is not true of the QED corrections).
We have good reasons to believe that our CEEX matrix element offers a better way of combining EW
corrections with QED corrections than that used in the semianalytical codes like ZFITTER, basically
because in 343 MC it is done at the amplitude level, using Feynman diagrams instead of the SF’s. The
QCD FSR corrections are taken also from DIZET, keeping properly track of their õ -dependence (through
look-up tables and interpolation).
4.5.3 Spin effects
Complete spin effects are included for the decaying  -pairs and for beam polarizations in an exact way,
valid from the  threshold up to multi-TeV linear collider energies. Due to the use of the improved Kleiss-
Stirling spinor technique, the appropriate Wigner rotation of the spin amplitudes is done in the rest frame
of the outgoing fermions and of the beam electrons [76]. For  channel the program implements spin-
sensitive  -decays using TAUOLA [64] for  -lepton decay and PHOTOS [65] for radiative corrections
in  -lepton decays.
4.5.4 Virtual pairs in 343 MC
The effect of virtual initial and final state pairs is optionally added to the RDS electric form-factor, see

































































4For FSR the 2-~ and 1-~ real matrix element are exact, while the 1-loop corrections to the U~ real matrix element is still
in the LL approximation. This in principle should be good enough, at the precision level of N .
5BBVN calculated I[Ł
pJ
ISR also directly from Feynman rules. The resulting inclusive/integrated distributions they have




denoting the mass of virtual fermion in the fermion loop and q i mass of the fermion flowing
through the vertex (typically an electron). The two cases correspond to correction due to identical and
heavy fermion in the virtual loop.
Technically, virtual pairs in the initial and final state are added in 343 MC as alternative weights:
BIBﬂB
represents the case with Virtual Pairs and IFI on, ﬂIQ represents the case with
Virtual Pairs and IFI off. Masses q
\
are taken 0.2 GeV for <bFLCJC
|
and PDG values for the rest.
Changing q
\
of light quarks by factor two induces only 
X[ZJ

 F¡" x "N¢K£ !
This option should be used in conjunction with adding the signal contribution of real pairs via a
full 4-fermion Monte Carlo generator, like KORALW. Concerning the proper cancellation of the virtual
pairs mass-logs from 343 MC and from KORALW, there should be no technical (precision) problems,
especially for the precision level 0.1% required for LEP2. The main complication will be a proper
matching of these mass-logs in the presence of the QED bremsstrahlung. Here, the loading-logarithmic
approximation and renormalization group will be used as a guide, as usual. For the moment we use
effective-quark masses instead of dispersion relations, because we do not see clear indication that it is
really necessary to use the latter method at the 0.1% level. However, if it turns out to be necessary, it is




 in both 343 MC and KORALW.
Summarizing, this new feature will allow the use of 343 MC together with the KORALW Monte
Carlo, according to the scheme already suggested in Ref. [78], to produce predictions for the observables
with the real/virtual pair contribution.
4.5.5 Recent improvements not yet documented elsewhere updates
In version 4.14 the QCD FSR corrections to the final states of quarks were cross checked and some
necessary modifications were introduced.
The R S form-factor – the virtual correction factor corresponding to initial and final state emission
of non-singlet and singlet pairs was introduced, see above.
Note also that 343 MC is expected to take over all functionality of the ¨©ª  ﬃ event generator.
The most important feature of ¨©ª  ﬃ which is still missing in 343 MC is the neutrino channel.
4.6 Error specifications of 343 MC
4.6.1 Technical precision
The overall technical precision due to phase space integration is estimated to be 0.02% in terms of the
typical total cross section with Z-exclusive or Z-inclusive cuts. The basic test of the normalization of
the phase space integration is the following: we do not cut on photon transverse momenta, but only on










and downgrade the ISR or ISR+FSR matrix
element without ISR ³ FSR interference to most the simple CEEX ´
PQ2 l  case, that is the product of the








shifted due to ISR. For


















 , that is enough terms to reach 0.01% precision even for Z-inclusive cuts,
and for FSR we limit ourselves to ´
PQ2C ^ 2C ^ 2K# , also enough for this precision tag6. Within such
a simplified QED model we compare a very high statistics MC run ( ¸ ú"¹u events) with the analytical
formula and we get agreement, see Ref. [49], better than 0.02%. The possible loophole in this estimate
of precision is that it may break down when we cut the transverse momenta of the real photons, or switch
to a more sophisticated QED model. The second is very unlikely as the phase space and the actual SM
model matrix element are separated into completely separate modules in the program. The question of
the cut transverse momenta of the real photons requires further discussion. Here, it has to be stressed
6We see that for ISR and ºe»¼¾½¿NÁÀÃÂ
Ä
ÅJÆYÇ




terms changes results only by 0.01%.
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is the result of the phase space integration and if this integration were not correct then we would witness
the breakdown of the infrared (IR) cancellation and the fermion mass cancellation for FSR. We do not
see anything like that at the 0.02% precision level. In addition there is a wealth of comparison with
many independent codes of the phase space integration for @7ÐÑFÒÏCEaCEÓ real photons, with and without
cuts on photon :Ô . It should be remembered that the multi-photon phase space integration module/code
in 343 MC is unchanged since last 10 years. For ISR it is based on YFS2 algorithm of Ref. [56] and
for FSR on YFS3 algorithm of Ref. [57], these modules/codes were part of the KORALZ [55] multi-
photon MC from the very beginning, already at the time of the LEP1 1989 workshop [79], and they
were continuously tested since then. The phase space integration for @7Ð,FÕÏ was tested very early by
the authors of YFS2/YFS3 against the older MC programs MUSTRAAL [80] and KORALB [81] and
with analytical calculations, at the precision level Ö×" x Ï£ , with and without cuts on photon :Ô . The
phase space integration for @7Ð
FØaCEÓ with cuts on photon :Ô was tested very many times over the years
by the authors of the YFS2/YFS3/KORALZ and independently by all four LEP collaborations, using
other integration programs like COMPHEP, GRACE and other ones, in the context of the search of the
anomalous aNÙ and ÓNÙ events. Another important series of tests was done in Ref. [60] for ISR @7ÐÚFÛÏCEa
photons (with cuts sensitive to :Ô of photons), comparing KORALZ/YFS2 with the MC of Ref. [82] for
the %'&%ÙÜmÙDÝ final states. Typically, these tests, in which QED matrix element was programmed in several
independent ways, showed agreement at the level of 10% for the cross section for @ Ð FÞa which was
of order 0.1% of the Born, or 0.2-0.5% for @7ÐßFàÏ which was of order 1% of the Born, so they never
invalidated our present technical precision of 0.02% in terms of Born cross section (or total cross section
in terms of Z-inclusive cut).
We conclude therefore that the technical precision of 343 MC due to phase space integration is









and any mild cut on the transverse photon energies due to any typical
realistic experimental cuts. For the cross sections with a single photon tagged it is about 0.2-0.5% and
with two photon tagged it is ¸¡Ï"£ of the corresponding integrated cross section. These conclusions are
based on the comparisons with at least six other independent codes.
4.6.2 Physical precision of pure QED ISR and FSR
In the following we shall discuss mainly the physical precision of 343 MC, that is the magnitude of the
missing higher orders in the QED/SM matrix element implemented in 343 MC. This will also include the
technical precision of the matrix element implementation not related to phase space integration discussed
previously.
As we already mentioned, in 343 MC we have also the older EEX-type matrix element, similar
to the one of KORALZ/YFS2 and BHLUMI. Its crucial role in establishing physical precision is that of
‘second line of defense’ because it has its own estimate of the physical and technical precisions (unrelated
to phase space integration) which are factor 2 worse than for CEEX, but a very solid and independent one.
The basic test of the EEX matrix element is based again on the comparison with the analytical integration








Ý only, but with the additional bonus
that the analytical integration is exact in the soft limit. Furthermore, the EEX matrix element is split into
about six pieces, so called &
ã
-functions and each of them is cross-checked separately. The comparison






( in addition to the normal one with Z






are concentrated in the region of the phase space with
@7ÐAFÕÏCEa real hard photons, their separate tests provide an independent non-trivial cross-check of the
7It downgrades to 0.5% for èêéìëNí¬[î-ïî
KðÑñóòﬀô
, i.e. full phase space.
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( to differences between
MC and analytical results Ö÷" x Ï£ , vanishing to zero for strong cuts on total photon energy. This is our
basic estimate of the technical precision of the implementation of the EEX (unrelated to phase space
integration).
There is an eternal ongoing discussion how to estimate the physical precision. Our approach is the
conservative one, just take the difference of the two consecutive perturbative calculations at hand8. In
order to be not over-conservative we usually take half of such a difference, which means that we assume




at least, which is not a bad assumption
for QED where a ^7ø 2 
d
¸Ø" x "ù and Ï

^
F¡" x "f .









Î 2 Î ÝÉúúû and EEX3= ´
ÜQ2C ^ 2C ^ Î 2 Î C ^ _ 2 _ ÝÉúúû . We find (1/2)
(EEX2-EEX1) ¸ü" x Ï£ for Z-exclusive cuts and ¸ý" x f£ for Z-inclusive cuts, and this we take as a
physical precision of the EEX2 and EEX3 QED matrix element (no ISR ³ FSR interf.). The difference
(1/2) (EEX3-EEX2) is generally negligible ÖØ" x Ï£ for any cuts.
Having fortified our position on the physical precision of EEX, how do we proceed to determine
physical precision of CEEX matrix element? We can compare with EEX2 or EEX3 and in this way we get
a handle on the ´
Ü ^ 2DÝ ISR which is missing in EEX2 and ´
Ü ^ _ 2 _ Ý missing in CEEX (which is negli-
gible, however). The other possibility is to look into differences of CEEX2= ´
ÜQ2C ^ 2C ^ Î 2 Î C ^ 2 Î ÝWþ.úúû
and CEEX1= ´
ÜQ2-C ^ 2ÝWþúúû . We did both and we treat the latter difference (1/2)(CEEX2 ) CEEX1) as
our basic source of the physical precision and the former CEEX2 ) EEX3 as an additional cross-check. In
Ref. [66] we have found (1/2)(CEEX2 ) CEEX1) to be for both Z-exclusive and Z-inclusive observables
below 0.2%. The difference CEEX2 ) EEX3 is rather large, up to 0.8% for Z-inclusive cross section






Ý ISR is important and we need in fact the third
independent calculation with the complete ´
Ü ^ S 2 Î Ý ISR. This however is available since long, from
BBVN [68]. In Ref. [66] we compared cross section and charge asymmetries from 343 MC with semi-
analytical calculation based on ISR SF’s based on BBVN [68], with added complete ´
Ü ^ _ 2 _ Ý ISR and
YFS exponentiation, essentially with the JSW formula of Ref. [83], upgraded with the corresponding
FSR SF (in the case FSR is switched on). The above analytical formula is implemented in the 343 sem
code which is part of the 343 MC package. The results of the comparison of the 343 sem code and 343 MC
fully confirms our estimate of 0.2% in the cross section and in charge asymmetry, for Z-exclusive and
Z-inclusive cuts, excluding still ISR ³ FSR from consideration.
We may summarize once again how solid is the ´
Ü ^ S 2 Î Ý ISR: The two-loop ´
Ü ^ S 2 Î Ý component
was already triple-cross-checked at the time of BBVN [68] work, the two-loop ´
Ü ^ S 2 Î Ý component
comes from at least two independent sources [68, 72] and was recently recalculated independently once
again9, while the two real photon emission exact massive matrix element was doubly cross-checked with
two independent codes.
On top of that comes the cross check with ZFITTER presented in this report, which from the point
of view of QED ISR and FSR (no ISR ³ FSR) is in the same class as BBVN, 343 sem while 343 MC
is rather independent because of the independent full phase space evaluation, and the independent one-
loop-one-real and two-real-photon matrix elements.
Summarizing, the physical precision of 0.2% in total cross section and charge asymmetry due
to QED ISR and FSR is estimated in a rather solid and conservative way, using many independent
codes/calculations, with the triple cross-check being rather the rule than the exception.
8One possible pitfall with the above rule is that the difference between the two consecutive perturbative calculations may be
accidentally zero for a given value of the cuts, one should therefore vary the values of the cuts before drawing conclusions.
9We thank Scott Yost for this valuable cross-check.
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4.6.3 Physical precision of QED ISR ³ FSR
The QED ISR ³ FSR is characterized in the separate Section 5.3 of this report so here only mention that
the effect of the QED ISR ³ FSR is included in the exponentiated form in our program with help of the
new coherent exponentiation technique based entirely on spin amplitudes.




Ý KORALZ without exponentiation, see Ref. [66] where we have found typical agreement ÖØ" x a£
for both Z-exclusive and Z-inclusive cuts. The biggest discrepancy in Ref. [66] was noticed to be 0.4%
for the charge asymmetry for a Z-inclusive cut and for the cross section for certain values (far from
experimental ones) for the Z-exclusive cut, see also the section on ISR ³ FSR in this report, where we
add more comparisons with ZFITTER code. Summarizing, the inclusion of the ISR ³ FSR does not
worsen our total theoretical error of " x a£ estimate for the Z-exclusive cuts, while it makes it go to " x ¢K£
level for Z-inclusive cuts. The new comparisons with ZFITTER on ISR ³ FSR presented in section 5.3.8
in this report are consistent with the above estimate.
Note also that the most complete summary/discussion on the subject ISR ³ FSR can be found in the
presentation of S.J. at June 1999 meeting of LEPEWG (see transparencies on http://home.cern.ch/jadach).
4.6.4 Physical precision of electroweak corrections
The uncertainty due to pure electroweak corrections is the same as of DIZET, and can be determined
for instance by playing with the user options of DIZET, which are available for the user of 343 MC. We
would like to stress, however, that some physical/technical uncertainties in ZFITTER are really related
to the way the EW corrections in ZFITTER are combined with the QED part. In general, the way it is
done in 343 MC is simpler and these uncertainties are therefore reduced.
4.6.5 Tagged photons
Precision is not less than 1% for observables with a single photon tagged and 3% for observables with
double photon tagged.
4.7 Presentation of the program LABSMC
1) Author: A.B. Arbuzov
2) Program: LABSMC v.2.05, 5 May 2000
3) Can be obtained from the author (ßﬁ    	
  ﬂ ) upon request
4) Reference to main description [48]
5) Reference to example [84]
6) advertisement
Initially the semi–inclusive  ªµ÷ event generator was created [48] to simulate large–angle
Bhabha scattering at energies of about a few GeV’s at electron positron colliders like VEPP–2M and
DA  NE. The code included the Born level matrix element, the complete set of ´
ÜQ2Ý QED RC, and the
higher order leading logarithmic RC by means of the electron structure functions. The relevant set of
formulae can be found in Ref. [85]. The generation of events is performed using an original algorithm,
which combines advantages of semi–analytical programs and Monte Carlo generators.
The structure of our event generator was described in detail in paper [48]. The extension for
LEP2 energies is done by introducing electroweak (EW) contributions, such as ! -exchange, into the
matrix elements. The third [86] and fourth [87] order leading logarithmic photonic corrections were also
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included in the new version. The version of the program under consideration is suited for large–angle
scattering. The small–angle version, which incorporates some additional second–order corrections [88],
will be described elsewhere.
Starting from the ´
ÜQ2 Î Ý order the emission of photons is treated semi–inclusively by means of
structure functions. Such photons are treated as effective particles, which go at zero angles in respect to
the relevant charged particles. The conservation of 4-momenta is fulfilled for each generated event. This
feature of the program does not allow to generate realistic events with two photons at large angles.
The code contains:
6 the tree level electroweak Born cross section;
6 the complete set of ´
ÜQ2-Ý QED radiative corrections (RC);
6 vacuum polarization corrections by leptons, hadrons [17], and  -bosons;
6 one–loop electroweak RC according to Ref. [89] by means of DIZET [74] package;
6 higher order leading log photonic corrections by means of electron structure functions [86,87,90];
6 matrix element for radiative Bhabha scattering with both Ù - and ! -exchange [40, 41], vacuum
polarization RC, and optionally ISR leading log RC (with exponentiation according to Ref. [90]);




Ý leading log approximation [91, 92], including the two–photon
(multi-peripheral) mechanism of pair production.
A number of flags, to be set by user, allows to switch between different options and perform
specific comparisons and investigations. In particular one can switch to generation of only radiative
events with visible photons. That allows to avoid technical problems due to low statistics in this case.
The inclusion of the third and fourth order LLA photonic corrections allows not to use exponenti-
ation. A simple estimate [87] shows that the difference between the two treatments at LEP2 is negligible,
while the exponentiation requires a specific event generation procedure.

ª¶÷ is a ¨©©ª program. It works as follows. First, the code makes initialization and reads
flags and parameters from a list provided by user. Then it performs an integration (in semi–analytical
branch) and generates events. The 4-momenta of generated particles are to be analyzed or recorded in a
user subroutine. A certain control of technical precision is provided by comparison of the results from
semi–analytical and Monte Carlo branches. Note, that for a case of complicated cuts, which can not
be done in the semi–analytical branch, one has to increase the number of generated events to reach the
ordered precision.
The accuracy of the code is defined by two main points: technical precision (numerical precision in
integrations, errors due to limited statistics, possible bugs etc.) and the theoretical uncertainty. Of course,
one has than choose the proper, corresponding to his concrete problem, set of flags and parameters.
The technical precision has to be checked and improved, if required, by detailed tests and com-




Ý corrections (for photonic and pair corrections), an uncertainty in definition of vacuum po-
larization, approximate description of hadronic pair production. There was observed a discrepancy in
the treatments of electroweak RC in ZFITTER and ALIBABA [42]. The theoretical uncertainty of the
code in description of large–angle Bhabha scattering at LEP2 is estimated now to be of about 0.3%. The
corresponding uncertainty for radiative Bhabha scattering with a visible photons is about 2%. But for the
latter, we have an additional theoretical systematic uncertainty (about 1%), coming from non–standard
radiative corrections [93].
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4.7.1 Note about pair corrections in LABSMC
In LABSMC there are included contributions due to pair production according to Ref. [91, 92]. The
secondary hadronic pairs are estimated within the leading log approximation.
The double resonant (ZZ) contribution, in which both the primary and secondary pair are produced
via virtual ! -bosons, is not taken into account. This contribution will be subtracted from the experimental
data by means of some Monte Carlo event generator.
The impact of the multi-peripheral (two–photon) mechanism of pair production and the one of
the singlet pairs can be analyzed by means of the program. But the default option is to drop these
contributions as in the event generator as well as in the experimental data.
The corrections in per-mil are given in Table 28 of Section 5.5.8. The quantities there were calcu-
lated in respect to the cross sections, where all other types of RC have been already applied. There is a
simple dependence of the size of corrections on the applied cuts. The most strong cuts on real emission
are there, the most large (and negative) effect is coming out. The largest corrections are found for some
idealized observables, where also the final state corrections do give a lot.
As concerning the two–photon mechanism, there are visible contributions only for a few event
selections (see Table 29 of Section 5.5.8). In the rest of ES the multi-peripheral reaction is cut away by
the corresponding sets of conditions. The only large correction to IOpal3 is because of wide range of
allowed collinearity and a very low energy threshold for electrons (1 GeV).
The accuracy on the above numbers for pair corrections can be estimated to be about 20%, which
is mainly coming from the uncertainty in the description of secondary hadronic pairs.
4.8 Error specifications of LABSMC
The theoretical uncertainty of  ª¶÷ is estimated by the analysis of the following sources of errors.





Ý photonic and pair corrections can give as large as 0.20%. Note, that for small–
angle Bhabha at LEP1 we had the corresponding contribution of the order 0.15% [88], and so we
can estimate the uncertainty, taking into account that the large log
^
in the large–angle kinematics
is greater.
6 The approximate treatment of hadronic pair corrections typically contributes by not more than
0.05%, depending on the concrete event selection. For observables IAleph3, IAleph4, and ILT4
we have more: about 0.1%.
6 Photonic corrections in high orders ´
ÜQ2 _ ^ Î CE2 t ^ t C xExEx Ý are not calculated in the code, but they are
really small (0.02%).
6 Uncertainties coming from the treatment electroweak constants and loop corrections can give up to
0.2% for the case barrel angular acceptance. For the case with endcaps we have lower contribution
from ! -exchange, and the error is less than 0.1%.
Taking into account the limited technical precision, we derive the resulting uncertainty of the code
for description of large–angle Bhabha scattering at LEP2 to be of the order 0.3%. As concerning radiative
Bhabha with a photon tagged at large angles, the uncertainty is defined by missing ´
ÜQ2Ý corrections. It
can be estimated to be of about 2%.
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4.9 Presentation of the program ﬁB%%Ù
1. Authors: Y. Kurihara, J. Fujimoto, T. Ishikawa, Y. Shimizu, T. Munehisa
2. Program: ﬁB#%%.Ù v.1.0, 1999.08.20
3. Can be obtained from:     ﬀﬂﬁﬃﬁﬂ  ! ß  B	
4. Reference to main description: hep-ph/9908422 to be appeared in CPC.
5. Reference to example discussion of the prediction and its systematic uncertainty: hep-ph/9908422
to be appeared in CPC.
ﬁB%%Ù is an event generator which combines the exact matrix elements for "$#%"$& ; %'&%.ÙDÜmÙÝ ,
produced by the '©ª( system [94], with )(*+µ÷ [95] for ISR. The advantages of these packages
are:
6 The exact matrix elements up to the double-photon emission, including the % ø process, are
used. Double-photon emission is practically sufficient for experimental analysis.
6
)(*+¶÷ keeps the complete kinematics for the emitted photons and virtual electrons before
collisions. It allows a more flexible treatment of the ISR effects in avoiding the double-
counting.
6 Besides the above-mentioned pure QED corrections, ﬁB%%Ù equips with another class of the
electroweak higher order corrections. There is a switch to choose it from the following three
schemes; 1) the running coupling constant scheme: the coupling constant of the <ﬀ"ﬂ,.q.-¬æ¬@ -
<ﬀ"/,.q.-¬æ¬@ - ! vertex, 0
\ﬂ\	1
, is determined by the evolution from zero momentum transfer to
the mass squared of the %'&% system, 2 Î
1
, which differs from one event to another. It varies
according to the renormalization group equation (RGE). 2) 354 scheme [96]: It is such that


















where ­@: being the  -boson mass and 354 the muon decay constant. 3) on-shell scheme:
the weak couplings are simply fixed by ­@: and ­
1









is the mass of the ! -boson.
6 For the %E4 case the total cross sections and the hard-photon distributions of ﬁB%%Ù are
compared with those by the ´ ( 2 ) calculations [97–99], F¨©ª  ﬃ [50] and GG'+H [100].
The theoretical error uncertainty for the ISR corrections is under control at the 1% level. The





the reaction, is estimated to be around 1%. The energy spectrum of the hard-photons is in a
reasonable agreement with F¨©ª  ﬃ and GG'+H up to the double-photon emission.
6 Concerning % ø a similar comparison with GG'+H has been done, though in this case some
programs were lacking complete ´
ÜQ2-Ý .
6 In the package the anomalous coupling of the  -  -Ù vertex is implemented. The program

































where  4!N FBX 4  N )YX N  4 , Q 4!N FBX 4 Q N )RX N Q 4 . Here =?0 SÉÐ , =TS Ð and
U
Ð stand for the
anomalous coupling parameters which vanish in the Standard Model.
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4.10 Error specifications of ﬁ#%%.Ù
6 (1) lack of constant term
One of the intrinsic limitation of the parton shower method is lack of constant terms. It is known
that the leading logarithmic solution of the Z[3 ^ Q\I equation can reproduce the exact perturbative
calculations at LL order except constant terms. For the simple "$#%"$& annihilation processes, this
effect, so called ]Ò)h<ﬀ^MÃ(Eæ_, , is known to be 0.6cannot be better than this accuracy. Though there
is no exact estimation of the ]v) <ﬀ^Mó(¹æ_, for the neutrino pair-production with hard photon(s), we
can expect the ] ) <ﬀ^MÃ(Eæ_, for these processes is at the same order as the simple "`#a"$& annihilation
processes. Then we assign the systematic error of 0.6
6 (2) internal consistency
In the 0<,M¹%%.Ù , the hard photon is treated using exact matrix elements and the soft photon(s) are
treated using QEDPS. It is not necessarily that a definition of the hard photon is the same as those
of visible photon given by the experimental requirements. The final result must be independent of
the dividing point between hard and soft photons. we checked the stability of the cross sections
when the dividing points are varied within a reasonable range. If the experimental requirement is
so tight, for example, no additional photons with small energy in very forward region is required,
the final result is sensitive for the definition of the soft photon. We assign this dividing-point
dependence as a systematic error. This error is much depend on the experimental cuts.
6 3) multi photon limitation
In the 0b,5M¹%%Ù , up to two visible photon can be treated. For the experimental requirement as ‘two
or more photons’, we give the results with only two visible photons. The probability to observe
third photons is negligible small in general. We estimate the error of this limitation is less than 1.
4.11 Presentation of the program NUNUGPV
Authors: G. Montagna, M. Moretti, O. Nicrosini and F. Piccinini
Program: NUNUGPV v.2.0, July 1998
Can be obtained from:      	
  ﬂ ¸  ﬂﬁ 	 ﬁﬁß  BE      
The code GG'+H [100,102] has been developed to simulate events for the signatures single- and multi-
photon final states plus missing energy in the Standard Model at LEP and beyond.
Matrix elements










with -yFB"CJ$ICJ and @ F¡ÏCEaCEÓ .
The matrix element for single-photon production has been computed by means of helicity amplitude
techniques [103], while the amplitudes for multi-photon final states are calculated using the numerical
algorithm ª  +cª [104] for the automatic evaluation of tree-level scattering amplitudes. The contribution
of the anomalous couplings =edÐ and
U
Ð to the fHÙ vertex is included analytically in the matrix




Ù . Trilinear and quadrilinear anomalous gauge couplings for the processes
with more than one photon in the final state have been recently implemented. As an option the program
contains also the contribution of a massive neutrino with standard couplings to the ! boson.
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Radiative corrections
The phenomenologically relevant Leading Log (LL) QED radiative corrections, due to initial state radia-
tion (ISR), are implemented via the Structure Function (SF) formalism. Due to the presence of a visible
photon in the kernel cross section, the inclusion of ISR requires particular care. In order to remove the
effects of multiple counting due to the overlap of the phase spaces of pre-emission photons (described
by the SF’s) and kernel photons (described by the matrix element), the :


:g effects are included in
the SF’s according to Ref. [102]. The generation of the angular variables at the level of the ISR gives
the possibility of rejecting in the event sample those pre-emission photons above the minimum detection
angle and threshold energy, thus avoiding ‘overlapping effects’. According to such a procedure, the cross














































Ý is a proper combination of the collinear SF ZäÜljC
|
Ý with an angu-
lar factor inspired by the leading behavior Ï

Üm:.wxd5Ý [102] of the pre-emission photons. According to
Eq. (6), an ‘equivalent’ photon is generated for each colliding lepton and accepted as a higher-order ISR
contribution if:




6 or the angle of the equivalent photon is outside the angular acceptance for the observed photons,
for arbitrary energies.
Within the angular acceptance of the detected photon(s), the cross section is evaluated by summing the
exact matrix elements for the processes " # " & ;ü%7&%@BÙ , @1F¡ÏCEaCEÓ ( L SÉÐ CEL Î Ð CEL _ Ð ).
By means of the above sketched formulation, the signatures that can be handled by the program are:
6 exactly one(two) visible photon(s) plus undetected radiation;
6 at least one(two) visible photon(s) plus undetected radiation;
6 exactly three visible photons with QED corrections in the collinear approximation.
Some improvements for Linear Collider energies have been recently introduced. Predictions for the
single-photon signature are possible for polarized electron/positron beams. Simulation of beamsstrahlung
can be performed by means of the   ﬁ!ﬃ library [105]. Both integration and unweighted event genera-
tion modes are available. More details on technical and theoretical features can be found in Ref. [100].
Concerning the LEP2 energy regime, the present theoretical accuracy of GG'+H is at the per cent level,
as due to missing ´
ÜQ2Ý electroweak corrections.
4.12 Error specifications of NUNUGPV
As discussed in Section 4.11 and in the relevant literature there quoted, the main ingredients NUNUGPV
is based upon are




@BÙ , with - F{"CJ$ICJ and @¡FàÏCEaCEÓ ,
computed either analytically (@1F¡Ï ) or numerically (@1F¡aCEÓ );
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6 convolution of the kernel cross section by means of :

-dependent structure functions, in order to
take into account the huge effect of initial-state radiation, while avoiding double counting in the
presence of tagged photons.
The main source of theoretical error is missing non-log | ÜQ2-Ý electroweak corrections, which can
be estimated to be of the order of Ï4) a %. Pushing the theoretical accuracy at the 0.1 % level would
require supplementing the present formulation by a full | ÜQ2Ý calculation, at present not available.
4.13 Presentation of the program ZFITTER with electroweak library DIZET
Authors: D. Bardin, P. Christova, M. Jack, L. Kalinovskaya,
A. Olchevski, S. Riemann, T. Riemann
Program: ZFITTER v.6.21 (26 July 1999)
Can be obtained from:    	
 }ﬃ  ¸ ﬁ  ﬃ  ß  ﬃ 
Bﬂ ﬃﬁ   

























Reference to main description: [75]
References to examples: [106–114]
Program development: The package is permanently updated, user requests are welcome;
last update is v.6.30 (xx March 2000)
ZFITTER is a Fortran program, based on a semi-analytical approach to fermion pair production in
"$#%"`& annihilation at a wide range of centre-of-mass energies, including LEP1 and LEP2 energies. The
main body of the program relies on the analytical results presented in Refs. [115–117] for the QED part
and in Refs. [74, 118–122] for the electroweak physics part. Some of the formulae used may be found
only in Ref. [75].
ZFITTER version v.6.21 was the last one intended for the use at LEP1 energies. The description
of this subsection is mostly limited to this version. During the 1999–2000 LEP2 Workshop there was a
development which is briefly summarized in Section 4.13.2.
The calculation of realistic observables with potential account of complete ´
ÜQ2Ý QED and elec-
troweak corrections plus soft photon exponentiation plus some higher order contributions is made possi-
ble with several calculational chains:
6 Born cross-sections;
6 a fast option: cut on
|Y«








) for L  Lpsrt6u ; for  T,FB additional cut on the production angle of anti-
fermions ( psrt6vu ).
The scattering angle of fermions remains unrestricted if the other cut(s) do not impose an implicit restric-
tion.
Numerical integrations are at most one-dimensional and performed with the Simpson method
[123,124]. This makes the code so fast and guarantees any practically needed numerical precision.
ZFITTER calculates:
6
=, – the Standard Model corrections to 34 ;
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6­: – the  boson mass from ­
1











Lpsrt6u – differential cross-sections;
6
Ô – total cross-sections;
6
Q iﬀ – forward-backward asymmetries;
6






– final state polarization effects for  leptons;
Various interfaces allow fits to the experimental data to be performed with different sets of free param-
eters. There are two options to parameterize the ! boson propagator [125] (see also [126, 127] and the
many references therein).
ZFITTER uses pieces of code from other authors ( [123, 124, 128–132]). We find it important
to mention explicitly that the programming of ZFITTER accumulates the efforts of many theoreticians,
whose work went into the code either as default programming or as options to be chosen by many flags.
A hopefully complete list (derived from [75]) comprises quite a few references for photonic radiative
corrections [68, 86, 90, 107, 133–144] and radiative corrections contributing to the effective Born cross
section [18, 145–171]. This is a feature of ZFITTER which makes it very flexible for applications,
but also for comparisons with other codes and checks of technical precisions in program development
phases. For a systematic presentation of the interplay of the many radiative corrections treated we refer
also to [75] and to [172].
ZFITTER is used optionally by other packages, among them are SMATASY [173–175], ZEFIT,
[176]. Its electroweak library DIZET is used in KORALZ, [50], 343 MC, [49], BHAGENE, [177], and
other programs like HECTOR, [178] for the study of "W: scattering.
QED initial–final interference:
The exponentiation [179] of initial–final interference (IFI) photonic corrections is implemented in
ZFITTER. The exponentiation is done according the procedure developed in Ref. [90]. The base for the
construction is the general Yennie–Frautschi–Suura theorem [38]. The resulting formulae are close to
the ones of Ref. [180], but the special treatment around the ! -peak is not included in the program now.
In the code the IFI option is governed by the flag ! . The effect of the IFI exponentiation was found
to be important, especially for forward–backward asymmetry.
The Fortran package DIZET is part of the ZFITTER distribution. It can be used in a stand-alone
mode and is regularly used by other programs.
On default, DIZET allows the following calculations:
6 by call of subroutine DIZET:  mass and width, ! and  widths;
6 by call of subroutine ROKANC: four weak NC form factors, running electromagnetic and strong
couplings needed for the composition of effective NC Born cross sections for the production of
massless fermions (however, the mass of the top quark appearing in the virtual state of the one-loop
diagrams for the process "`#a"$&ß;üO & O is not ignored);
6 by call of subroutine RHOCC: the corresponding form factors and running strong coupling for the
composition of effective CC Born cross sections.
If needed, the form factors may be made to contain the contributions from f and ! ! box diagrams
thus ensuring (over a larger energy range than LEP 1) the correct kinematic behavior and gauge invari-
ance.
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4.13.1 Pair corrections in ZFITTER
One of particular contributions to the process of electron–positron annihilation is the radiation of sec-
ondary pairs. In comparison with the photon radiation, it is relatively small, because it appears only
starting from the ´
ÜQ2 Î Ý order. Nevertheless, the total effect of pair production could reach dozen per-
mil and should be taken into account in the data analysis. The secondary pair can be produced via a
virtual photon or ! -boson. The latter case is supposed to be subtracted from the experimental date by
means of some Monte Carlo event generator. (The ! boson mediated secondary pair production was also
studied with GENTLE/4fan v.2.11, see the description of results in Section 5.5.5.)
Lowest order pair corrections
The complete second order calculation for "$#%"$& and $#$& initial state pairs was performed in Ref. [68].
The contribution of hadronic and leptonic pairs (excluding electrons) was considered in paper [137].
The effect of secondary pair production in the final state was calculated in Ref. [181]. It is worth




where QÐ stands for the initial state (IS) photonic correction, and  give the final state (FS) pair one.
At LEP2 energies, when the radiative return to the ! -peak is allowed, we have very large values of  Ð ,
and the multiplicative treatment provides a correct counting of the simultaneous emission of IS photons
and FS pairs. A cut on the invariant mass of the FS secondary pair is allowed by setting parameter +G .
The pair contribution to the corrected cross section is presented as the integral of the Born cross

































Here   represents the impact of virtual and soft pairs;  stands for the final state pairs. = is a
soft-hard separator Üﬂ=¢¡üÏÝ , numerical results should not depend on its value.
The singlet channel contribution and the interference of the singlet and non–singlet channels are
taken from Ref. [68]. They can be called from ZFITTER optionally (according to the 	+¶÷ flag value).
A simple estimate of the interference between the ISR and FSR pairs can be done: we can take the










Ý . The smallness
of the photonic interference and the additional factor provide us the possibility to neglect the initial–final
pair interference completely.
Pair production in higher orders
It was observed that the | ÜQ2 Î Ý approximation is not enough to provide the desirable precision. Really the
interplay of the initial state photon and pair radiation is very important. So, one should consider higher
orders. The first exponentiated formula for pair production was suggested in Ref. [90]. The process of
one pair production was supplied by emission of arbitrary number of soft photons. This formula gives
a good approximation for leading logarithmic corrections close to the ! -peak. But it does not include
the important next–to–leading terms, and even the known third order leading logs are not reproduced
completely.
In Ref. [142] a phenomenological formula for simultaneous exponentiation of photonic and pair
radiation was proposed. The correspondence of the exponentiated formula to the perturbative results
was shown there for the case of real hard radiation. Nevertheless, the structure of the radiator function,
suggested in Ref. [142], does not allow to check the correspondence for soft and virtual part of the
corrections analytically.
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An alternative treatment of the higher order corrections due to pair production was suggested in
Ref. [144]. In order to account the most important part of the sub–leading corrections we consider the
convolution of the ´
ÜQ2 Î Ý pair radiator with the ordinary ´
ÜQ2-Ý photonic radiator, proportional to the
I
h Sﬂi
splitting function. In this way we receive the main part of the ´
ÜQ2 _ Ý leading logs, proportional





























Ý . Note that the convolution as well as exponentiation can not give the correct
complete sub–leading formula. In fact the convolution gives a part of sub-leading terms coming from
the kinematics, where both the pair and the photon are emitted collinearly, while there are other sources
for the corrections, like, for instance, emission of a collinear pair and a large–angle photon. But we
suppose, that the main terms with enhancements are reproduced correctly, that follows from the general
experience in leading log calculations. Note that the same background is under the exponentiation of
such terms. For the case of pure photonic radiation this was checked by direct perturbative calculations.
We checked that for real hard emission there is a agreement between the most important terms
in the third order contribution to £-Ü

Ý and the corresponding terms in expansion of the exponentiated
formula from Ref. [142]. Such a correspondence between the exponentiation and convolution procedures
is well known also in the case of pure photonic radiation.
In the same way we derived the expressions both for leptonic and hadronic pairs. In contrast with
Ref. [142] we extended the hadronic pair contribution to the third order by means of convolution which
takes into account the dynamical interplay between pairs and photons, when they are emitted at the same
point, rather than by a static coefficient.
The leading logs, which were not reproduced by the convolution were supplied from Ref. [144].















































ÜQ2 ¤ Ý we keep only the leading logarithmic formula (9) for non–singlet electron pairs.
A good numerical agreement was observed in the treatment of higher order leptonic ISR pairs by
means of the convolution [144] and exponentiation [142] (see Table 2 in Ref. [144]). The exponenti-
ated treatment is implemented in ZFITTER also (called by setting Á÷++¦§ ). The agreement with the
exponentiated representation from Ref. [90] is not so good at LEP2 energies.
Numerical illustrations
In Table 11 we present the results for different contributions. The value of correction due to pairs is
defined in respect to the cross section for annihilation into hadrons with pure photonic corrections taken















. In the FSR column we show the sum of leptonic and hadronic final state pair corrections
(+G =0.99). In the last column the sum of ISR and FSR pairs is given without the contribution of singlet
pairs. Centre–of–mass energy is 200 GeV.
As could be seen from the Table, the contribution of singlet pair production becomes important
only for small values of

°D±²
. In data analysis at LEP, such events are supposed to be extracted from the
data together with the two–photon process " # " & ;¨" # " & >£©«ª
t¬
rÍx6 . We emphasize, that the procedure
should be accurate and well understood, because in fact the events with singlet pairs and multiperiferical
production have quite different signatures in the detector. At LEP2 energies the contribution of singlet






Table 11: Different contributions to ® .
ISR pairs FSR pairs sum
¯ (NS) ¯ (NS+sing.) ° ± hadr.
²³ﬀ´ µ?¶P·b¸ ·¹
º?»½¼¾t¿
6.41 42.00 1.99 0.67 5.49 0.06 14.62
º?»½¼Àt¿
7.28 42.86 2.19 0.72 6.09 0.06 16.34
º?»½¼Át¿














































To estimate the uncertainty of our results we look at the relative size of different contributions
and at the comparison with the exponentiated formulae. The main source of the uncertainty is the ap-
proximate treatment of the hadronic pairs. Another indefiniteness is coming from the sub–sub–leading
terms of the third order, which can be received neither by convolution nor by exponentiation, and from
the fourth order correction. Our rough estimate for the theoretical uncertainty due to pair production
in description of electron–positron annihilation is 0.02% for without returning to the È -peak. For the
returning to the peak at LEP2 we estimate the uncertainty to be at the level of 0.1%.
4.13.2 ZFITTER development after v.6.21
There was a certain development of ZFITTER after version 6.21. On 13 December 1999 we released
ZFITTER v.6.23 with an improved treatment of the second order corrections to angular distributions and
Q
iﬀ
. The implementation relies on work done by A.B. Arbuzov and will be described in an extended
version of Ref. [144].
For this workshop we have created ZFITTER v.6.30, which should be the last version for LEP2.
It contains several new important user options.
A new option governed by a new flag Gª is implemented, with:
Gª =0 – old treatment,
Gª =1 – new treatment.
This is a new treatment of the second order ISR QED corrections, in the presence of angular acceptance
cuts ª'É , ª'

, based on a new calculation by A. Arbuzov (to appear as hep-ph report). It is compatible
with the use of !G¦ ﬀÊÊQ .
The meaning of flag ! is extended in order to accommodate the new implementation of an
exponentiation of IFI QED corrections, also realized by A. Arbuzov (also to appear as hep-ph report):
! =0,1 – old options,
! =2 – exponentiated IFI.
Further, final state pair production corrections are implemented (A. Arbuzov). The option is gov-
erned by a new flag:
¶÷++ =0 – without FSR pairs,
¶÷++ =1 – with FSR pairs, additive,
¶÷++ =2 – with FSR pairs, multiplicative.
For the FSPP corrections, the cut on the invariant mass of the secondary pair is accessible. In order to



















is now used. Therefore, the meaning of the variable SIPP has been changed. It has nothing to do with
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cutting of ISPP; there is no possibility to cut secondary pairs for ISPP, where the primary pair invariant
mass cut should be equal to ÷ +© .
Finally, the new value of flag 	+¨ =–1 allows to calculate pure virtual pair contributions sepa-
rately.
ZFITTER v.6.30 should be used together with DIZET v.6.23. Two bugs are fixed in DIZET v.6.23.
A bug in the calculation of  W is fixed (resulting in a 0.3% shift), and another one in the calculation of
running Î
ø
z (of no numerical importance).
Further, an option to fit Ï
ÄÐ
is implemented to DIZET (D. Bardin, L. Kalinovskaya, A. Olshevsky,
March 2000). For this, a main program (interface) ÑÒ  }        É 
 has to be used together with a stan-
daside DIZET version 6.30; the argument list of that DIZET is changed to accommodate this possibility.
Some more small changes were implemented during this workshop in the result of tuned compar-
ison with ÓÓ MC. The range of variation of two flags was extended.
New value  (ªF¦  allows to switch off some tiny second order EWRC which do not propagate
via DIZET and therefore can’t be taken into account by the other codes which use only DIZET. It was
proved that the numerical influence of these terms at LEP2 energies is one order of magnitude less than
the typical precision tag.
New value ¨H¦  accomodates the choice Î
ø
z ÜﬂÔÝ for the Ù exchange amplitude allowing the
calculation of the ‘pure’ Born observables, that was used for cross-checks of ISR QED convolution.















































The most important conclusion which emerged from the tuned comparison with ÓÓ MC is that
at LEP2 energies it is not possible anymore to relay on a simplified treatment of EW boxes realized in
ÌGcµ÷ branch of ZFITTER. EW boxes should be considered as a part of EW form factors and due to
their angular dependence the only way is to access them via ÌGªµ÷ branch of ZFITTER which was
already accessible in v.6.21 and was not specially updated during this workshop. However, one should
emphasize that the way of using of ZFITTER at LEP1 fails at LEP2 energies completely. In particular,
one should use ¨H¦  option allowing for running of EW form factors under the ISR convolution
integral. For more detail see Section 5.4.
Statement on the precision and the systematic errors:
See the other parts of this report, especially Sections 3, 5, and 6.
Statement on limitations:
ZFITTER should not be used for precision calculations of Bhabha cross sections. The correspond-
ing QED corrections have to be recalculated. The effective Born approximation for Bhabha scattering is
fixed to LEP 1 kinematics. It is relatively easy to improve the latter, but this has to be done yet.
ZFITTER should be used below ×	Ø× threshold. The implementation of the channel "$#%"`&>ÙÚ×	Ø× is
underway.
4.14 Error specifications of ZFITTER
One should distinguish two main classes of sourses of theoretical errors. First are, so-called parametric
uncertainties, PU’s, which are trivial: propagation of uncertainties of INPUT parameters results for an
uncertainties of the predictions. Here we present a study of PU’s done with ZFITTER.
It seems reasonable to assume that the only PU’s which are worth studying, are those due to
uncertainties in:
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Û the running QED coupling ÎÜ
|
Ý , due to errors in =eÎ t
¥	Ü
§





Ô x Ôaùùcaàß>Ô x ÔtÔtÔafN¢
m
(10)




¢ x ùtÔàßOÔ x Ïf GeV ã ­
Ð
Ý
Ï x ftÔ5ß>Ô x af GeV ã (11)




ÏùÓ x càßhf x a
GeV ã (12)
Û Higgs boson mass, deserving more explanations.
Conventionally, we use in this report ­åä
Ý
ÏatÔ GeV as a preferred value. For its lower limit it is
reasonably to take ­YäåæÛÏtÔtÔ GeV as the present lower limit established from direct searches at LEP1.
For upper limit we scanned the interval ­åä
Ý
Ïafeç÷atÔtÔ GeV, because the total (hadronic) cross
section shows up a non-monotonic behavior as a function of Higgs mass with a maximum at some value
from this interval. Parametric uncertainties due to ­Yä variation are non-symmetric, since the value
­åä
Ý
ÏatÔ GeV is chosen as the preferred value.
For the idealized quark observables we found the following largest variations (in per mil), when






























, do not exceed 1 per mil,
therefore the measurement of the total hadronic cross section at LEP2 will not contribute to further
improvement of top mass and of the upper limit for the Higgs boson mass.
Similar study for muonic idealized observables is summarized in two following tables.









¢ with negligible contribution from ­è
­
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For taus, one should expect similar estimates.
Given precision tag of LEP2 measurements, one shouldn’t expect that they will add any improve-
ment to our knowledge of input parameters.
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4.15 Program GENTLE: tool for the 2-fermion physics
1) Author: Dmitri Bardin, Jochen Biebel, Michail Bilenky, Dietrich Lehner,
Arnd Leike, Alexander Olshevsky, Tord Riemann
2) Program: GENTLE/4fan v.2.11, June 2000
3) Can be obtained from  ß 
























In this section we describe a new version of the code ('(  (  § 
 ß      , where several
features to extract effects of pair production in atí processes have been added. This version is an update
of the original '(  (  § 
 ß    ﬂÉÉ published in Ref. [182] (see also [183]). The results presented
in this section use intensively the approach of Ref. [184]. It was extended for a calculation of low-
invariant-mass fermionic pairs of the NC24 family. We remind first of all Feynman diagrams describing



















































Fig. 3: The NC08 sub-family of diagrams.




































Fig. 4: Second eight diagrams belonging to the NC24 process.






































Fig. 5: Third eight diagrams belonging to the NC24 process.
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There is one more diagram with the Higgs boson exchange which is termed the Higgs signal or
Higgsstrahlung contribution
Terminology, notation
These 24 diagrams may be considered as a óví background for a ôtí process. Their contribution to the
ôtí signal could be naturally defined by imposing cuts on the four fermion state. Events surviving cuts
mimic the ôtí process.
To go further on, we have to provide several definitions.
The Born approximation for ôtí process is defined as
ISR convolution õ ð # ð & Ù¨í<î Øí<î;öã (14)
i.e. an ISR convolution of a ôtí process with í<î Øí<î being termed as a the ‘primary pair’.
Relative contribution of óví background processes, Figs 3–4, may be conveniently described in




ISR convolution õ ð # ð &Ù¨í î Øí î íþý Øíþýtö


















where ßÜlj%ãÝ is a flux function and   K ÜQÏç jÝ W is a kernel (óví or ôtí ) cross-section.
As far as í<î.ï
Ý
í
ý we have no questions which pair should be considered to be a ‘primary’ one
and which one — a ‘secondary’. We may distinguish them by imposing different cuts Jè	
 and Iè	
 on
‘primary pair’, í<î Øí<î and ‘secondary pair’ í ý Øí ý 10.
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From Eqn.(18) one sees that ‘primary’ pair is demanded to have large invariant mass, while ‘secondary’
— small. We also present cut values which were used in this study. For Jè	
 we used two standard LEP2
values: Ô
ß
Ô (inclusive selection) and Ô
ß

ôtô (exclusive selection), while for  è	
 we studied all allowed
range ranging from very tight cuts, tÔ
ﬁ


















Ù hadrons ã primary quarks
ß
10Some question arises what to do if " $# "  , say % . One may argue that one may distinguish them by requiring that one
pair has large invariant mass and another one small. Due to different cuts imposed the effects of Fermi statistics should be
negligible. Furthermore, &('*)(+*,*'-/.*012 allows symmetric treatment of two pairs. Therefore, at least when all 24 diagrams are
included everything should be correct (modulo above mentioned interferences contributions) if one treats two muon pairs as
two pairs of different particles. Moreover, %ﬀ% is only one of eight 4f-channels in 34365879%% . A similar problem occurs in the
consideration of the total hadronic cross-section, where five 4f-channels out of total 40 channels contain identical particles.
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Treatment of the secondary pairs deserves special discussion. We may describe them using















(NB: Neutrino secondary pairs are presently NOT included; they should and will be!)
This approach suffices, however, a serious drawback. As for primary pairs is concerned fermionic









CBD GeV. On the contrary, secondary pairs are integrated from the production
threshold, ô(E  , up to some typically large cut value Ô
ß
 çF . Therefore, we unavoidably cross the
region of low lying resonances where a description in terms of quarks fails completely. Fortunately, an
adequate language for the description of low-invariant-mass hadronic pairs using a parameterization for






Ù hadrons IJ  HG ﬂ ﬃ ﬂ

Ù muons I is elaborated in the
literature very well, see e.g. [181].
Virtual pairs
Virtual pairs have to be also added. There are ISR virtual pairs, see Fig. 6, FSR virtual pairs and initial–











Fig. 6: A typical example of virtual pair correction.
Feynman Diagrams (FD) and their selection with IPPS, IGONLY flags
In order to study relative contribution of various Feynman diagrams we implemented in the code a ‘user
options’ LM=MN and LOP=QRS which allows to select sub-groups of diagrams:
IPPS=1 only ISPP is taken into account, see Fig. 3;
IPPS=2 only FSPP with the ordinary meaning of the ‘secondary pair’, Fig. 4 is included;
IPPS=3 only FSPP of Fig. 5 is accounted for; IPPS=4 all final pairs, both Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 together with
interferences among them are included;
IPPS=5 – IPPS=1 T IPPS=2;
IPPS=6 – IPPS=1 T IPPS=4;
IPPS=7 only real IFIPP is considered as a separate contribution;
IPPS=8 all three above sets of 24 diagrams are included;
IGONLY=1 only K exchanges everywhere;
IGONLY=2 the ordinary secondary pair is produced via K exchange;
IGONLY=3 all K and È exchanges are allowed.
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4.16 Program GRC4f: tool for the 2-fermion physics
1) Author: J. Fujimoto et al.
2) Program: GRC4f v 2.1.39,
U=VVWYXZ=ZH[\]_^a`b`Y^c=WZd=VW=Z`b`ZeH[fgeH[ZhiHjkdZ
A more complete references to the GRC4f program can be found in the 4-fermion chapter of this
report [183]. Here we address only the features relevant for the generation of a 4-fermion signal and
background sample for 2-fermion analyses, i.e. splitting the 4-fermion events in a sample representing
pair emission corrections to 2 fermions, and a true 4-fermion background sample.
The GRC4f Monte Carlo package allows the generation of 4-fermion events using Born-level
matrix elements (ME), convoluted with ISR photon radiation. It is possible to select the desired set of
Feynman diagrams for each final state f l mnl fý m ý by the user. The generation of a signal sample for
2-fermion pair corrections can be done in two ways:
A) Generating a ‘signal diagram sample’ using only those diagrams, which are considered as signal
in the respective definition, and applying the po (and mass cuts) of the signal definition, to obtain a ‘4f
signal sample’. In addition a second sample with all non-signal diagrams (e.g. MP and ISS) is created,
which forms the ‘4f background sample’ together with those events in the signal diagram sample which
fail the  o or mass cuts. In this method the (generally small) interferences between signal and background
diagrams are neglected in the background subtraction.
B) The ‘4f signal sample’ is obtained from a set of Feynman diagrams, which is larger than the set
of signal diagrams. For each MC event a weight q is calculated with the help of the REW99 library [185],
which is given by the squared ratio of the matrix elements (ME) summed over all signal diagrams, divided















where po or mass cuts can be included in the signal weight, by setting it to zero, if it fails the respective
cut. Using the weight qs*yupv~*x*{Łqsr~twvx*yz one obtains a 4f background sample that accounts for
all interference effects between signal and background.
4.17 Program KORALW: tool for the 2-fermion physics
1) Author: S. Jadach, W. Płaczek, M. Skrzypek, B.F.L. Ward and Z. Wa¸s
2) Program: KORALW 1.42.3
3) Available at: http://hpjmiady.ifj.edu.pl/programs/programs.html
4) Main references: [186]
[187]
[188]
KORALW allows generation of 4-fermion events. It is described in more detail in the 4-fermion
chapter of this report [183]. Here, only the features relevant to 2-fermion pair corrections will be ad-
dressed.
It is possible to select in KORALW the desired set of Feynman diagrams for each final state f l mnl
fý m ý by the user. For the moment various approximations of the matrix element have been introduced in
KoralW for the !!;_; and partly for !! ﬂ ﬂ channels only. These approximations can be activated with the
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dip-switch LNHL= in the routine g=eWk=d in the file geW=H[kd_^ahi|jH^g==Zge=Wk=d_^d The available settings
are:
 0: CC03 (old option for  final states),




 3: FSNS 
ﬃ
;_; pair to ﬂ ﬂ !! ,
 4: ISNS +FSNS;_; pair to ﬂ ﬂ !! .




!! pair to ﬂ ﬂ ;_; ,
 negative value: matrix element is calculated for all values of LN|L= that are declared (set to
1) in LN= k=d data statement. The appropriate weights are in this case available as  V|\b=V_ k=¡¢|[£
with i=1,...,6 as above (note that these weights will be modified along with the principal weight by
Coulomb correction and naive QCD, whenever applicable).
For other channels the approximations of matrix element can be introduced in a similar manner in the
file g=eW|[k=d_^h=iHj|^g=Z=hiHjkd [f|[VZ|\b=hi=d_^ad Some demo programs are available in the ¤ be=¥_^aWgH[iH\
directory, see ¦§¨=©ª=§ file for more information.
Note that the above described extensions of LN=HL= and ¤ b=e¥Y^Wg|[i|\ directory are not included
in the distribution version 1.42.3 but will be provided as a separate file at the same U=VVW location or can
be requested from the authors.
5 PHYSICS ISSUES AND DEDICATED STUDIES ON THEORETICAL ERRORS
In the present section we concentrate on two related subjects: the so-called ‘tuned comparisons’ of
the codes done by the authors of the given codes which are critical for the data interpretation at LEP2
energies. At the same time in these comparisons there is some leading ‘physics precision theme’, in other
words they have in mind to clarify a certain aspect of the theoretical errors, like for instance the question
of the IRS « FSR interference, or secondary pair corrections. The collections of these studies partly
represents what we really wanted to be discussed and partly represent the availability of the volunteers
who had the time and interest to provide them.
In this section we gather all studies of the above kind except for material on the secondary pair
contributions, to which we dedicate the next two sections, although they represent the same class of the
workshop activity.
In the section on tuned comparisons of ¬­¬ MC and ZFITTER some numerical results on the
importance of the electroweak boxes is included. We regret that it was not possible to include a more
complete numerical study of the electroweak boxes. In order to compensate for that at least partly, we
start the present section with a small section explaining what these EW boxes are and what are their
properties.
Since most of the studies in the present section concentrate on QED effects, the second small
subsection is devoted to methods of QED calculations and then we proceed to two sections which present
the tuned comparisons of ¬­¬ MC and ZFITTER and a dedicated study on IRS « FSR interference, also
prepared by the ¬­¬ MC and ZFITTER teams.
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5.1 Electroweak boxes
The one-loop the non-QED or purely weak corrections may be represented as the sum of dressed K and
®
exchange amplitudes plus the contribution from weak box diagrams, i.e. ®® and  boxes, see
Fig. 7. The


















































Fig. 7: Full collection of QED and EW boxes.
If external fermion masses are neglected, then the complete one-loop amplitude (OLA) can be
described by only four scalar functions and by the running electromagnetic constant µ·¶¹¸  Gº I . Using











































































































there is the corrected K -exchange
















The above electroweak boxes are numerically negligible below the WW threshold. At very high
energies, åæ TeV they are known to be numerically very large, as was discussed recently in several
papers [189–192] in the context of the (im)possible exponentiation of the electroweak corrections (so-
called Sudakov double logarithms) in the non-Abelian theories with the spontaneous symmetry breaking.
They are therefore part of a rather interesting physical phenomenon. At LEP2 the EW boxes are just
rising from nothing to a few per cent level, see later in this section.
EW box corrections are well known and they are theoretically under good control. The only
possible issue is the technical precision of their implementation in the MC and other codes. It would
therefore be good to make additional tests of the existing codes in this direction.
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5.2 Selected aspects of QED calculations
Structure function approach
The basic principles and also details of the structure function approach used in the presented programs
are described in Ref. [102] for NUNUGPV and in Refs. [85–87, 90] for LABSMC. The main goal of
these approaches is to use the exact matrix element for the given process and one (two ...) extra photons
and appropriate phase space whenever they are available and combine them into single prediction using
the LL structure function approach for fixing normalizations.
Parton shower approach
The QED radiative correction in the leading-log (LL) approximation can also be obtained using the
Monte Carlo method instead of the analytic formulae of the structure function. The details of this method,
ç
§=©M=N , can be found in Ref. [95]. Here we recall that the algorithm can maintain the exact kinematics
during the evolution of an electron. This specific feature of the ç §©=MN allows us to apply the ç §©M=N to
radiative processes, avoiding a double-counting problem. If one needs to know the precise distributions
of the hard photon(s) associated with some kernel process such as neutrino pair-production, one has to
use the exact matrix-elements including hard photon(s) with the soft-photon correction. Since the ç §=©MN
can provide complete kinematical information about the emitted photons and the virtual electrons, it is
easy to separate the soft photons from the parton shower not to go into the visible region. In addition
to this simple phase-space separation, the ordering of the electron virtuality is also required. During
the evolution of an electron the virtuality is monotonically increasing, which is realized naturally in the
ç
§=©M=N algorithm. A further condition must be imposed on the virtuality of the electron in the matrix-
elements after emitting the photon: It should be greater than the virtuality of the electron in the last stage
of ç §=©MN . This careful treatment to avoid the double-counting problem allows us precise predictions of
radiative photons.
Exponentiation
The exponentiation of QED and its realization in the form of the Monte Carlo is explained already in
detail in literature, see Sections 4.5, 4.3 and 4.1 for references; in the following let us concentrate on
relatively novel, and essential for establishing the precision required by experiments, subject of initial-
final-state interference.
5.3 QED ISR « FSR interference in cross section and charge asymmetry
Authors: ¬­¬ MC and ZFITTER teams.
We start this section with characterizing the ISR « FSR interference (IFI) and listing/characterizing
the relevant literature and existing tools/codes for calculating IFI. The principal two subsections contain
comparisons of ¬­¬ MC and ZFITTER for the muon channel with ISR+FSR, with and without ISR « FSR,
for the total cross section and charge asymmetry. Finally we discuss the uncertainty of ISR « FSR, as
compared to LEP2 precision targets.
5.3.1 Overview of properties of the ISR « FSR interference
At LEP2 the QED ISR « FSR interference (IFI) is an order of magnitude bigger than at LEP1 because it is




. On the other hand the experimental errors are bigger, so
its importance has to be measured in terms of the target precision requirements defined in Section 2.1. All
























(which is also the ï dependent part of the YFS/Sudakov form-factor). The above factor multiplies the
Born differential cross section. We see immediately that:
 IFI is growing for stronger cuts on maximum photon energy > ô yõ ùø .
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 IFI always contributes to ±ûúHü , however, not necessarily to the total cross section, unless the Born
differential cross section is asymmetric itself. This is true at LEP2, where all muon and quark
asymmetries are large.
 IFI is proportional to the charge of the final fermion
×
Ì
, and consequently it is smaller for quarks
than for muons. In addition, for quarks the contributions from different channels tend to cancel
each other.
 It does not contain logs of fermion masses.
The above facts are illustrated in a more quantitative form in Table 12, where we show the values of the
IFI contributions to the !_ and ý -pair channels at two LEP energies. They are calculated with ¬­¬ MC
for unrestricted ì:íîþï and a simple cut on the fermion pair invariant mass11 Ü Ì_ßÌ {  º
o
. As we see,
the IFI contributions to ±ûúHü are the smallest for ³ , twice as large for < with an alternating sign, and
are the largest for ! . They increase for stronger cut on photon energy. Since ±ûúHü å ø
à
Ú for all quarks
and ! , consequently the magnitude of the IFI contribution of  shows the same pattern. For the typical





, looking more closely into numbers, we find for the cross section
for muon pairs that the IFI contribution is about 2.4% of 
Ó
, that is 6 times bigger than the precision tag
0.4% of Section 2.1. For quarks it is 0.5% of 	 , that is two times bigger than the precision tag of 0.2%
listed in Section 2.1. For the Z-inclusive  ô yõ { ø
à

we have the IFI of 0.4% of 
Ó
versus the 0.4%
precision tag of Section 2.1 and 0.03% of   versus 0.2% precision tag of Section 2.1. There is therefore
no doubt that IFI is important for LEP data analysis.
Table 12: The quantitative illustration of the main properties of IFI for  - and  -pairs at two LEP energies.
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11For realistic cuts the IFI contributions will be slightly smaller, by a factor 1 .
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5.3.2 Exponentiation of IFI
In the pure  G µ l I calculation, see Eq. (24), it has been well known for a long time that the ISR « FSR
in the integrated cross section and in the charge asymmetry goes to infinity for the strong cuts on photon
energy > ô yõ  ø , clearly an unphysical result. Furthermore, the angular distribution close ì:íîþï { 









I . It is also well known for a long time
[38,193] that summing up properly the soft photon contributions cures both of these problems. This can





















the effect of the exponentiation will be rather small. Most probably it is equally
or more important to convolute properly the ISR « FSR with the  GI Ç µ Ç I ISR.
If Z radiative return is included in the phase space then the situation is more delicate. One hard
photon is necessarily emitted and from the real-photon  G µ l I matrix element we know only that the
ISR « FSR is suppressed close to and across the Z-peak in º o distribution. Exponentiation in this case
means adding into the game a second and more real photons and the  G µ Ç I virtual corrections. These
additional  G µ Ç I and higher corrections are not exactly known/available, and in practice we can only
add them in the soft photon approximation. This is probably good enough for the LEP2 precision tag.
Such a scenario is already realized in the ¬­¬ MC, see below.
5.3.3 Older works on IFI
In the older literature a rather complete treatment of IFI can be found in Ref. [136], where it is discussed
in the soft-photon approximation (no very hard photons), in exponentiated form12, including Z-resonance
and Z-radiative return (not too far from Z). Later works, at the beginning of LEP1 era, see Refs. [59,115,
116,194,195], see also LEP1 proceedings [79] have concentrated mainly on adding hard photons in the
game and removing certain approximations in the virtual corrections.
5.3.4 KORALZ Monte Carlo for IFI
The KORALZ [55] Monte Carlo offers the most solid benchmark for the  G µ l I IFI without exponentia-
tion. The  G µ l I part/option of KORALZ is an improved version of the program of Ref. [80] (exact K - ®
boxes are added). It was well tested to a precision  ø
à
 
against analytical calculations in Ref. [59],
also far away from Z-resonance. It was also compared with the calculations of Ref. [116]. KORALZ
was already used in the first experimental studies of IFI at LEP1, see Refs. [196,197].
5.3.5 IFI from ¬­¬ MC
The IFI is now implemented in the exponentiated form in the new MC event generator ¬­¬ MC [49], see
Section 4.5. From the IFI point of view ¬­¬ MC represents the complete  G µ l I in exponentiated form
(Coherent Exclusive Exponentiation), however with some important extensions: (a) it convolutes IFI with
the second order ISR (and FSR) and (b) it does have for IFI the exact second order 2-K matrix element.
It misses second order exact virtual corrections relevant for IFI (double boxes), but not completely, they
are included in the soft photon approximation.
The IFI numerical results from ¬­¬ MC were already debugged/tested in Ref. [66] by comparing
them with the results of  G µ l I KORALZ without exponentiation (see above for more details). It was
found that the IFI correction to the total cross section and charge asymmetry from ¬­¬ MC and  G µ l I
KORALZ is about 2% and agrees to within  ø
à
 
for the common examples of Z-exclusive cuts, even
without a cut on ì:íî$ï . One step further was also made in Ref. [66]: the ¬­¬ MC results without the
12The authors of this paper point out the Yennie-Frautschi-Suura [38] work as a prototype for IFI exponentiation.
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ISR « FSR were combined with the ISR « FSR of KORALZ  G µ l I ISR13. This kind of ‘hybrid’ ¬­¬ MC
+ISR « FSR
lI¡S¢ £'¤ ¥¦§¤
result was compared with the exponentiated IFI of standard CEEX over the wide




was found for both Z-exclusive and Z-inclusive cuts. The biggest discrepancy was noticed to be
0.4% for the charge asymmetry for a Z-inclusive cut and for the cross section for certain values (far from
the experimental ones) for the Z-exclusive cut.
In Ref. [66] a preliminary comparison was also made for ISR « FSR between ¬­¬ MC and ZFIT-
TER 6.11. Similar patterns of agreements and disagreements were found. This is not surprising, as
ZFITTER is also combining the ISR « FSR lI¡S¢%£'¤ ¥¦§¤ without exponentiation with the rest of the calcula-
tion. The authors of Ref. [66] conclude that there is definitely room for improvement of our understand-
ing of ISR « FSR, especially for the Z-inclusive acceptance, but there is no emergency situation14 .
5.3.6 Exponentiated IFI from ZFITTER
The recent version of ZFITTER includes ISR « FSR exponentiated according to Greco et al. [193]. We
call it in short ZFexp. This option will be available in the future edition of ZFITTER. The first version
which we tried in this comparison featured some numerical problems but after extensive tests it now
agrees rather well with ¬­¬ MC. Note that if the ISR « FSR is correctly implemented in both programs
then we expect the agreement of order 0.1% for any Z-exclusive cuts, in particular the difference between
them should not increase for a strong cut.
5.3.7 Semianalytical estimate of soft limit
Before we come to numerical comparisons let us present a simple semi-analytical estimate of the IFI
contributions to cross-sections and charge asymmetry in the soft limit, in the case of the exponentiation of
IFI. The purpose is two-fold: (a) such expressions are useful in quick testing more complicated programs












































































maximum energy of all soft photons. The constant part is related to non-IR parts of QED boxes. The
absence of big mass-logs along with ñ ó  ô yõ in this formula is not an accident, this is the rigorous result of
the proper exponentiation of IFI to infinite order. This gives an argument for the lack of big enhancemet
factors like ñ ó > ô yõ J>_ö
?:÷
A in the IFI corrections. Without such enhancement factors IFI at higher orders









. Similarly, one may







































The precision of the above two formulas is

 
. It is enough to test the correctness of the soft limit. Later
on in the relevant figures results of the above formula are represented as an additional curve of black
dots.
13This method was described in Refs. [196, 197] using KORALZ ¹»º-¼¾½%¿ and KORALZ/YFS3, and used to estimate higher
orders to IFI at Z peak.
14The more complete summary/discussion on these tests can be also found in the presentation of S.J. at the June 1999 meeting
of LEPEWG, see transparencies on http://home.cern.ch/jadach
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5.3.8 Comparisons of ¬­¬ MC and ZFITTER including IFI
The material of the present section, on tuned comparisons of ¬­¬ MC and ZFITTER with IFI switched
on, will be continued later in Section 5.4 for the case when IFI is switched off, and can thus be regarded
as its extension. All presented numerical results will be for the muon channel with the cut on the effective
mass of the muon pair Ü Ì ßÌ {   º
o
, and no restriction on ì:íî ï . The scattering angle ï is defined15 as an
angle of À ¡ with respect to Á ¡ . We shall discuss results for the total cross section first and for the charge
asymmetry later on16.
5.3.9 IFI in the cross section
As a warm-up exercise we present in Fig. 8 the comparison of ¬­¬ MC and ZFITTER for IFI switched off
and on. Making the comparison for IFI switched off makes sense because in Section 5.4 the distribution
of Ü Ì°ßÌ {   º
o
was not affected by FSR, and now it is. As we see in Fig. 8(a), in the case of no IFI
we recover the same level of agreement among ¬­¬ MC, ¬­¬ sem and ZFITTER at the level of 0.2%
as before. Encouraged by this, we switch on IFI and find in Fig. 8(a) that ¬­¬ MC and two versions
of ZFITTER with and without exponentiation. The latter ZFITTER without exponentiation, let us call
ZFstd. As we see, all curves depart for ¬­¬ sem (which has no IFI) by å

 












. In the soft limit (the first point





º ) ZFstd diverges by 4% from the ¬­¬ MC and ZFexp.
(a)Ä (b)
Å
Fig. 8: Comparison of ÆÇÆ MC, ÆÈÆ sem and ZFITTER for cross-section at 189 GeV. The IFI is on/off for ÆÈÆ MC
and ZFITTER and off for reference ÆÈÆ sem. Black dots represent Eq. (26).
In the next Fig. 9(a) we look closer into the IFI effect in ¬­¬ MC and ZFITTER, i.e. into the
difference due to switching on IFI in each program (version). In Fig. 9(a) we view the same results
plotted as the differences ZFITTER  ¬­¬ MC. As we see, the difference ZFstd ¬­¬ MC is within 0.4%
for a wide range of the cuts, including typical Z-exclusive and Z-inclusive cuts, while the difference
ZFexp ¬­¬ MC is twice smaller, about 0.2% only, again for a wide range of the cuts. In the figures we
also show (black dots) the analytical estimate of the IFI exponentiated distribution. The estimate should
be valid to within 1% and its main aim is to test the soft photon limit. As we see the soft limit is correctly





º is also below 1%.
15This angle definition makes little sense for Z radiative return at LEP2 energies where muon pair is very strongly boosted,
but we keep it for historical reasons.
16However, we should always keep in mind that IFI contributes primarily to ÉÈÊ\Ë and secondarily to Ì , as already explained.
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5.3.10 IFI in the charge asymmetry
In Fig. 10(a) we show the comparison of ¬­¬ MC and ZFITTER for the charge asymmetry, in the case
of IFI switched off. The agreement is within ø
à"
 




in view of the fact
(a)Í (b)Ä
Fig. 9: Comparison of ÆÈÆ MC and ZFITTER for cross-section at 189 GeV. The IFI is on/off for ÆÈÆ MC and
ZFITTER. Black dots represent Eq. (26).
(a)Ä
(b)Î (c)Ä
Fig. 10: Comparison of ÆÈÆ MC and ZFITTER for ÏÑÐDÒ at 189 GeV. Black dots represent Eq. (27).
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that ¬­¬ sem and ¬­¬ MC agree17 for ±°úHü to within ø
à
 
, see Ref. [66]. The quality of the test is also
limited by MC statistics.
In the next plot of Fig. 10(b) we look into the IFI effect in the ¬­¬ MC and in ZFITTER, that is into
the difference due to switching on IFI in each program (version). In Fig. 10(c) we view the same results
plotted as the difference ZFITTER  ¬­¬ MC. As we see the the difference ZFstd ¬­¬ MC is within
0.4% for a wide range of the cuts, including typical Z-exclusive and Z-inclusive cuts. The difference










in Section 2.1. As for cross sections, we have also included in these plots the analytical
estimate of IFI contribution to asymmetry in the soft photon approximation. Results of ¬­¬ MC agree
well with the analytical estimate in the soft limit. And what is also important the exponentiated version
of ZFITTER is much closer to ¬­¬ MC than the older one.
Finally, we include also in Table 13 in a digital form, as a reference benchmark for further studies,
a subset of results which were presented visually in Figs. 9 and 10.
Table 13: Cross-sections and asymmetries from ÆÈÆ MC, ÆÈÆ sem and ZFITTER at 189 GeV. The QED ISR Ó FSR
interference is switched on/off. No cut on Ô9ÕÖD× . We define ØÚÙÜÛÑÝßÞàâáãÞ .
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5.3.11 Conclusion on the uncertainty of IFI
We have done the same at 206 GeV and all results are practically the same, because IFI depends on CMS
energy only very weekly (logarithmically at most).














of Section 2.1 for both Z-inclusive and Z-exclusive cuts. For the À -pair
17We could not include VWV sem in the present comparison for ÉÈÊ\Ë because the agreement VWV sem - VXV MC was obtained
for the Y definition in the Z rest frame [66]. Unfortunately ZFITTER cannot use such an angle, and we are forced to the CMS
definition of Y .
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charge asymmetry the uncertainty of the IFI is  Q
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of Section 2.1 for both Z-inclusive and Z-exclusive cuts.
As seen in Table 12, the IFI corrections is a factor 4–5 smaller in the hadronic   than for 
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of Section 2.1 for both Z-inclusive and Z-exclusive cuts.
5.4 Tuned comparison of ZFITTER 6.30 and ]^] MC 4.14
Authors: ]^] MC and ZFITTER teams.
The main aim of this section is to compare ]^] MC and ZFITTER for hadronic total cross sections.
In order to speed up calculations and make it easier to tune both programs, we have switched off the
ISR _ FSR interference. We included the muon channel in all tests, just as a reference calculation.
Both of the programs ZFITTER [75] and ]^] MC [49] use the same library of electroweak form-
factors (EWFF) DIZET [74]. The advantage is that we can, by comparing these programs, check very
well the technical precision of the implementation of EW corrections and the interplay of the EW and
QED corrections. However, for these comparisons we can draw little knowledge on the uncertainties of
the pure EW corrections in DIZET. For this, one may consult the section on ZFITTER in this report.
In the process of comparing ]^] MC and ZFITTER we have found out that the simple semianalytical
program ]^] sem is very useful, because it agrees always with ]^] MC but is, of course, much faster.
The implementation of EW corrections in ]^] sem is very similar to that in ]^] MC, that is it uses the
same look-up tables of ` - and a -dependent EWFFs18. We can use ]^] sem also because in this section






` on the invariant mass of the fermion
pair, or the propagator-mass, no cut on k3ldmon .
5.4.1 The importance of the EW boxes and of running couplings
Let us begin with emphasizing the fact that the character of the electroweak corrections at LEP2 energies
changes dramatically with the onset of the so called ‘EW-boxes’, that is to say box diagrams with the
exchange of the p and q bosons, see Fig. 7. These genuinely quantum-mechanical contributions, which
were negligible on Z resonances, are above 2% in the hadronic cross section at the highest LEP2 energies!
That is far bigger than the combined LEP2 experimental error, almost as big as typical QED effects. This
point is illustrated by Fig. 11 where we plot the cross section from ]^] sem and ZFITTER with EW boxes
switched off and from ]^] MC in which EW boxes are switched on19 (IBOXF=1 in DIZET). As we see,
at 206 GeV, for the typical Z-exclusive cut bdcXefsrZQdtu , the EW boxes are the biggest for the v -quark,
almost 4%, and after averaging over the five quarks20 they contribute slightly above 2%. For the muon
it is about 1%. We have also checked that at 189 GeV the contribution of the EW boxes is a factor 2
smaller, both for quarks and muons. Most probably the effect of EW boxes is slightly smaller for cross
sections with the cut on k3ldmXn .
We would like therefore to stress that the proper implementation of the EW boxes is of paramount
importance for the interpretation of the hadronic total cross section and its energy dependence at the
LEP2 energies.
On the other hand, Fig. 11 represents also a nice technical cross-check of the implementation of
convolution of the QED ISR structure functions with the effective Born cross section in ZFITTER and
]^] sem together with the use of DIZET for IBOXF=1. In both programs we used the SFs of Ref. [83]
18However, the effective Born distribution wÌyx7wz{E|dY is programmed in VXV sem independently and slightly differently, using
a subprogram from KORALZ and not the Kleiss-Stirling spinors of VXV MC.
19We could of course switch on EW boxes in ZFITTER and switch them off in VXV MC – the plot is just byproduct of one of
our several tests.
20The discrepancy for } -quark and Z-inclusive cut ~!/Ud is most probably due to simplified implementation of QCD
FSR in VWV sem
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with the Ł corrections included. We also checked, by playing with the input flags of ZFITTER,
that changing from factorized SFs of Ref. [83] to the additive style of Ref. [198] and Ref. [143] (keeping





GeV and 206 GeV, and (apart from slight discrepancy for the b-quark for the Z-inclusive
cut, which seems to be understood) the agreement was always consistently better than 0.2%.
Fig. 11: Electroweak boxes are OFF for ZFITTER and ÆÈÆ sem and ON for ÆÈÆ MC. Cross section from ZFITTER,
ÆÈÆ MC and ÆÈÆ sem at 206 GeV for quarks and the muon. The ISR Ó FSR is off. Results are plotted as a function
of the cut of the propagator mass U Ù Þ
à
with respect to ÆÈÆ sem. No cut on ÔJÕãÖD× . The QED and QCD FSR
corrections are included.
5.4.2 All quarks channel by channel and muons, IFI switched off
In the next exercise we switch on EW-boxes and examine the difference between ZFITTER and ]^] MC
for quarks and muons. We keep also ]^] sem all the time in the game – this has proved to be very useful,
because at all stages of our comparisons we could often substitute the comparison among ZFITTER and
]^] MC by faster comparison among ZFITTER and ]^] sem, profiting from the fact that the CPU time-




udQd GeV is shown in Fig. 12 and some extract of it also in a numerical form in Table 14. The
agreement is very good Qdtud , for any value of the cut on propagator mass, for each quark, all quarks
and the muon (except for the  -quark, Z-inclusive cut, see remarks above). The same kind of agreement
we observed for 200 GeV and 189 GeV, see Fig. 13 with the maximum discrepancies for hadrons RQdtud
and for muons Qdt
Â
 (a smaller statistical error is needed).
As we have learned during the process of comparisons, the agreement of Fig. 12 was not possible
to achieve without setting up properly the user options (flags) of ZFITTER. Flags which were good for
LEP1 can not be used at LEP2, in particular one should not use the options for approximate treatment of
EW boxes (ZUTHSM interface). One should use instead the ZUATSM interface together with ¡ £¢¡¤£¥£¦
standing for running electroweak couplings.
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On the ]^] MC /]^] sem part these problem did not arise, as they use only one method of imple-
menting EW boxes: through ` - and a -dependent EWFFs plugged in directly into spin amplitudes, before
squaring them.
Fig. 12: Total cross-section from ZFITTER, ÆÇÆ MC and ÆÇÆ sem at 206 GeV for quarks and muon. ISR Ó FSR is
off. Results plotted as a function of the cut on the propagator mass U§3¨3©3§=ª Ù« Þ
à
relative to ÆÈÆ sem. (The main
result of this section.)
Fig. 13: The same as in Fig. 12 for another

ÞÈÙ 189 GeV and 200 GeV.
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Table 14: The same results as in Fig. 12, for four values of the cut on the propagator mass, Ø!¬.­3® Ù Û Ý Þà
¬.¯ °
áãÞ .
The QED and QCD FSR corrections are included in both calculations.
Fig. 14: Illustration of importance of running EWFFs. Plotted is the relative difference of DIZET cross-section
with the running of EWFFs switched off and ÆÈÆ sem with the running of EWFFs switched on.
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Finally, in Fig. 14, we would like to point out the importance of the running of EWFFs. The effect
is at most 0.1% for Z-exclusive cuts, but is very sizeable r –2% at the Z radiative return! It is a trivial
effect but it should not be forgotten. Of course, the running of EWFFs was unimportant at LEP1.
Summarizing, the main result of this section is that of Figs. 12 and 13. It was highly nontrivial to
get agreement at the level of r 0.2% of two large codes. These comparisons test strongly the procedures
in which pure EW corrections are combined with the QED in both programs and also the reliability of
the QED ISR. In particular results of these test do not invalidate the claim of ]^] MC authors that their
program controls ISR at the level of 0.2% for total cross section, both for Z-exclusive and Z-inclusive
acceptances. The ISR _ FSR was excluded from the tests of the present section. They are done in another
section of this report dedicated entirely to this type of QED correction.
5.5 Pair effects
Let us concentrate in the present section on another class of corrections which is important for the sub-
percent precision tag as demanded by experiments: the pair corrections.
Real and virtual secondary fermion pair f± ²± corrections to primary 2-fermion f ³ ²³ final states
constitute non-trivial problems, both experimentally and theoretically. The basis of the problems for real
pairs is the existence of several classes of Feynman diagrams, all leading to the final state f ³ ² ³ f± ² ± , but
not all suitable of being considered as a radiative correction to f ³ ²³ production. The definition of which
part of these f ³ ²³ f± ²$± processes should be taken as a radiative correction to fermion-pair production is
ambiguous. The most useful guidelines for such a definition are therefore its simplicity and generality,
and the achievable accuracy of both experimental measurements and theoretical predictions. The preci-
sion aims, as discussed earlier in this report, are e.g. for hadrons (f ³ ²³ =qq) of the order 0.2% for the
‘exclusive’ high `Eh selection, and 0.1% for the inclusive selection, in order to be negligible with respect
to the LEP-combined statistical error of these measurements. This subsection will first discuss basic
features of possible 2f+4f signal definitions, identify the most useful choices, and describe their real-
ization in experimental measurements in terms of efficiency determination and background subtraction
and their realization in theoretical predictions. Finally a comparison between different choices of signal
definitions and different theoretical predictions is performed.
In order to set up a general framework for the analysis of pair corrections we largely follow the
approach of Ref. [199]. The key point of the analysis is the separation of pair corrections into two
components: signal and background. We begin by dividing real secondary pair f± ² ± contributions to all
primary pairs f ³ ²³ except electrons into four groups: (1) Multi-Peripheral MP, (2) Initial State Singlet
ISS, (3) Initial State Non-Singlet ISNS and (4) Final State FS. We further subdivide groups (3) and (4)
into the subgroups ISNS´ , ISNSµ , FS´ , FSµ , where the subscript denotes whether the secondary pair
f± ²$± is produced via a (virtual) ¶ or Z boson. If one drops the condition, that for the FS diagrams the
primary pair f ³ ² ³ has to be that from e · e ¸ annihilation, there are in addition two interchanged diagrams
which we will denote SF´ and SFµ , depending again on the boson decaying to f± ²$± . The group (2) is
subdivided into ISS´ and ISSµ , according to whether the incoming e · and e ¸ exchange a ¶ or a Z. This




































































































































































































































































Fig. 21: The eight diagrams of subgroup SF¿ and SFÀ belonging to the NC24 process.
Of course, all of these real pair diagrams come together with their corresponding virtual pairs in
vertex corrections. For primary electrons f ³ ²³ = ee similar sets of diagrams can be plotted (not shown
here). The main difference from the above diagrams is that the ISNS and FS pairs have now to be attached
to both ` - and a -channel e · e ¸ scattering. The ISNS and FS corrections for a -channel Bhabha scattering
are thereby identical to the ISS diagrams in Fig. 16 with the replacement of f ³ ²³ by f± ²$± . In turn, the
singlet ISS diagrams for the a -channel Bhabha process are identical to the MP diagrams in Fig. 15 when




, and e ·
³
forms the primary pair with the incoming ¹ ¸
³
. To have the same
nomenclature for electrons as for other primary pairs, we keep in the following the terms ISNS, FS and
ISS for pair corrections to a -channel Bhabha scattering, even if the corresponding diagrams are identical
to the ISS and MP in Figs. 16 and 15, respectively. The pair corrections to the Bhabha process are further
discussed in Section 4.7.
Appropriate theoretical calculations for ISNS and ISS pair corrections to primary pairs other than
electrons are available in the literature [68, 90, 137, 142, 144] with the precision 0.1% in the LEP2
range [144], matching the required experimental precision. If no cuts are applied on final-state pairs
the real+virtual FS contribution can be largely absorbed by evaluating the photonic final-state correc-
tion Á´ using ÂÃcŁ` instead of oŁQd , leaving a tiny residual uncertainty of 0.002% of the 2-fermion
cross-section at LEP2 energies [181].
Concerning the definition of the 4f signal, there are basically two different approaches
1. Choosing few (sub)groups of Feynman diagrams as signal definition in such a way that cuts
on masses and energies of the secondary ²± ²$± pairs can be avoided
This is a very useful approach for theoretical predictions, since it avoids the calculation of multi-
differential cross-sections for the radiated ²± ²$± pair. It potentially poses problems for experimental
measurements since (sub)groups of Feynman diagrams often cannot easily be extracted from full
4-vector four-fermion Monte Carlos like KORALW or GRC4f, and interference of signal and
background is possible.
2. Choosing (nearly) all groups of Feynman diagrams and rejecting the unwanted part of phase
space by cuts on masses and/or energies of the radiated f± ²(± pair.
If the chosen groups match with those of typical 4-fermion generators, this definition is easy to im-
plement in experimental measurements, but can mean considerable calculation and programming
work for theoretical predictions.
The discussions in this workshop and in the 2f-LEP2 subgroup of the LEP electroweak working
group converged to a proposal for a LEP-wide definition of a 2f+4f signal, which will be detailed below.
It is made in such a way that it can nearly equivalently be expressed in both approaches, the definition
by diagrams (1), and the definition by cuts (2). Differences between the approaches are below 0.1%,
and therefore negligible compared to the experimental accuracy This means that experimentalists could
perform a measurement within approach (2), and compare it to a theory prediction with approach (1).
The proposal is close to a procedure first used by the OPAL experiment [200], and will be detailed in the
following.
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5.5.1 2f+4f signal definition by diagrams
The diagram-based choice for a 2f+4f signal definition is
Ä DEFINITION 1: ISNS´ +FS´
No cuts are applied to the mass of the f± ²$± pair. For the case of ISNS´ the primary pair is required
to pass the cut ` h
S
`ÆÅÈÇ)É7ÊﬁË , where typical values for Ç)É7ÊﬁË at LEP2 are 0.7225 for the ‘exclusive’
high `6h selection and 0.01 for the ‘inclusive’ selection. The treatment of FS´ depends on the
`Eh definition. If the s-channel propagator mass is taken `Eh
TÈÌ
±
ÍﬁÎÏÍ , which is possible only in the
absence of initial-final state interference (IFI), no cuts are applied to FS´ . If one chooses to include
IFI in the measurement, one has to define `Eh
TÌ
±
ÐÑ ÐÑ , and apply Ç)É7ÊﬁË also to FS´ .
The reasoning for the above choice of diagrams is that the bulk of the phase space of all other diagrams
looks kinematically very different from 2-fermion events, and is therefore rejected in most 2-fermion
selections. It would make little sense to re-introduce it via efficiency corrections, especially since the
modeling of MP and ISS due to poles for forward electrons or positrons is more inaccurate than for other
f ³ ²³ f± ²$± diagrams. In addition MP, ISS (comprising Zee) and ISNS Ò (comprising ZZ) cover different
types of possible new physics contributions, which would hamper the interpretation of 2-fermion cross-
section measurements, if they were included in the 2f signal21.





easily from (even old versions) of the semianalytical programs ZFITTER and TOPAZ0. For example,
in ZFITTER versions up to 5.15 the corresponding full 2f+4f prediction was obtained setting the flags
FOT2=3 and INTF=FINR=0. This old pairs treatment is still available in the actual ZFITTER versions
using ISPP =
g
 . For ZFITTER 6.21 onwards the flag setting corresponding to the above definition is
INTF = FINR = 0, FSPP = 0, ISPP Ô 2. In TOPAZ0, version 4.4 the recommended flag setting is ONP=I,
for older versions ONP=Y should be used. For both programs the effect of real+virtual pair corrections
can be obtained from the difference to flag settings that switch off pairs (ISPP=0 in ZFITTER or ONP=N
in TOPAZ0).
After convolution of photon and pair radiation, the ` h cut represents a cut on the combined effect
of the two. Different `Eh cuts for photons and pairs would require a rather complicated definition of `Eh .









ÐÑ ÐÑ the FS´ process is needed explicitly, which is only available from ZFITTER 6.30 onwards,
and not available in TOPAZ0. The corresponding flag setting in ZFITTER is INTF=2, FINR=1, FSPP=2
(or 1), and ISPP Ô 4.
In the diagram-based signal definition there are no pairing ambiguities for four identical fermions,
since the pairing is known. The only potential problem remains for the ISNS´ subprocess ¹!¹Ö ¶X×A¶Ø× Ö
² ²²$h ²
h
when both pairs fulfil the `6h cut. Such an event is a signal both for a primary pair f ³ ²³ =f ² and f ³ ²³
=fh ²
h
, which is per se not a problem. Only if cross-sections of several channels are summed up, like
for hadronic final states, can this lead to double counting e.g. the same uÙ sm event could be counted as
signal for f ³ ² ³ = uÙ and f ³ ² ³ = sm in the theory prediction, while it is counted only once by experimental
measurements. The amount of such double counting for hadrons depends on the ` h cut. Obviously there
is no double counting for all ÇÚÉÃÊ=ËÛÔRQdtudÜ due to phase space. An estimate using fully simulated GRC4f
qqqq events shows that at Ç)É7ÊﬁË
T
QdtQd the double counting is still below 10 ¸£Ý of the qq cross-section,









. It is, however, not possible to apply such a cut in ZFITTER or TOPAZ0, but only in full
4-fermion generators like GRC4f or KORALW.
21If an experiment nevertheless chooses to also include ISS ß in its signal definition, the measurement can be converted to the
above definition correcting for the contribution of ISS ß , which can be obtained from TOPAZ0 [69] by selecting OSING=’SP”
or from ZFITTER versions 6.21 onwards, calculating the correction from the difference between IPSC=3 and IPSC=0 with flag
ISPP=2
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5.5.2 2f+4f signal definition by cuts
The cut-based choice for a 4f signal definition is
Ä DEFINITION 2: ISNS+FS, with a cut
Ì




In this case the meaning of ISNS and FS is ISNS=ISNS´ +ISNS Ò and FS=FS ´ +FS Ò +SF´ +SF Ò .
This definition corresponds to using all f ³ ² ³ f± ² ± diagrams with the exception of MP and ISS.
Both pairs, if passing the `Eh cut, can be taken as the primary pair. In order to suppress e.g. the
unwanted contribution from ZZ final states, a mass cut on the secondary pair is added. It will
be shown below that due to a plateau in the pair cross-section between the ¶Wà peak at low f± ²$±
masses and the Z peak at high f± ²$± masses, the details of this mass cut don’t matter, as long it is
stays far enough from the Z peak and large enough not to cut appreciably into the ISNS´ and FS´










`ãåä É7ÊﬁË e.g. the values ä É7ÊﬁË
T
ádtdá and 0.15 are leading to acceptable ranges
of
Ì
cWefsæZÜd –65 GeV and 62–80 GeV for the LEP2 centre-of-mass energies between 161 and
206 GeV.
The advantage of summing many diagrams is that experimental measurements are able to use full 4-
fermion MC generators which include all these diagrams and their interferences22 .
Making no distinction between the various diagrams in 4-fermion generators and even including
the interchanged SF group leaves no choice for the `Eh definition other than `Eh^æ
Ì
±
ÐÑ ÐÑ . Only events
which fulfil both the above cut-based definition and the `Eh cut are counted as signal.
Concerning the potential double counting problem the same remarks as for the diagram-based
definition hold. In contrast to the diagram-based definition, however, questions arise for four identical
fermions, since the correct pairing is usually not known (see also the discussion in the footnote of Sec-






Þ depends on the chosen pairing. For estimating the size of the effect, we have calculated the
amount of cut-based real signal pairs using four different pairing algorithms for qqqq events, simulated
with GRC4f. The pairing was chosen to maximize or minimize certain masses or mass sums as detailed
in Table 15. For high `
h
events the maximum observed difference between any two algorithms is ranging
from ŁádtádèçéádtádêdJëìdá¸  at 189 GeV to Łádtádèçéádtá=íJëìdá¸  at 206 GeV, whereas for inclusive
events these numbers are Łádt íîçïádtdðë«dá¸  at 189 GeV and Łádt^çñádtudðëòdá¸  at 206 GeV. Taking
this difference as an estimate for the effect of wrong pairing, it increases with centre-of-mass energy as
expected from the increasing ZZ cross-section, but stays below 1 per mil even for inclusive hadrons at
the highest energies. The uncertainty due to pairing ambiguities can in principle be largely reduced by
correcting for the difference of a given pairing algorithm to the true pairing, which can be obtained using
the weights of the REW99 library [185] for GRC4f events.
As will be shown in the next subsection, for obtaining the correct 2f+4f selection efficiency and
the correct background in experimental measurements, it suffices to separate the 4-fermion final states,
i.e. the real pairs, into two samples, which form signal and background, respectively. Virtual pair
corrections are signal, but their size is irrelevant for the experimental measurements in first order. Real
pair signal samples with the above definition can be obtained e.g. with GRC4f or KORALW. In contrast,
for obtaining a theoretical prediction the sum of real and virtual pair corrections are needed. Due to mass
cuts on
Ì
Ð$Þ ÐÞ , this is not possible with ZFITTER or TOPAZ0 for the above cut-based signal definition.
22Again one could even go for an additional inclusion of ISS ß and ISS ó diagrams here, which the 4-fermion generators
KORALW and GRC4f offer. This question is of no relevance for large ô)õ(öA÷ values above 0.4 or so, since the ISS contributions
are negligible there. For small ô
õ(öA÷
values of the order 0.01 the ISS contribution is appreciable (some per cent of the 2-f
cross-section). While for ISNS and FS+SF the cut on øUù ú ù ú nearly exclusively selects the ISNS ß and FS ß contributions, this
is not obviously the case for ISS. This might lead to non-negligible differences between the cut-based definition above and
the corresponding diagram-based definition ISNS ß +FS ß +ISS ß . Since none of the LEP experiments included the ISS (ûü /Zee)
process in their signal definition so far, this question has not been quantitatively addressed in this workshop.
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A new version 2.11 of GENTLE/4fan is able to calculate both real and virtual pair corrections with
mass cuts, where the flag setting corresponding to our above definition is IPPS=6, IGONLY=3, and
ä É7ÊﬁË æRádtdá . Another possibility is to add real pair corrections obtained from KORALW (or GRC4f) to
the virtual pair corrections, which have recently been implemented in the new version 4.14 of ]^] MC.
Table 15: Real hadronic pair cross-sections ý ý ý þý þ in pb, and relative corrections in per mil, obtained from GRC4f
for the process eß e ª  hadrons at


	 GeV and 206 GeV for four different pairing algorithms applied to
the case of four identical quarks in the cut-based definition (2).





























0.0173 0.80 0.564 5.85
ﬀﬂ&
'( 

































0.0130 0.76 0.575 7.39
5.5.3 Background subtraction and efficiency determination





























where 0 1 ÏÎ j is the (ISR convoluted) 2-fermion cross-section, 0 4 Â7e5 is the (ISR convoluted) cross-section
with real pair emission, and 0 3 i Î Ë is the (negative) correction due to virtual pairs. The effect of including
a part of the 4f final states as pair emission correction is twofold. First, obviously only those 4f events
which are not counted as 2f+4f signal contribution are to be subtracted as background. (Subtracting
wrongly all 4-fermion events as background which pass the 2-fermion selection, can, depending on the
`
h cut, easily lead to mismeasurements larger than one per cent.) Second, the influence of the real signal





























where the subscript ‘vis’ denotes the part of the cross-section for the respective process which passes all
selection cuts. It is a very good approximation to assume that the vertex corrections don’t change the
selection efficiency, since they lead to the same final state, so that the efficiency for the ‘Born+Virt’ part
of the cross-section is still 8
±
Ð
































































































where the expression has been expanded up to ŁÁ ±  in the second line and to ŁÁ in the third line.
Since Á«r ádtád it is fully sufficient to retain the first order in Á , which means that the experimental
measurements need only to know the fraction Á 4 Â7e5 of real pair emission, and are completely insensitive
to the virtual pair correction Á 3 i Î Ë .

















which means that the efficiency correction is the product of the real pairs fraction and the difference in
efficiencies between events with and without pairs. Moreover, if events with very soft or low-mass pairs
have identical selection efficiencies to events without pairs, they need not be explicitly modeled, which
justifies cutoffs for soft or low-mass pairs in explicit 4-vector MC generation. Such cutoffs modify Á 4 Â7e5
and 8
Ý
Ð in such a way that the same efficiency correction emerges.
To give a feeling for the size of the effect of pairs on the selection efficiency, we have listed
in Table 16 some typical numbers for pair corrections in hadronic and muonic selection efficiencies,
obtained from a real pair simulation with the GRC4f generator at  `èæ[d> GeV using the cuts-based
signal definition (2) and the hadronic event selection of the OPAL experiment. The effect for the other
LEP experiments is of similar size.
Table 16: Efficiency corrections ?A@ for the selection of hadrons and muon pairs due to pair emission corrections
for the OPAL experiment at

BCD
	 GeV. The meaning of the variables is given in the text.
eß e
ªE  hadrons eß e ªE GF ß FWª
HI 0.7225 0.01 0.7225 0.01
@KJ
" 87.9% 87.4% 89.8% 79.1%
@KL
" 83.2% 79.7% 86.4% 54.6%







R +NMTO M%QR +NMTO U
S
R





Ð results in a very small efficiency correction, well below one per mil. Both numbers are larger
for the inclusive selections, so that the relative efficiency changes due to pairs for inclusive hadrons is
about 2 per mil (
g
ádtVd absolute) and about 5 per mil for muons (
g
ádtêVd absolute). Note, that to
obtain these efficiency corrections both ISNS and FS real pairs have to be generated explicitly, which is
possible e.g. with the GRC4f or KORALW programs.
5.5.4 Pairs in semianalytical and Monte Carlo tools
For most of the programs, the treatment of pair corrections has been described in Section 4 of this
report. We summarize here the essential points in a comparison of all programs. The Feynman diagrams
included in the programs, and the availability of possible mass cuts are summarized in Table 17. It
is obvious that with the existing programs a large variety of signal definitions would in principle be
possible, though many of them would be accessible with one program only.
For our diagram-based and cut-based signal definitions we list here the features needed for predic-
tions and measurements of pair corrections.
Ä Theoretical prediction of diagram-based definition 1:
Virtual pairs, ISNS´ , desirably with common photon-pair exponentiation. For all primary pairs,
apart from f ³ ² ³ = ee, this is available in ZFITTER, TOPAZ0, GENTLE, and in the combination
]^] MC+KORALW. For f ³ ²³ = ee only LABSMC has virtual and real pairs for s- and t-channel
Bhabhas, yet without photon-pair convolution.
349
Ä Experimental measurement of diagram-based definition 1:
Complete event generation of ISNS´ and FS´ , separable from other diagrams. For all primary
pairs this is possible in KORALW or GRC4f.
Ä Theoretical prediction of cut-based definition 2:
Virtual pairs and possibility of mass cuts on secondary pairs for ISNS, FS, and SF, desirably with
photon-pair convolution. For all primary pairs, apart from f ³ ²³ = ee, this is possible in GENTLE
and ]^] MC+KORALW. For f ³ ²³ = ee no program with these features exists.
Ä Experimental measurement of cut-based definition 2:
Complete event generation of ISNS, FS,and SF separable from other diagrams. For all primary
pairs this is possible in KORALW or GRC4f.
Obviously, ISS is needed for none of the two signal definitions above. Initial-final state interference (IFI)
of pairs is completely negligible for any signal definition. Both are nevertheless listed for completeness
in Table 17.
In the following sections we will give a broad variety of numerical results on pair corrections from
several programs. The programs will then be compared for the two 4-fermion signal definitions discussed
above.
Table 17: Summary of pair corrections available in various programs. For Feynman diagrams the possibility
of mass cuts on the secondary pair is indicated by ‘mass’. The convolution of photons and pairs in a common
exponentiation is listed in the row W -pair conv. IFI stands for interference of initial- and final-state pairs. Note
that for LABSMC the singlet contribution listed under ISS is in fact the multi-peripheral (MP) diagram ee   eeff,
and ISNS, FS and SF refer to both  and X -channel Bhabha scattering. The last four rows indicate for which signal
definition theoretical predictions (th) are possible, and for which signal definition a full 4-fermion signal and
background event sample for experimental measurements (exp) can be obtained. For the 2f+4f signal definitions
‘real’ means that only real pairs can be calculated, and have to be combined with another program calculating the
virtual part ‘virt’.
Program
ZFITTER TOPAZ0 YZY MC KORALW GRC4f GENTLE LABSMC
virtual pairs yes yes yes no no yes yes
ISNS ¿ yes yes no mass mass mass yes
ISNS À no no no mass mass mass no
FS¿ mass no no mass mass mass yes
FSÀ no no no mass mass mass no
SF¿ no no no mass mass mass no
SFÀ no no no mass mass mass no
ISS ¿ yes yes no mass mass no yes (MP)
ISS À no no no mass mass no no(MP)
IFI no no no yes yes yes no
W -pair conv. yes yes no yes no yes no
definition 1 (th) yes yes virt real real yes yes
definition 1 (exp) no no no yes yes no no
definition 2 (th) no no virt real real yes no
definition 2 (exp) no no no yes yes no no
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5.5.5 Numerical results and conclusions from GENTLE
Numerical results obtained with the use of the code GENTLE 4fan v.2.11 23 are presented in the tables





Ö muons and ¹ · ¹ ¸ Ö hadrons for two cuts on invariant mass of the primary pair Ç)É7ÊﬁË^æÕádtád
and ádt[VdududÜ and three c.m.s. energies: 189, 200 and 206 GeV. The wide range of the cut on invariant mass
of the secondary pair was studied, äIÉ7ÊﬁË æ dá ¸£Ý
g
 . Results for several typical selections of groups of
Feynman diagrams (IPPS, IGONLY) are shown.
In Tables 18 and Fig. 22 we show Á Í ei Î :=ŁäÉÃÊ=Ëﬁ for the process ¹ · ¹ ¸ Ö muons for two Ç)É7ÊﬁË and
three c.m.s. energies. We note drastic dependence on Ç)É7ÊﬁË , moderate energy dependence and plateau-
like äIÉ7ÊﬁË dependence in cases when q exchange is not included. Solid lines show Á Í ei Î :=ŁäÉÃÊ=Ëﬁ when only
ISPP mediated by ¶ exchange is taken into account. Adding on top of it the FSPP has practically no





:=ŁäÉÃÊ=Ëﬁ are very flat, practically no äÉ7ÊﬁË dependence is seen. For Ç)É7ÊﬁËæéádtád , Á Í ei Î :=ŁäÉ7ÊﬁËﬁ exhibits
some äÉ7ÊﬁË dependence. Allowing q exchange we observe an interesting phenomenon which we called
q opening. It occurs when two cuts allow resonance production of the q boson. We emphasize that q
opening has nothing to do with q radiative return (ZRR). As seen from the last Fig. 22 it takes place in
the case when the ISR convolution is ignored. q opening is expected qualitatively, and from the figures
we may easily see its quantitative size. q opening rapidly grows with energy, reaching half a per cent at
206 GeV. Therefore, it is relatively important and one has to bother about cutting of such events. (Blind
use of äIÉ7ÊﬁËÛæ may be dangerous.)
In Fig. 22 we also show by dots ZFITTER v.6.30 results, which are shown only at äIÉ7ÊﬁË æ 
since ZFITTER doesn’t allow for cutting of ISPP. The agreement between GENTLE and ZFITTER is
at the level half a per mil for Ç)É7ÊﬁËèæ ádt[VdududÜ and — one per mil for Ç)É7ÊﬁËÆæ ádtád . (Note much better
agreement for the case when the ISR is ignored.) It is not surprising since GENTLE and ZFITTER
exploit very different approach for the ISR convolution. ZFITTER uses fully expanded, order-by-order





















with the two last terms computed in Ref. [144] in the LLA (Leading Logarithmic Approximation). The
term 0 ŁŁ   represents the lowest order QED correction to the Born Ł ±  pair production.
In the framework of the GENTLE-like ‘multiplicative’ approach one computes a convolution in-
tegral from a í
¼
kernel, which takes into account multiple photon emission. So, the 1 per mil or better
agreement between GENTLE and ZFITTER is far from being trivial. Given completely different treat-
ments of ISR convolution we may trade the difference, which arises after convolution, for a measure of
the theoretical uncertainty which is due to ISR convolution.
One should note that ISR convolution is very important. Even for ÇÚÉÃÊ=Ë æÈádt[VdududÜ it reaches dád
while for Ç)É7ÊﬁËÆæ ádtád it changes the result by a factor of three. Here, however, the bulk of the effect
is due to ZRR which enhances the denominator of Eq. (15) reducing thereby the factor Á Í ei Î : Łä É7ÊﬁË 
drastically.
The quantities Á Í ei Î :EŁäIÉ7ÊﬁË= for the process ¹ · ¹ ¸ Ö hadrons are shown in Tables 19 and Fig. 23.
They are very similar to the case of the process ¹ · ¹ ¸ Ö muons behaviour and actually the same discus-
sion applies for them. We note that the size of the effect is nearly two times bigger as compared to the
muon case. This is due to the fact that pair emission contributes strongly to the return to the Z, which
has a much larger hadronic branching fraction than the mixture of virtual photon and Z in the ` -channel





Ö hadrons is much better agreement between GENTLE and ZFITTER leading to an impossibility
23Accessible from: /afs/cern.ch/user/b/bardindy/public/Gentle2 11
also from the Gentle/Zeuthen homepage: http://www.ifh.de/  riemann/doc/Gentle/gentle.html
351
to see the difference in the case if ISR is ignored. Therefore, in this case the difference seen in the first
three figures of Fig. 23 is totally due to ISR convolution.




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































10 -4 10 -3 10 -2 10 -1
Fig. 22: ø ­3¯ ùûú  ü I
$
for the process l ß l ª   muons for two


and three c.m.s energies. In the fourth figure
we show  ø ­3¯ ùûú  ü I
$
computed without ISR convolution.
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Table 19: GENTLE/4 fan v.2.11. Process l ß l ª  þý &
ß 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The eight Tables 20–21 contain the partial contributions to Á ÍBKÎ : , i.e. separately 20 channels for
five primary  four secondary pairs for the process ¹ · ¹ ¸ Ö hadrons:  º3vWºﬁºehﬁº» hadrons º ¹ º ºŁ ,
for IPPS=5, IGONLY=2 –  ] É æRd>dºðudád GeV ä ÉÃÊ=Ë ædtádº ádt[VdududÜ& ;
for IPPS=6, IGONLY=3 –  ]9É æRd>dºðudád GeV äÉÃÊ=ËÛæádtdº ádt[VdududÜ& .
The difference between two sets with IPPS=5, IGONLY=2 and IPPS=6, IGONLY=3 is due to äIÉ7ÊﬁË ,
which is small owing to the plateau-like dependence, and due to q exchange, which is also small since
q doesn’t open yet for a äIÉ7ÊﬁË at 0.10.
Finally, two Tables 22 contain four partial contributions to Á ÍBKÎ : for the process ¹ · ¹ ¸ Ö muons
for the same set of input parameters. However, we show here both ‘ISR off’ and ‘ISR on’ cases and only
IPPS=5, IGONLY=2 selection. The ‘ISR on’ is similar to the process ¹ · ¹ ¸ Ö hadrons properties and































10 -4 10 -3 10 -2 10 -1
Fig. 23:  ø ­3¯ ù ú  ü I
$




  hadrons for two  and three c.m.s energies. In the fourth figure
we show  ø ­3¯ ùûú  ü I
$
computed without ISR convolution.
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Table 20: LEP2: GENTLE 4fan v.2.11, l ß l ª   hadrons. Partial contributions. I1-primary pair, I2-secondary
pair. I1,I2  MB+ &  + l  Q + F  U +  +   +¢¡ ¤£ + & S +¦¥ 7 +¨§ . Cross-sections in pb,  ’s in



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 21: LEP2: GENTLE 4fan v.2.11, l ß l ª   hadrons. Partial contributions. I1-primary pair, I2-secondary
pair. I1,I2  M +    BZ + l  Q + F  U +    +     + ¡  £ + BBS + ¥ H + § . Cross-sections in pb,  ’s
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 22: LEP2: GENTLE 4fan v.2.11, l ß l ª   muons. Partial contributions. I1-primary pair, I2-secondary
pair. Cross-sections in pb,  ’s in per mil. Upper part ISR off, lower part ISR on.
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5.5.6 Results on pairs from ää MC and KORALW





Experimental Signal 6 å
¼
signal without any pairs realized by:
Ä Eliminating completely all í
¼
background together with other backgrounds and detector efficiency
using KORALW.
Ä Eliminating virtual pair contributions æèç¥é together with the ISR*FSR interference using ää MC.
Ä Switching off pairs in ZFITTER or TOPAZ0.
The above scenario was usually not emphasized in the past, because of the potential technical
difficulties with the MC integration, and the cancellation of the mass singularities. On the other hand,
while constructing the KORALW program, this application was kept in mind [78] and the appropriate
coverage of phase space integration was ensured. Together with the recent upgrade of ää MC with the
virtual pair form-factors this opens the way to the first exercises in this direction. The cancellation of
fermion masses in KORALW+ää MC is expected to be technically and physically as good as in the
semi-analytical programs that are compared with them24.
Note that that the evaluation of the experimental efficiency and elimination of the background
requires running ää MC and KORALW anyway, so complete elimination of the secondary pair effects
would come essentially as a byproduct of the above procedure, with little theoretical uncertainty. Before
the above scenario could be realized several technical points needed to be checked:
Ä Even though a lot of technical tests were already performed on KORALW in all corners of í
¼
phase space, also with untagged electrons, additional tests need to be (re)done. As an example of
such technical tests we show in Fig. 24 the comparison of KORALW with analytical result of [137]
for the  ½Ł ½Ł final state as a function of êë¨ìÑíæîçðï Çñë¨ì½í for ò îæîç¥ó¥ô GeV. The Ł mass is set
equal to  mass. The three histograms correspond to different approximations of matrix element
in KORALW: ISNSõ ( öÑ÷øùö½úû ü =5), ISNSõýÉþ ( ö½÷øùö½ú ûü =2) and complete 4f ( ö½÷ øßö½ú ûü =1). Apart
from the discrepancy at the   peak due to finite binning size, the semianalytical and corresponding
Monte Carlo results agree within the statistical errors. Another possible test is the comparison with
the semianalytical program GENTLE. This comparison is currently under study.
Ä For the sake of comparisons the option of reducing matrix element of KORALW to ISNSõ , FSNSõ
etc. has been introduced, as described in Section 4.17 of this Report.
Ä The virtual ISNSõ and FSNS õ terms have been incorporated into ää MC as described in Sec-
tion 4.5.4 of this Report.
With both programs updated, as an example of the numerical results, the correction to the process ¹ ½¹Ö

½
 due to emission of one real pair has been calculated by ø with the following cuts:
1. mass of  ½ pair with highest mass bigger than (A) á	Õô
ò
 or (B) á	 í
ò
 (two cuts);
2. angle of muon from  ½ pair with highest mass with respect to the beam: 
	
á	Õô	 ;
3. sum of transverse momenta of neutrina less than á	ê	
ò
µï ] .
24This approach to pairs was already realized in the case of Bhabha scattering in the BHLUMI 2.30 of Ref. [201], where
multiple real pairs are generated within the full exclusive phase space and the virtual and real pair corrections cancel numeri-
cally.
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Fig. 24: Total cross-sections [pb] for l-l   F -F .- from KORALW MC in various approximations of matrix
element: ISNS¿
ß
À (big open circles), ISNS ¿ (small open circles), complete 4f (big dots) and semianalytical
ISNS ¿ of Ref. [137] (small dots) as a function of /02143   +  02143 for 5 BCD
	 GeV. Note that 687 is set equal to
6:9 .
The calculation is quite fast and numerically stable. The cuts (A,B) correspond for example to
(roughly) IAleph5, IAleph6. The additional cut on neutrino is based on the L3 realistic cut on secondary
pair (Section 2.4). Its aim is to reduce the ; -pair production background by requiring transverse energy
imbalance to be smaller than 0.3E<>=@? . Together with the virtual component calculated by ää MC the
results are summarized in Table 23.
Table 23: Pair corrections to A-ACBEDF-D calculated by KORALW (real) and GHG MC (virtual) for 5 IKJMLON+P GeV.
All quark and lepton pairs are included. Cuts (A) and (B) are defined in the text.
Cut Q3SR3OT U §WV GXG MC QZYO[]\3 [pb] KORALW Q\^W_>` [pb]
A 2.67 acbed bgf  Xh d b+bL i.bd b+fgb h d bgb#L
B 6.70 acbed bj>b h d b+bL i.bd  Pj h d bgb £
The following comments are in order here:
(a) The klmnpo of KORALW is with complete qsr matrix element for all fermions rutwvxy.x{zx{|x{}4x~xsx{	z
and not the ISNS signal of the signal definition proposal outlined in Sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2.
(b) Masses  are taken 0.2 GeV for rtvexycx{z and PDG values for the rest. Changing  of light
quarks by factor two induces only +k<>= l ípŁ	ktw	Sqé !
(c) ISR was switched off in KORALW and on in ää MC.
(d) The virtual pair correction is ï	Õô¥é with little dependence on the cut on  .
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(e) The electron channel dominates in real pair contributions.
This project is at the moment unfinished. In particular we have not discussed here the issues related
to bremsstrahlung. It is instructive to note in this context that one of the reasons that makes possible
numerical cancellation amongst two separate Monte Carlo programs is the fact that bremsstrahlung in
both KORALW and ää MC is implemented in the same way, based on the YFS principle. As there are a
number of different ways of simulating photonic cascades in different Monte Carlo codes this issue may
be a nontrivial one in some cases.
The merits of the above definition of the 	r signal are to be judged by LEP experimentalists. The
authors of ää MC and KORALW will provide the tools if there is an interest. Finally let us also stress
that the tandem KORALW+ää MC can be useful not only for implementing the scenario ‘without pairs’
decribed in the beginning of this section, but also for implementing any other two-fermion signal and for
comparisons with any other semianalytical or Monte Carlo programs. It is an equally important role.
5.5.7 Results on pairs from TOPAZ0
Here we briefly describe the implementation of pairs in TOPAZ0 25. Since version 4.4 (April 1999)
TOPAZ0 [69] allows the additional value ONP = ‘I’, where an extension of the Kuraev–Fadin (KF)
approach [90] for virtual pairs and for soft and exponentiated ISNSõ pairs is used; the extension is also
applicable to hadron pairs, because one uses KKKS results [137] for Os and writes it in terms of
moments. Then one matches it to KF and generalizes KF to soft and exponentiated hadrons pairs [202].
Next, one uses the generalized KF-approach for virtual  ISNS soft pairs and cut to the same
z value of IS QED radiation, zp being the centre-of-mass energy of the  ý  system after initial-state
radiation of photons and pairs. This choice, however, is not strictly needed.
Finally, one includes soft pairs only up to some cut  that is compatible with   ¡  ,
where  is the energy of the incoming electron(positron). Above it one uses ISNSõ hard pairs according
to the KKKS formulation but not added linearly, KKKS in convolution with IS QED radiation. The
radiator used here is a LL one, with options ùö½÷¢¢¤£¦¥÷¨§ (second order) and ßöÑ÷¢¢¤£¦¥ú¨§ (third
order).
An old comparison with ©ßögª in the JMS [142] approach gave a nice agreement for energies
around the   peak, below 	S	« per mil from 88 GeV to 94 GeV.
ISSõ pairs [68], i.e. ISS-pairs where the ¬ -channel exchange is only via a photon, can be included
by selecting OSING = ‘SP’.
After some tuned comparison with GENTLE/ZFITTER, version qs q of TOPAZ0 has been slightly
upgraded26 to cure instability problems in virtual pairs and in real  -pair production for very low values
of the z  -cut.
A sample of results is shown in Tables 24–27 where  (in per mil) is the relative effect of pair
production, k­¯®°	± ²>OŁ	k . Pair corrections are shown in Tables 24 and 25 for  ý  ³ hadrons and in




~ for the two values of zp´Ł	z and for
ò
zt ç¥ó¥ô GeV. Results are
shown for all secondary pairs both virtual and real. When compared with GENTLE’s predictions in
hadronic language in Table 20 for hadrons and Table 22 (IPPS,IGONLY)=(5,2), ISR on, for muons we
observe a nice agreement everywhere for virtual pairs, with a maximum deviation of 	Õç per mil. When
we neglect FSõ pairs, not implemented in TOPAZ0 and compare the real pairs for hadrons with Table 20
it follows that for the total contribution to the hadronic cross-section the differences range from 	Õô per
mil when the radiative return is allowed ( z´Ł	z¶µw	S¥ç ) to 	S· per mil when the radiative return is inhibited
( z

Ł	z¸µ¹	Sº			 ). Inclusion of FSõ would increase this difference somewhat. A comparison of the total
corrections to the options without FS pairs in GENTLE and ZFITTER in Table 33 shows a maximal
25Authors of the report thank G. Passarino for providing numerical results.
26(http://www.to.infn/˜giampier/topaz0 v44 rs8 220600.f)
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difference of 1.7 per mil for hadrons. For muons we have a similar ç	S per mil maximal difference in
Table 34. Note also that GENTLE – ZFITTER agreement is 	S¼» ç per mil with ZFITTER closer to
TOPAZ0, so that we see a 	Sº per mil maximal difference between TOPAZ0 and ZFITTER.
Table 24: TOPAZ0 predictions for virtual (V), real (R) and total (T) pair-production corrections to A¾½cAÀ¿ÁB
hadrons at
5 IXJÂLONgP
GeV and for I¾ÃÅÄ+IÆbd b#L . Results are shown for all secondary pairs. All Ç ’s are in per mil.









A ½ A ¿ -2.91 +10.37 +7.46




¿ -0.03 +0.72 +0.69
hadrons -0.71 +6.76 +6.05
all -4.00 +20.42 +16.42
Table 25: TOPAZ0 predictions for virtual (V), real (R) and total (T) pair-production corrections to A¾½cAÀ¿ÁB
hadrons at 5 IJÑLON+P GeV and for I¾Ã¯ÄgI¼ÆÒbedSjOf+fgÓ . Results are shown for all secondary pairs. All Ç ’s are in per
mil.
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¿ -0.06 +0.05 -0.01
hadrons -1.03 +0.66 -0.37
all -4.99 +4.01 -0.98
Table 26: TOPAZ0 predictions for virtual (V), real (R) and total (T) pair-production corrections to A¾½cAÀ¿ÔBDs½D.¿
at 5 IXJÈLON+P GeV and for I¾Ã´ÄgIÆbed bL . Results are shown for all secondary pairs. All Ç ’s are in per mil.









A½AÀ¿ -2.98 +8.52 +5.54




¿ -0.04 +0.57 +0.53
hadrons -0.77 +5.30 +4.53
all -4.17 +16.43 +12.26
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Table 27: TOPAZ0 predictions for virtual (V), real (R) and total (T) pair-production corrections to A¾½cAÀ¿ÔBDs½D.¿
at 5 IXJÈLON+P GeV and for I¾Ã´ÄgIÆbedSjOf+fgÓ . Results are shown for all secondary pairs. All Ç ’s are in per mil.









A½AÀ¿ -3.31 +2.79 -0.52




¿ -0.06 +0.05 -0.01
hadrons -0.99 +0.61 -0.38
all -4.83 +3.80 -1.03
There are unsolved problems that will constitute the bulk of next TOPAZ0 upgrading. They are:
1. double-counting of real pairs and pairing ambiguities in the realistic language of hadrons, i.e. not
at the parton level;
2. identical particles in primary and secondary pairs;
3. splitting of real pairs into different channels, i.e. how to define  ý  Ú³  ý   }} , }4} pair-correction
to Bhabha?  ý + pair correction to keÛÜOÝ ? Background?
4. flavour misinterpretation;
5. extension to Bhabha scattering, i.e. implementation of pair corrections with realistic cuts, collinear-
ity and energy thresholds, instead of simple z -cuts.
Cutting on secondary pairs is not a real problem once pairing–double-counting ambiguities are
solved in hadronic language via ÞXÛ4ÜOÝ . The reason why this cut was never implemented is that hadron
pairs are easily constructed in the language of moments [137] which requires integrating over the defined
secondary pair. If one cuts on it the answer is at parton level and should be folded with ÞXÛÜOÝ and,
presently, there is no routine capable of giving ÞXÛÜOÝﬂOz for ¸ßàz¼ßÕ		 GeV without doing some extra
work at very low z and around the thresholds [203].
5.5.8 Results on pairs for Bhabhas from LABSMC
With the default version of LABSMC (i.e. without the multi-peripheral contribution) the sum of vir-
tual+real pair effects was determined for the Bhabha observables listed in Table 28. The corrections
were calculated with respect to the cross sections, where all other types of RC have already been applied.
There is a simple dependence of the size of corrections on the applied cuts. The strongest cuts on real
emission are there, the largest (and most negative) effect is coming out. The largest corrections are found
for some idealized observables, where also the final-state corrections do give a lot.
Concerning the multi-peripheral two-photon corrections, there are visible contributions only for a
few observables. The only large correction is for IOpal3 because of the wide range of allowed collinear-
ity and a very low energy threshold for electrons (1 GeV). For all other observables, not listed in Table 29,
the multi-peripheral reaction is cut away.
The accuracy on the above numbers can be estimated to be about 20%, which is mainly coming
from the uncertainty in the description of secondary hadronic pairs.
5.5.9 Comparison of results for hadrons and muons
In the following we shall compare the results of the different signal definitions obtained from various




As explained above, only the amount of real secondary ISNS plus FS pair f
 á´
emission enters the
experimental measurements of 2-fermion cross-sections. For all primary pairs apart from f â
á
â = ee
this contribution can be calculated in GENTLE, KORALW, and GRC4f. Since the checks of the new
KORALW code were not completely finished at the time of writing this report, we compare in the
following GRC4f and GENTLE, using the cut-based signal definition (2), which is realized in GENTLE
via IPPS=6, IGONLY=3, and ãåäWæ4çtè	éSê	 . The GRC4f prediction has been obtained with method (A)
described in Section 4.16. Using method (B) gives consistent results. The result of the comparison
for qqf
 á´
corrections to the process e ë e  ³ hadrons at ì z =189 GeV is listed in Table 30 and 31.
Comparisons at other centre-of-mass energies result in similar numbers.
Table 28: LABSMC corrections due to pairs in per mil of the cross-sections for the respective observables.
obs. 189 200 206 [GeV]
realistic observables
Aleph3 -2.133 -2.180 -2.130
Aleph4 -2.281 -2.286 -2.287
Delphi3 -2.197 -2.228 -2.257
LT4 -2.618 -2.660 -2.684
LT5 -1.871 -1.894 -1.924
LT6 -0.887 -0.920 -0.889
LT7 -0.482 -0.668 -0.728
LT8 0.206 0.150 0.184
Opal3 0.131 0.014 0.072
Opal4 -2.626 -2.699 -2.706
Opal5 -1.635 -1.669 -1.669
idealized observables
IAleph3 -5.846 -6.009 -5.994
IAleph4 -6.774 -6.925 -6.967
ILT4 -5.322 -5.427 -5.451
ILT5 -1.867 -1.890 -1.920
ILT6 -0.885 -0.918 -0.887
ILT7 -0.481 -0.666 -0.725
ILT8 0.206 0.150 0.184
IOpal3 0.131 0.014 0.072
IOpal4 -2.716 -2.691 -2.699
IOpal5 -1.628 -1.662 -1.662
Table 29: LABSMC pair corrections due to multi-peripheral two-photon processes.
obs. 189 200 206 [GeV]
Delphi3 0.105 0.106 0.107
IOpal3 2.336 2.359 2.370
IOpal4 0.070 0.069 0.069
IOpal5 0.423 0.426 0.428
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Table 30: Real pair cross-sections in pb, and relative corrections in per mil, obtained from GRC4f and GENTLE
for the process e½ e ¿ÒB hadrons at í IîJLON+P GeV for high IÃ events of ïð2ñò.JbedSjOf+fgÓ according to the cut-
based definition (2). The last column lists the difference between GRC4f and GENTLE in per mil of the hadronic
cross-section. The errors given are statistical only.













ùþý	ß Ï  ý 
Ç
Îö2÷ø
qqee bd b+Pgb h bd b+bgf 0.073 ed f h bedSL 3.4 i.bed N
qqDﬂD8i Ð	Ð bd b#L h bd b+bgf 0.010 bed  h bedSL 0.4 i.bed f
qqqq bd b#L h bd b+bgf 0.018 bedSj h bedSL 0.8 acbedSL
total qqfõ ô õ bd@L+LOP h bd b+b 0.100 Óed Ó h bed f 4.6 i.bed P
Table 31: Real pair cross-sections in pb, and relative corrections in per mil, obtained from GRC4f and GENTLE
for the process e½ e ¿ÉB hadrons at í IXJÂLON+P GeV for inclusive events of ï ð2ñò Jbed bL . The last column lists the
difference between GRC4f and GENTLE in per mil of the hadronic cross-section. The errors given are statistical
only.













ùþý	ß Ï  ý 
Ç
Îö2÷ø
qqee L{dSL h bd b#L 0.97 LOfedSL h bd@L 10.1 i.fed b
qqDﬂD8i Ð	Ð bed gÓ h bd b#L 0.29 ed  h bd@L 3.0 i.bed 
qqqq bed ÓgN h bd b	 0.59 ed b h bd  6.1 acbedSL
total qqfõ ô õ fed bgP h bd b	 1.85 fL{dSj h bd  19.2 i.fed Ó
The results show that for secondary lepton pairs GRC4f has about 20% more real pairs than GEN-
TLE, though the difference is not statistically significant for ~­~ and ﬂ in the high zp sample. For
hadronic pairs there is perfect agreement, despite the fact that GENTLE uses a pure hadronic approach
(in terms of ÞXÛ4ÜOÝ
 to obtain qqqq, while GRC4f calculates partonic corrections (where we have used
quark masses of tÒ'tw	éSêq GeV) which have been a posteriori corrected for the effect of the low-
mass hadronic ÞXÛÜOÝ ratio and of the running  via re-weighting of the GRC4f events (not available in
default GRC4f). These latter corrections have only a small impact on the comparison, since they tend to
cancel each other, if ¼Oz	
 has been used in the generation of the events, resulting in a total correction
of 	éS		ê pb and '	éS	ê pb for k  Ü
ﬀ
(qqqq) for ÞXäWæ4ç = 0.7225 and 0.01, respectively.
The total real pairs difference between GRC4f and GENTLE in terms of the corresponding hadronic
cross-section is 0.9 per mil for the high z selection and 2.5 per mil for the inclusive selection. A possi-
ble source of this difference is the more sophisticated treatment of common photon and pairs emission
in GENTLE while GRC4f simply attaches a photon radiator function to the 4-fermion matrix element.
Note that the agreement for qq pairs depends on the choice of quark masses in GRC4f.




Ü means a relative error of 	éSêﬂﬁ for the combined 2f+4f efficiency. One can therefore conclude
that GRC4f is adequate to calculate the influence of pair emission on the efficiency to better than 0.1%.
Comparison between signal definitions
Since the virtual pair corrections are identical for the above diagram-based (1), and cut-based (2) signal
definitions, the total difference between the definitions is given by the difference in the amount of real
pairs. Repeating the above calculations with the diagram-based signal definition (1), using the same z 
definition [i.e. IPPS=5, IGONLY=2, ãsä æçÖt ê	éS (no cut on secondary pairs) in GENTLE] results in
Table 32 of differences in real pair cross-sections.
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Table 32: Differences between diagram-based definition (1) and cut-based definition (2) for real pairs in per mil of
the hadronic cross-section, obtained from GRC4f and GENTLE for the process e½ e ¿ÉB hadrons at í IXJ L>NgP GeV
for high I¾Ã events with ï ð2ñò J bedSjOfgf+Ó and inclusive events with ï ð2ñpò J bd b#L . For ï ð2ñpò J bedSjOf+fgÓ no significant
difference was observed within the statistical errors of the comparison in both programs. For qqee the diagram-
based definition was not available for GRC4f.








ï.ð2ñpò 0.7225 0.01 0.7225 0.01
qqee a a ﬃbd b+bgb#L 0.04
qqDﬂDi Ð	Ð ﬃbedSL bed bgf h bd@L>f ﬃbd b+bgb#L 0.07
qqqq ﬃbedSL bed  L h bd 	 ﬃbd b+bgb#L 0.18
total qqfõ ôõ a a ﬃbd b+bgb#L 0.29
This comparison shows that for inclusive hadrons the difference between the two definitions, as
predicted by GENTLE, is of order ê	  for each class of pairs listed, amounting to a total of 	é! #"Éê	  .
The results of GRC4f are consistent, though their sensitivity is limited by the statistical error of some
ê	  . For high z  hadrons no difference between definitions 1 and 2 is visible even on the level of ê	 %$
in GENTLE.
Comparison of real+virtual pairs
In the following we compare as a typical example the sum of virtual and real pair corrections for primary
hadrons and primary muons at Oz&
Ôt êﬂ'ﬂ GeV for four different definitions of the secondary pair
signal:
A Diagram-based definition (1) with z  t)( *,+.-*
B Diagram-based definition (1) with zt)( /1032
C Cut-based definition (2) with z  t)( /1032 and ãsä æçHtw	éSêﬂ4
D Cut-based definition (2) with zpÙt)( /1032 and ãsä æçHtw	éSê	
Table 33: Relative virtual + real pair corrections in per mil of the total cross-section for the process e½ e ¿ B
hadrons at í ICJMLON+P GeV for different signal definitions. A a means that this definition is not accessible in the
respective program.
Definition GENTLE ZFITTER TOPAZ0 GENTLE ZFITTER TOPAZ0
ï
ð2ñpò 0.01 0.7225
A) diagram, IÃÙJ65 õ798;:<7 14.72 15.76 16.42 aFLÀd@L= acbed Pgf acbed PgN
B) diagram, I¾ÃåJ>5 õ? @A 14.74 15.82 a aFLÀd +Ó aFL{d fgb a
C) cuts, B ð2ñpò Jbd@L>Ó 14.64 a a aFLÀd +Ó a a
D) cuts, B ð2ñpò JÖbedSLOb 14.45 a a aFLÀd +Ó a a
ÇDC¸aÇFE 0.02 0.06 a acbd +f acbed fgP a
ÇDC¸aÇ
ú
0.10 a a ﬃbd b+bgb#L a a
ÇDC¸aÇFG 0.29 a a ﬃbd b+bgb#L a a
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Table 34: Relative virtual + real pair corrections in per mil of the total cross-section for the process e½ e ¿ÔBDs½D.¿
at í IXJÈLON+P GeV for different signal definitions. A a means that this definition is not accessible in the respective
program.
Definition GENTLE ZFITTER TOPAZ0 GENTLE ZFITTER TOPAZ0
ï.ð2ñpò 0.01 0.7225
A) diagram, IÃÙJ65 õ798;:<7 10.73 11.73 12.26 aFLÀd #j aFL{d bgb acbed PgN
B) diagram, I Ã J>5 õ? @A 10.84 11.96 a acfd Ó+N acfed bgÓ a
C) cuts, Bð2ñpòcJbd@L>Ó 10.72 a a acfd Ó+N a a
D) cuts, Bð2ñpòJÖbedSLOb 10.57 a a acfd Ó+N a a
Ç C aÇ E 0.11 0.23 a aFLÀd f#L aFL{d bgÓ a
ÇDC¸aÇ
ú
0.12 a a ﬃbd b+bgb#L a a
ÇDC¸aÇFG 0.27 a a ﬃbd b+bgb#L a a
From these tables several conclusions can be drawn. The comparison between GENTLE, ZFIT-
TER, and TOPAZ0 for the diagram-based definition with zpØtH( *I+J-* (A) reveals maximum differences
of 1.7 (1.5) per mil for inclusive hadrons (muons) and 0.2 (0.4) per mil for high zp hadrons (muons)
between any two of the programs. Differences between cut-based and diagram-based signal definitions
are between 1 and «K":ê	  for inclusive selections for ãåäWæ4ç in the range from 0.10 to 0.15 (compare also
Table 32), and below ê	%$ for the high z selection, as long zp is defined as ( /1092 everywhere. Whereas
for the inclusive selections the difference between z  t)( *,+.-* and z  tL( /1092 is at most 0.2 per mil, it is
about 0.3 (1.1) per mil for high z hadrons (muons). Compared to the LEP-combined statistical precision
of the measurements all these differences are small. Even the 1.7 per mil difference between GENTLE
and TOPAZ0 for inclusive hadrons is only about half of the expected LEP-combined statistical error,
summed over all centre-of-mass energies, and is thus not far from the precision tag of 1.1 per mil.
5.5.10 Results for Bhabhas
There is only one program, LABSMC, which is able to calculate virtual+real pair effects for z#¼¬ channel
Bhabha scattering for the signal definition given above. Therefore a comparisons like the one performed
above for hadrons and muons cannot be done for primary electron pairs. We just state here that the pair
corrections for idealized observables range from +0.2 per mil for ILT8 to º	éS per mil for IAleph4.
Largish corrections between 5 and 7 per mil occur only for observables which cut hard on ( /1032 . For
them a relative accuracy of 20–30% would be needed to meet the experimental precision tags, which are
between 0.13 and 0.21% for the cross-sections. All other corrections are below 3 per mil so that for them
a 50% pair correction accuracy would suffice. The author of LABSMC estimates a relative accuracy of
20% for pair corrections, which would mean that all experimental precision requirements are met. Yet, it
would be very valuable if the pair corrections in LABSMC could be cross-checked against another code.
5.5.11 Conclusions for pair effects
Shortly before and during this workshop a lot of new code for pair corrections at LEP2 was developed.
Before 1999, essentially only the diagram-based pair correction with zpÙt)( *I+J-* , i.e. inclusive FS pairs,
could be calculated by ZFITTER and TOPAZ0 for all primary pairs apart from electrons. Common
exponentiation of initial-state photons and ISNSM pairs for energies away from the N -peak as well as
optional ISSM pairs were implemented in both codes in 1999. ZFITTER has now been upgraded to
include explicit FSM with the possibility of mass cuts. The new GENTLE/4fan offers even more options
with mass cuts on all pairs and inclusion of pairs from virtual Z’s and swapped FS diagrams. Finally a
new powerful combination of OPO MC and KORALW is being developed which contributed first numbers
to this document. This makes a whole variety of options for pair treatment available.
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The main achievements of the pair study described above are:
Q A proposal for a signal definition which can be, to better than 0.1% accuracy, defined either based
on (experiment oriented) cuts or on (theory oriented) diagrams.
Q The determination of efficiency corrections using full event generators has been checked for GRC4f
to a precision of 0.1%, from a comparison of real pair cross-sections with GENTLE.
Q Double counting of hadronic events has been studied with GRC4f and found to be smaller than
10  .
Q Problems of pairing ambiguities for four identical fermions become increasingly important with
the larger ZZ cross-sections at high energies, especially for inclusive measurements with the signal
definitions adopted here. From varying pairing algorithms, a worst-case difference of 0.8 per mil
was found for inclusive hadrons at 206 GeV.
Q Differences for pair corrections between zp definitions via the propagator or primary pair mass in
the diagram-based approach have been determined. GENTLE and ZFITTER both find them to be
about 0.3 (1.1) per mil for high z hadrons (muons).
Q Maximum differences for the diagram-based pair correction of 1.7 (1.5) per mil for inclusive
hadrons (muons) and 0.2 (0.4) per mil for high zp hadrons (muons) between any two of the pro-
grams GENTLE, ZFITTER and TOPAZ0 have been found.
Q A first complete calculation of pair corrections for Bhabhas has been done by LABSMC.
We conclude that for the proposed signal definition sufficient comparisons have been performed
to be confident that the above numbers are limitations of the theoretical uncertainties. With the exception
of the 1.7 per mil difference for inclusive hadrons, which is slightly above the respective precision tag of
1.1 per mil, all theoretical uncertainties are well below the experimental precision tags. For other signal
definitions, however, uncertainties have not been checked systematically. Some more information is
present from the tables presented in this section. It is in any case not advisable to chose a signal definition
for pairs that can be calculated by one program only. Especially for the case of Bhabha scattering it would
be highly desirable to have more than one code predicting the effects of secondary pairs. Improvements
are still expected in GENTLE, TOPAZ0 and OPO MC+KORALW.
6 SUMMARY
In this report we have addressed the question of uncertainties of the predictions of theoretical calculations
for quantities measured in LEP2 experiments (LEP2 observables). We also have studied uncertainties in
relating measured quantities to theoretical predictions, via signal definitions and acceptance corrections,
especially for the effect of secondary pair radiation, and to a lesser degree wide angle Bhabha scatter-
ing. The calculations were contributed by several theoretical groups and are implemented using various
techniques and approaches embodied in most cases in Monte Carlos, but also in semi-analytical codes –
most of them are already in use in all LEP2 collaborations. We tried to cover all two-fermion processes:
production of quark-, muon- and tau-pairs, the Bhabha process. Considerable effort was also invested
in the processes with (additional) tagged single and double photons. The neutrino channel and Bhabha
channel are of course the most important in this class. The whole analysis of the theoretical prediction
was done for the rather complete list of LEP2 observables, which we tried to have as close as possible
to the ones used by LEP experiments. Most of the collected theoretical predictions are for simplified
experimental acceptances (so called idealized observables), but we also tried, not without some success,
to produce and discuss theoretical predictions for realistic LEP2 observables.
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Already from the beginning of the work of our two-fermion group it was expected that for the full
LEP2 statistics the most important issues in the evaluation of the theoretical uncertainties would be:
1. production of secondary pairs,
2. QED initial-final state interference,
3. precise cross-checks of QED initial-state radiation and multi-photon effects,
4. numerical cross-checks of the electroweak corrections.
The QED parts of the calculations have turned out to be under very good control; the biggest and
most important contributions from the initial-state radiation (which is up to 		ﬂﬁ ) is now under control
down to 0.2–0.4% (final-state radiation included) in most cases.
The initial-final state interference, which is Rwﬂﬁ , is now controlled down to 	éSﬂﬁ .
The above is true for the ordinary two-fermion LEP2 observables, which do not require the pres-
ence of one or two visible (tagged) photons. In the case of tagged photons the achieved precision varies
with the type of the cut and is typically 4% for the TSﬂU observables, 3% for Bhabha and 1% for ~ës~VU ,
or ëþVU . The initial-final state interference has turned out to be rather important for the observables
with tagged photons.
For the Bhabha process the QED bremsstrahlung was found to be one of the main sources of
uncertainties for the end-cap observables. For the LEP2 observables relying on the data from the barrel
(wide angle) detector only, there is a sizeable contribution from the electroweak part of the calculation.
We were unable to explore this subject before the end of the workshop.
In the work of our group we did not have a chance to scrutinize once again the pure electroweak
corrections. To some extent it was already done in the earlier LEP workshops, so one could say that it is
not really necessary, on the other hand it is always necessary to cross-check the codes like ZFITTER and
OPO MC used by LEP2 experiments once again, on every possible aspect. We clearly recommend that it
should be done in the near future.
As a collorary of the tests of ZFITTER and OPO MC we have noticed that the numerical contribution
from the so-called electroweak boxes, which is negligible at LEP1, and is still rather small at lower CMS
energies of LEP2 like 189 GeV, is, however, already quite large R ﬂﬁ at higher LEP2 energies like
206 GeV. In other words, as far as electroweak phenomena are concerned, the LEP experiments at the
LEP2 top energies start to be in the same situation as the future Linear Colliders!
The production of the secondary pairs was at the top of the list of priorities of this workshop. We
have come up with a proposal for a 2-fermion signal definition including pair radiation, which is simple
and equally applicable to all final-state fermions, from electrons to hadrons, and to all z cuts. This
signal definition comes in fact optionally as a diagram-based or as a cut-based definition, where the one
best suited for the given experimental or theoretical setup can be chosen. All definitions are numerically
identical within 0.3 per mil for hadrons and 1.1 per mil for muons for any zp cut.
For this set of signal definitions we have performed a broad variety of comparisons and tests, start-
ing from effects like pairing ambiguities, double counting, and efficiency corrections, eventually leading
to a comparison between different theoretical codes for computing real and virtual pair corrections. Un-
certainties and biases resulting from these studies were found to range from below 0.1 per mil to at
most 1.7 per mil of the 2-fermion cross-sections. This corresponds to up to 20% relative uncertainties
on the pair corrections. Some theoretical codes have provided results also for other definitions of pair
signals, which are however often calculable by one code, only. This situation is expected to improve
with forthcoming upgrades of GENTLE, TOPAZ0 and OPO MC+KORALW. For the Bhabha scattering
process, only one theoretical calculation of pair effects is available for the proposed signal definition.
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In the immediate future after the present workshop we would most urgently recommend cross-
checks for the purely electroweak corrections, especially for wide angle Bhabha, and for secondary pair
corrections for the Bhabha process.
There seem to be few unresolved problems as far as QED is concerned, except for certain observ-
ables with the tagged photons ëc+ ³ SU and (to a lesser degree) for wide angle Bhabhas, where
further improvements of the theoretical precision by a factor 4–10 are necessary.
Table 35: Comparison of the typical theoretical uncertainties with the typical experimental precision tags
class of observables theoretical uncertainty experimental precision tag
A¾½cA{¿ÉBXWYWZ\[T] 0.26% 0.1% -0.2%
A¾½cA{¿ÉBÕDs½D.¿^Z_[] 0.4% 0.4% -0.5%




¿ Z_[] 0.4% 0.4% -0.6%
A¾½cA{¿ÉB A¾½AÀ¿TZ\[T] (endcap) 0.5% 0.13%
A¾½cA{¿ÉB A¾½AÀ¿TZ\[T] (barrel) 2.0% 0.21%
A¾½cA{¿ÉB A¾½AÀ¿[ 3% 1.5%
A¾½cA{¿ÉBX`]½a`¯¿[ 1% 1.5%
A¾½cA{¿ÉBXbcYbd[ 4% 0.5%
We tried to summarize all of the above information once again in Table 35, where we list the
theoretical precisions attained in our study for the LEP2 observables defined in Section 2 in comparison
with typical ultimate experimental requirements for combined LEP2 data.
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